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22 Industry Perspectives on c-Si  
  PV Module Reliability and the  
  Rise of Comparative Testing

Discerning buyers understand that seemingly identi-
cal PV modules may perform very differently over 20 
or 30 years. But how can they take that knowledge 
to the bank? This article addresses considerations 
related to module reliability, quality assurance and 
performance, as well as the increasing role of com-
parative testing in helping integrators determine 
whether a given module will provide the performance 
they are banking on.
BY DAVID BREARLEY

50 2013 c-Si PV Module  
  Specifications 

Despite ongoing consolidation and market exits 
worldwide, our 2013 PV module specifications dataset 
includes products from 62 manufacturers that cur-
rently have North American distribution channels. 
The aggregated specifications include electrical and 
mechanical details for 849 c-Si modules.
DATA AGGREGATION BY DOUG PUFFER  

AND JOE SCHWARTZ

74 Raceway Selection and Installation  
  for PV Systems, Part One

PV systems, like other electrical power systems, use 
electrical conductors to route power from sources to 
loads. The 2011 NEC lists about 20 different types of 
raceways that are suitable for protecting these conduc-
tors based on the application. We describe various 
types of raceways that are commonly used in PV sys-
tems and discuss the differences among them to help 
you select the optimal raceway for project needs.
BY BLAKE GLEASON, PE 

92 Tile Roof Applications: 
  Roofing Systems and Array  
  Mounting Approaches 

Installing PV arrays on 
tile roofs is more time 
consuming, complicated 
and expensive than 
installing on asphalt 
shingle roofs. In this 
article, we examine the 
most common tile roof 
systems that installers 
are likely to encounter 
and address three array 
mounting and weather- 
proofing approaches 
developed specifically for 
tile roof applications.
BY JEFF SPIES AND  

JOHAN ALFSEN 
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Made in USA

Master the art of installing solar on tile with two 
highly versatile mounting options from industry 
leader Quick Mount PV. 

The QBase Universal Tile Mount and Quick Hook USA both give 
you the ability to securely and easily install PV on all popular tile 
roof types – low-pro� le � at tiles, high-pro� le S-tiles, and medium-
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Don’t miss out on tile jobs. Sell more solar with Quick Mount PV.

Quick Hook USA®

925-478-8269
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■  Strongest mount available

■  Flashed at both deck and 
  tile levels
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CORRECTION: In the “Dis-

tributed Inverter Design” 

article published in SolarPro 

magazine, August/September 

2013, we overlooked Solectria 

Renewables’ PVI 10 kW, 13 kW 

and 15 kW models. Launched 

in 2004, the series was the 

first wall-mountable 3-phase 

inverter line offered in North 

America. The transformer-

isolated products feature a 

30-pound inverter core that 

a single technician can swap 

out in the field. In addition, 

Solectria released a new line 

of non-isolated 3-phase string 

inverters at the 2013 Intersolar 

North America conference.  

For more information, visit 

solectria.com.

110

100 kW rooftop PV installation

Project management

Design and engineer

Obtain permits

Procure materials

Structural installation

Install roof attachments

Assemble racking

Electrical installation

Install PV modules

Install dc wiring

Install ac system

Commission and inspect
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the Wire Industry Currents

Ingeteam Introduces 
Battery-Based  
Inverter systems
[Milwaukee, WI]   The Ingecon Energy Management  
Solutions (EMS) Plants integrate battery storage into 
large-scale PV plants to reduce power output fluctua-
tions due to rapid changes in irradiance. The EMS Plant 
can also support diesel-PV hybrid systems with high 
PV penetration levels, minimizing generator run-time. 
Ingeteam offers two EMS Plant platforms. Its Distributed 
Topology integrates Ingeteam utility-interactive cen-
tral inverters with a battery-based EMS inverter that is 
available in ac power ratings from 693 kW to 1,019 kW. 
In this configuration, an external control unit provides 
battery charging and discharging commands to the 
EMS inverter. Ingeteam’s Integrated Topology platform 

combines battery 
management 
functionality and 
utility-interactive 
operation in a 
single unit offered 
with ac power  
ratings of 519 kW  
or 605 kW.
 Ingeteam /  

 855.821.7190 /   

 ingeteam.com

[Albuquerque, NM]   DPW Solar’s new 
LD and MD rails are designed 
for commercial and industrial 
roof and open-structure 
PV mounting. LD and 
MD rails span up to 
14 or 18 feet respec-
tively, enable increased 
cantilever distances and 
reduce structural support 
requirements and roof 
penetrations. The rails are 
similar to the existing Power 
Rail line in design and general 
installation. The top-down racking solution 
features single-tool assembly and DPW Solar’s 
RAD lock-in-place bolts, which eliminate the 
need to slide fasteners from the end of the 
mounting channel. The rail profile also includes 
a channel for source-circuit conductor man-
agement. The Power Rail Mounting System 
is compatible with Burndy WEEB grounding 
products.

DPW Solar / 800.260.3792 / power-fab.com

DPW Solar Expands  
Power Rail Product Line 

SolarMax Launches 1,000 Vdc  
String-Inverter Models
[Norcross, GA]    SolarMax, a Swiss inverter 
manufacturer that recently entered the North 
American market, has introduced a line of 
high-capacity, non-isolated wall-mountable 
string inverters. The MT A series includes 
three models with power capacities of 12 kW, 
15 kW and 18 kW. The products interconnect 
at 3-phase 480 Vac. The 12 kW and 18 kW 
units are listed to UL 1741 for 1,000 Vdc appli-
cations. The 15 kW model has a maximum 
input voltage of 600 Vdc. The inverters’ multi-
MPPT design has two inputs per MPPT and 

does not require source-circuit fusing. The  
12 kW model has two independent MPPT 
channels. The 15 kW and 18 kW models fea-
ture 3 MPPTs. An aluminum NEMA 4X–rated 
enclosure provides a high level of weather 
protection. Data communication is accom-
plished with RS485 or Ethernet connections 
and hosted online via SolarMax’s MaxWeb 
Portal. The MT A series inverters carry a 
10-year standard warranty with extended 
warranty options of 15, 20 and 25 years.

SolarMax / 855.757.6295 / solarmax.com

http://www.solarmax.com
http://www.ingeteam.com
http://www.power-fab.com


How smart? Smart enough to do what no other inverter in the world can do: deliver power 
when the grid goes down without batteries! That’s right, the TL-US series is the only inverter 
on the planet with Secure Power Supply (SPS). This unique technological breakthrough is 
going to change residential solar forever.

The new Sunny Boy 3000TL-US / 4000TL-US / 5000TL-US
What’s your inverter’s IQ? www.SMA-America.com

A SERIOUSLY SMART
HOME ENERGY SOLUTION.

http://www.sma-america.com
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SMA Introduces High-Capacity 
3-Phase String Inverters 
[Rocklin, CA]   SMA America’s recently released Sunny Tripower TL-US series 
includes four models with rated ac outputs of 12 kW, 15 kW, 20 kW and 24 kW. 
The non-isolated inverters are listed to UL 1741 for 1,000 Vdc or 600 Vdc applica-
tions and feature two independent MPP trackers. The products are wall mountable 
and designed for direct connection to 3-phase 480/277 Vac services. Safety features 
include all-pole ground-fault protection and integrated AFCI. Each MPPT channel can 
be independently monitored to provide low-cost monitoring with four-string granular-
ity. The Tripower’s NEMA 3R enclosure is rated for installation from vertical to 15° from 
horizontal. An optional Connection Unit combines array source circuits and provides a 
load-break–rated dc disconnection means and a reverse polarity indicator.

SMA America / 888.476.2872 / sma-america.com

the Wire

[McLean, VA]    Sunnovations developed its Ohm system to 
provide low-cost monitoring of residential solar water heating 
systems. The innovative product measures solar input, backup 
element input and hot water energy usage. Its design eliminates 
the need for a dedicated flow meter, which is typically cost pro-
hibitive in residential solar heating systems. An in-tank sensor, 
installed via the storage tank’s temperature and pressure relief 
valve, measures temperature over the entire height of the tank. A 
tank-mounted monitor transmits temperature data wirelessly to 
a bridge that is connected to the home’s router. The router then 
transfers this data to a web-based application for remote viewing. 
An online dashboard displays the amount of solar-heated water 
available, along with several other system parameters to help 
homeowners optimize their hot water usage. The Ohm monitor 
can be incorporated into single- or dual-tank installations and 
retrofitted to existing systems.

Sunnovations / 703.286.0923 / sunnovations.com

enphase announces 
Fourth-generatIon 
mIcroInverter 
[Petaluma, CA]   The Enphase Energy M250 is the 
company’s fourth-generation microinverter product. Since 
Enphase’s founding in 2008, the weighted efficiency 
and power capacity ratings for its product have steadily 
increased—from 94% to 96.5% for efficiency (240 Vac), 
and from 175 W to 250 W for power capacity. The M250 
is designed to pair with 60-cell modules rated up to  
300 W STC and can interconnect with 208 Vac and  
240 Vac services. The product’s ground-isolated dc 
circuit meets the NEC’s definition of an ungrounded PV 
array. This reduces system cost by eliminating the  
requirement for installation of a separate grounding 
electrode conductor (GEC) to each microinverter. 
The Engage Cable contains the system’s equipment-
grounding conductor (EGC). The M250 features a 
NEMA 6 enclosure and a standard 25-year warranty. 
The system also includes free lifetime monitoring via 
Enphase’s Enlighten software platform.

Enphase Energy / 877.797.4743 / enphase.com

Sunnovations Releases Solar Hot 
Water Monitoring System

http://www.sma-america.com
http://www.sunnovations.com
http://www.enphase.com


Available worldwide. For more information, 

call (800) 423–6569, +1 (562) 236–3000 or visit us at TrojanBatteryRE.com

OFF-GRID ResIDentIal • OFF-GRID InDustRIal • OFF-GRID aC COuplInG • unstable GRID baCkup pOweR

When you’re worlds away from the grid, or when an unstable 

grid makes you dependent on alternate power sources, you’re 

in Trojan territory. It’s a place where reliable power is absolutely 

essential, and that’s exactly what Trojan’s line of flooded, AGM 

and gel Renewable Energy batteries deliver.

Exceptionally dependable and powerful, Trojan’s proprietary 

deep-cycle technology and more than 85 years of battery 

know-how make it the most reliable battery in the industry. 

Backed by specialized technical support teams and a world–

class warranty, Trojan means reliability.

Regardless of the application, when it comes to renewable 

energy storage and backup power, reliability means everything.

Reliability Means eveRything.

RE_SolarProFP_0213.indd   1 2/1/13   10:15 AM
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the Wire

AllEarth  
Renewables  
Offers Palletized 
Tracker System
[Williston, VT]   AllEarth Renewables 
has streamlined the shipping of its AllSun 
Tracker. Utilizing the rails of the tracker’s 
frame, the complete dual-axis tracker is 
now palletized for free shipment directly 

to the jobsite. The pre-engineered system 
utilizes GPS array positioning, accommo-
dates 20 or 24 modules and includes free 
lifetime web-based monitoring. Modules 
and the tracker base are sold separately. 
AllSun Trackers are manufactured in the 
US and carry a 10-year warranty.

AllEarth Renewables / 802.872.9600 /  

allsuntrackers.com

[Palatine, IL]   The Conext Core XC-NA is a new line of central inverters 
offered by Schneider Electric for large commercial and utility-scale PV 
plants. The product series includes models with nominal power ratings of 
540 kW, 630 kW and 680 kW, listed to UL 1741 for 1,000 Vdc applications. 
The Conext Core XC-NA inverters feature an integrated dc combiner with 
fuse options ranging from 250 A to 400 A, as well as ac and dc switchgear 
that employs Masterpact NW circuit breakers to meet NEC Section 690.17 
requirements. Grid management function-
ality includes voltage and frequency high 
and low ride-through, VAR control support 
and frequency-based active power con-
trol. Housed in a NEMA 3R enclosure, the 
inverters can be skid mounted or installed 
in Schneider’s PV Box. The Conext Core 
XC-NA models are currently available for 
preorder, with shipments scheduled to 
begin in early 2014.

Schneider Electric / 888.778.2733 /  

schneider-electric.com

Schneider Announces Listed  
1,000 Vdc Central Inverters

unIrac releases utIlIty-scale 
sIngle-axIs tracker 
[Albuquerque, NM]   Designed for utility-scale array fields, the recently released  
Unirac Ground Mount Tracker (GMT) has configuration options to drive building 
blocks of 120 kW or 240 kW per actuator. The tracker is optimized for the south-
western US and designed to withstand 105 mph winds. The system’s plug-and-
play GPS controller keeps the tracker properly positioned with minimal searching. 
Multiple rack components can be installed in parallel, reducing the overall installation 
time and the total cost of ownership. The GMT structural design accommodates 
standard flange, square or round piles for the ground foundation. Unirac offers 
multiple services to support PV plants that utilize its GMT product, including layout 
design, installation training, permitting, commissioning and O&M support.

Unirac / 505.242.6411 / unirac.com

http://www.unirac.com
http://www.schneider-electric.com
http://www.allsuntrackers.com
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Get it right the 
second time around.
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Inverter
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Utility Meter
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OutBack’s FLEXcoupled AC Coupling Solution

Investing in a grid-tied PV system was a good decision. 
Adding energy storage to that same system with  
AC coupling is the logical next step. OutBack’s FLEXcoupled 
solution provides all the benefits of a grid-tied system plus 
the ability to power your home or business in the event of 
utility power failure or grid instability.

 � The only single-brand AC coupling solution that is rated  
 UL1741 end-to-end

 � Built on OutBack’s acclaimed Grid/Hybrid Radian Series  
 inverter/charger and EnergyCell battery platform

 � Backed by OutBack’s industry-leading technical support

OutBack’s AC Coupling solution adds energy storage and 
backup power to your existing PV system.

To get OutBack’s battery back-up white paper, click the  
AC Coupling banner at www.outbackpower.com.

http://www.outbackpower.com
http://www.outbackpower.com
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A project schedule is an important   
 tool for managing a solar instal-

lation. A schedule allows the project 
manager to schedule deliveries, crews 
and subcontractors; to track progress 
and costs on a project; and to antici-
pate and prevent delays. It is much 
more than a mere list of activities with 
start dates on a calendar.

The most common format for a 
project schedule in the construction 
industry is the Gantt chart, or bar chart, 
named for its creator, mechanical 
engineer and management consultant 
Henry Gantt. This schedule in graphi-
cal form helps project managers and 
crews visualize timelines and intercon-
nectedness for a project’s scopes and 
corresponding tasks. You can create it 
manually or with a computer program, 
but in either case you do so based on 
project-specific information. 

Before creating a Gantt chart, you 
must develop the supporting informa-
tion in the form of a work breakdown 
structure (WBS) and a network dia-
gram. In this article, I use the terms 
schedule and Gantt chart interchange-
ably. I review the steps to develop a 
Gantt chart and describe how to use it 
effectively to manage PV installations.

Developing a Gantt Chart 
Ultimately, a Gantt chart is only as 
good as the information you use to 
develop it. A WBS organizes and 
defines the scope of the project using 
a hierarchical structure, similar to an 
outline or an information tree with 
multiple levels. The network diagram 
identifies the relationships among  
the activities. 

Step one: Establish a WBS.  The 
top level of the WBS is the project, 
which represents the entire scope of 
work and all deliverables. The project 
consists of smaller, distinct scopes of 
work called work packages. The project 
manager often divides work packages 
according to responsibility, with the 
entire package assigned to an indi-
vidual, department or subcontractor. 
Each package contains the activities—
and sometimes smaller internal work 
packages—required to complete all 
work for that package. A work package 
is considered finished once the team 
has completed all of the activities and 
work packages inside it. You should 
assign a descriptive noun to each work 
package. Figure 1 shows the location 
by level for the three major compo-
nents that make up a WBS. 

Activities  are the individual tasks 
the project team performs. Each 
activity has associated time and cost 
estimates. In Figure 2, graphical bars 
depict activities in the schedule, and 
thinner graphical bars with triangles at 
each end represent work packages. You 
should describe each activity with a 
verb, since activities consist of actions. 

You can divide a work package 
into successively smaller work pack-
ages. The process of subdivision must 

follow the 100% rule, which 
dictates that the subitems 
of a work package must 
add up to 100% of the work 
package. You should define 
and organize activities so 
they do not cross over to 
other work packages. If an 
activity does not fit into 
one of the work pack-
ages, then you need to add 
another work package or 
redefine the existing ones 
to ensure that they capture 
all aspects of the project. 

QA Quality Assurance

Managing PV Installations with a Gantt Chart

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  1 6

Figure 2  A Gantt chart is the most commonly used scheduling tool in the construction  
industry. Here is a sample Gantt chart for a 100 kW rooftop PV installation. 

Project

Work package

Activity

Activity

Work package

Work package

Activity

Activity

Activity

Figure 1 This example of a work break-
down structure (WBS) shows the hierar-
chical relationships between the different 
levels. A project consists of work pack-
ages, which are in turn made up of 
smaller work packages and activities. 

ID Task name

D
uration

(d
ays)

S
tart

Finish

# P
red

ecessors

June 3 June 10 June 17 June 24 July 1

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

1 100 kW rooftop PV installation 25 Mon 6/3 Fri 7/5

2 Project management 11 Mon 6/3 Mon 6/17

3 Design and 
engineer

5 Mon 6/3 Fri 6/7

4 Obtain permits 5 Mon 6/10 Fri 6/14 3

5 Procure materials 6 Mon 6/10 Mon 6/17 3

6 Structural installation 5 Tue 6/18 Mon 6/24

7 Install roof  
attachments

3 Tue 6/18 Thu 6/20 4, 5

8 Assemble racking 2 Fri 6/21 Mon 6/24 7

9 Electrical installation 15 Mon 6/17 Fri 7/5

10 Install PV modules 3 Tue 6/25 Thu 6/27 8

11 Install dc wiring 3 Fri 6/28 Tue 7/2 10

12 Install ac system 7 Mon 6/17 Tue 6/25 4

13 Commission and 
inspect

3 Wed 7/3 Fri 7/5 11, 12

14 Project Complete Milestone 0 Fri 7/5 Fri 7/5 13

Key of schedule symbols

Project

Work package

Activity

Milestone

ID Task name Dura-
tion
(days)

Start Finish Prede-
cessors

June 3 June 10 June 17 June 24 July 1

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F

1 100 kW rooftop PV installation 25 Mon 6/3 Fri 7/5/13

2 Project management 11 Mon 6/3 Mon 6/17

3 Design and 
engineer

5 Mon 6/3 Fri 6/7

4 Obtain permits 5 Mon 6/10 Fri 6/14 3

5 Procure materials 6 Mon 6/10 Mon 6/17 3

6 Structural installation 5 Tue 6/18 Mon 6/24

7 Install roof  
attachments

3 Tue 6/18 Thu 6/20 4, 5

8 Assemble racking 2 Fri 6/21 Mon 6/24 7

9 Electrical installation 15 Mon 6/17 Fri 7/5/13

10 Install PV modules 3 Tue 6/25 Thu 6/27 8

11 Install dc wiring 3 Fri 6/28 Tue 7/2 10

12 Install ac system 7 Mon 6/17 Tue 6/25 4

13 Commission and 
inspect

3 Wed 7/3 Fri 7/5 11, 12

14 Project Complete Milestone 0 Fri 7/5 Fri 7/5 13    7/5

Key of schedule symbols

Project

Work package

Activity

Milestone
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The 100% rule ensures that nothing 
slips through the cracks and that you 
account for all time and resources 
when planning the project. 

Refine the work packages and 
activities so you can practically track 
and manage each level. The struc-
ture varies depending on the project 
and the company doing the instal-
lation. Smaller, more refined work 
packages give the project team more 
control and visibility, but at the cost 
of greater overhead. In theory, you 
could refine work packages all the 
way down to individual PV mod-
ules, with detailed activities such 
as installing a bolt, tightening a nut 
and so on. However, you would then 
need to estimate, track and record 
the data for each of these activities. 
Trying to manage at this granular 
level would put too great a burden on 
the project team and would drive the 
installers crazy. With practice, you 
will find the sweet spot that offers 
the right level of management and 
control for your company. 

Figure 3 shows the WBS for a 100 kW 
rooftop PV installation. The first level 
is the overall project; the second level 
divides the project into three work pack-
ages (project management, structural 
installation and electrical installation); 
and the third level shows the activities  
in each package.

Project managers may be tempted 
to forego the WBS and just define the 
project activities in a simple list. This 
approach limits the effectiveness of 
the schedule and does not allow you to 
use the planning and control methods 
described here.

Step two: Create a network diagram. 
The network diagram depicts the rela-
tionships among the activities. Relation- 
ships, or dependencies, exist when 
certain activities cannot start or finish 
until you start or complete other activi-
ties. Those earlier activities are called 
predecessors. For example, “Install ac 
system” is a predecessor to “Commis-
sion and inspect.”

A network diagram graphically 
maps the order and relationships of 
a project’s activities (see Figure 4, p. 
18). The relationships and sequence 
of activities vary from project to 
project, based on the type of system 
you are installing and the construc-
tion means and methods. Usually you 
need to perform activities in sequen-
tial order. Four types of relationships 
define the order:

Finish to start: An activity starts 
after its predecessor activity has 
finished.
Start to start: An activity starts 
after its predecessor activity has 
started.
Finish to finish: An activity fin-
ishes after its predecessor activity 
has finished.
Start to finish: An activity finishes 
after its predecessor activity has 
started (rarely used).

You can add a lag time or a lead 
time to any of the above relationships. 
A lag time creates a delay between the 

predecessor and successor activi-
ties in a relationship. For instance, if 
you need to install an inverter on a 
concrete pad, you will need several 
days of lag time after finishing the 
concrete pad to allow it to set before 
you can start installing the inverter. 
A lead time allows sequential activi-
ties to overlap. For instance, you 
must perform the activity “Install roof 
attachments” before you can start 
the activity “Assemble racking.” If you 
cannot wait to start assembling the 
racking on the sections of roof with 
attachments already installed, you 
can get a 1-day head start (lead) on 
the “Assemble racking” activity by 
using a finish-to-start relationship 
with a 1-day lead time. This signals 
the installation team to start install-
ing racking one day before finishing 
all the roof attachments. 

Lag and lead times are opposites. A 
positive two-day lag time is the same 
as a negative two-day lead time. Many 
software programs accept only a lag 
time input. If you need a lead time, you 
must enter it as a negative lag time. 
For the sake of clarity in our example, 
all of the relationships in the network 
diagram in Figure 4 are finish to start, 
with no lead or lag time.

Finally, you determine the dura-
tion of each activity. The duration is 
the number of calendar days or hours 
it takes to complete the activity, not 
the actual number of person-hours or 
person-days worked. Each activity box 
in the Figure 4 network diagram shows 
a duration. You may base the dura-
tion of the activity on historical data, 
industry rules of thumb or an educated 
guess. With experience, your duration 
estimates will become more accurate. 
The crew size affects the duration, 
so adding more crewmembers to the 
installation team or working overtime 
can shorten it. 

Step three: Develop the Gantt chart. 
The WBS and network diagram con-
tain the information you need to cre-
ate a Gantt chart. C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  1 8

Figure 3  This work breakdown struc-
ture (WBS) for a 100 kW rooftop PV 
installation consists of three work pack-
ages—project management, structural 
installation and electrical installa-
tion—and their corresponding activities. 
Establishing the WBS is the first step in 
developing a Gantt chart. 

100 kW rooftop PV installation

Project management

Design and engineer

Obtain permits

Procure materials

Structural installation

Install roof attachments

Assemble racking

Electrical installation

Install PV modules

Install dc wiring

Install ac system

Commission and inspect
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With these two steps completed, you 
are ready to bring them together and 
create the schedule. If you wish to use 
all the features of the schedule, doing 
it by hand is not a practical option. 
Many computer programs allow 
you to easily accomplish in minutes 
what takes hours by hand. Microsoft 
Project and Oracle’s Primavera are 
two programs commonly used in the 
construction industry, but many oth-
ers are available, and you can find one 

to fit your budget and needs. Assum-
ing you use a program to develop the 
Gantt chart, the process is similar with 
most scheduling software.

Start by entering the WBS into the 
program, maintaining the project, 
work packages and activities hierar-
chy. Next, enter activity information 
from the network diagram, including 
durations and relationships. Work 
packages inherit the start and finish 
dates of the activities they contain. 

Add milestones to the schedule 
as necessary. A milestone is a signifi-
cant event in a project, such as the 
completion of a major deliverable. It is 
common to include contracted mile-
stones, such as substantial comple-
tion and final completion. Milestones 
are similar to activities, but have zero 
duration and no associated resources. 
A milestone is an informational item 
only that helps the project manager 
understand what activities and work 

QA

Start
Design and 

engineer
(5 days)

Procure
materials
(6 days)

Obtain
permits
(5 days)

Install ac
system
(7 days)

Install roof
attachments

(3 days)

Assemble
racking
(2 days)

Install PV
modules
(3 days)

Install dc
wiring

(3 days)

Commission
and inspect

(3 days)
Finish

Figure 4  This network diagram shows the relationships between the activities for a given project. The activities appear in 
boxes (nodes), and the arrows identify predecessor relationships. An experienced project management team uses the network 
diagram to ensure they understand all relationships among a project’s activities. 
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packages the team must complete to 
reach that milestone. 

Once you have completed the 
schedule, it shows the start and finish 
dates for each activity and work pack-
age, as well as for the overall project.

Using the Gantt Chart 
Now you can start putting the sched-
ule to work as part of your project 
management plan. You can use the 
dates on the schedule to accurately 
schedule equipment deliveries, crews 
and subcontractors.

Updating the schedule.  Since large 
projects rarely go exactly as planned, 
you should expect that you will com-
plete some activities ahead of schedule 
while others fall behind. You there-
fore will need to update the schedule 
periodically to account for actual 
progress. If you change or update one 
date or duration, all the other activity 

dates automatically adjust according 
to the relationships you have defined. 
With just a few clicks, you can see how 
a delay in one activity affects the start 
and finish dates of other activities and 
the overall project, and you can then 
adjust the timeline accordingly.

Following the critical path. When 
managing your project, you must 
focus on the schedule’s critical path, 
the series of activities that determines 
the finish date. A delay of one day 
on a critical path activity results in a 
one-day delay in finishing the project. 
For example, “Install PV modules” is 
a critical path activity for PV instal-
lations. If rain delays the module 
installation two days, that has a two-
day impact on the project’s projected 
completion date. 

Some activities not on the critical 
path have  float or slack time, which 
is the number of days you can delay 

a noncritical path activity before it 
becomes part of the critical path. For 
example, if an activity has 5 days of 
float, it can take 5 days longer than 
scheduled without affecting the over-
all project. If the activity is delayed 
past 5 days, it becomes part of the 
critical path, and additional delays 
push back the project completion 
date accordingly. 

Since the critical path determines 
the project’s finish date, the project 
manager must understand which activi-
ties are on—or may become part of—the 
critical path and ensure that they finish 
on time. As the project progresses and 
activities finish early or late, the critical 
path can change, which is why updating 
the schedule is important. 

Crashing the schedule.  Just as a delay 
on the critical path can cause a delay 
in the schedule, if you complete the 
critical path activities a day early, the 
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project can wrap up a day early. Project 
managers can use this to their advan-
tage and crash the schedule, applying 
additional resources to an activity to 
complete it faster. You can assign more 
crewmembers or have the current crew 
work overtime to finish it earlier. 

However, crashing is not usually 
the most cost-effective way to man-
age a project. Doubling the number of 
people on the roof probably will not cut 
the activity’s duration in half because 
crewmembers will be bumping into each 
other, which slows down productivity. 
In addition, overtime pay rates increase 
the project’s direct costs. That said, if 
the contract has a liquidated damages 
clause, the cost of crashing may be less 
than the cost of paying penalties for 
project delays. 

If your project is behind schedule 
and you decide that the additional 

cost of crashing is warranted, it is 
essential to know the critical path and 
understand which activities to focus 
on. Only crashing the critical path 
activities will get you caught up. If you 
spend a weekend working on noncriti-
cal path activities, you increase the 
cost of the project but do not catch up 
to the schedule.

Earned value analysis. Scheduling 
software can take your schedule to 
the next level by analyzing project 
performance using metrics such as 
earned value analysis (EVA). Enter the 
actual project time and expenses into 
the scheduling software to compare 
planned to actual progress. You can 
determine whether you are falling 
behind schedule or going over budget. 
If an activity or work package is only 
25% complete, but you have already 
used 75% of its allotted resources and 

funds, an EVA will show you that the 
project is going over budget and allow 
you to take corrective actions.

Conclusion 
The Gantt chart is an essential tool for 
any solar installer or project manager. 
The schedule allows you to plan your 
crew assignments, schedule accurate 
material delivery dates, track actual 
against planned progress, give advance 
notice when a project is at risk of going 
over budget or falling behind schedule, 
and identify where you should focus 
your resources to correct issues or 
delays. At the end of each project, you 
can compare the actual schedule to 
your estimated schedule, and use that 
information to plan and estimate your 
next project more accurately. 

Richard Ivins / Pure Power  
Systems / Hoboken, NJ / pure-ps.com 
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On the opening day of Intersolar North America 2013, 
NPD Solarbuzz announced that installed PV capacity in the US 
had recently surpassed 10 GW. While the compound annual 
PV capacity growth rate has exceeded 50% since 2007, roughly  
8.3 GW of capacity was installed between Q1 2011 and Q2 2013. 
This impressive build-out is largely due to a rapid expansion of 
the utility sector and collapsing module prices, both of which 
have contributed to dramatic PV system price declines. 

According to “US Solar Market Insight Report: 2012 Year in 
Review,” part of a series published quarterly by GTM Research 
and the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA), more 
than 3.3 GW of PV capacity was installed in the US in 2012.  

 
 
 
With the utility sector accounting for 53% of this capacity, the  
weighted average PV system price came in at $3.01 per watt, 
which is lower than the average selling price (ASP) for a PV 
module circa 2007 or 2008. By comparison, the ASP for a  
PV module fell from $1.15 per watt in Q4 2011 to $0.68 per 
watt in Q4 2012, a precipitous 41% decline, before leveling off 
somewhat at $0.64 per watt in Q1 2013. 

Arguably, there has never been a better time to purchase 
PV modules. Prices are hovering at or near record lows. But 
at what cost to the industry? While falling module prices are 
generally seen as a sign of progress, the rate at which module 
prices have fallen over the last 18–24 months is potentially 

Discerning buyers  

understand that seemingly identical 

 PV modules may perform very differently  

over 20 or 30 years. But how can they  

take that knowledge to the bank?
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problematic. In “Solar PV Profit’s Last Stand” (Renewable 
EnergyWorld.com, March 2013), Paula Mints notes that a “42 
percent decrease in price in one year is not progress by any 
logical assessment,” because it is not “representative of true 
learning.” True progress, Mints suggests, is sustainable, as 
when price declines generally track a learning curve or a tech-
nology road map. She likens the current market conditions, 
in which manufacturers are pricing at a loss to garner or pre-
serve market share, to a nightmare. 

If this is a nightmare, it is one that some companies will 
not wake up from. Since 2008, Greentech Media has followed 
the fortunes of more than 200 VC-funded solar startups, pub-
lishing regular updates on the growing list of shuttered or 
restructured solar firms (see “Rest in Peace: 
The List of Deceased Solar Companies” for the 
most recent article). The list includes some 
well-known crystalline silicon (c-Si) PV mod-
ule manufacturers, including Bosch, BP, Ever-
green, Q Cells, SCHOTT Solar, Solon, Siliken 
and Suntech Power. According to a recent 
GTM Research report “Global PV Module 
Manufacturers 2013: Competitive Positioning, 
Consolidation and the China Factor,” more 
companies are expected to join this list. Hav-
ing analyzed the facilities, financial health and 
business models for more than 300 module 
manufacturers, GTM Research concludes that 
180 existing manufacturers will either go out of 
business, exit the market or undergo an acqui-
sition between 2013 and 2015. 

While module manufacturing is undoubt-
edly ripe for consolidation, our “2013 c-Si PV 
Module Specifications” table (pp. 50–72) sug-
gests that the real shakeout is yet to come. 
This table includes abbreviated specifications for 849 module 
models from 62 manufacturers. Surprisingly, these totals have 
remained substantially unchanged since SolarPro magazine 
published module data for 2012. All of these PV modules are 
certified to UL 1703 and eligible for rebates under California 
Solar Initiative programs; all of the manufacturers have estab-
lished North American distribution channels. 

Given the challenging competitive environment fac-
ing module manufacturers, purchasers are wise to keep this 
adage in mind: caveat emptor, “let the buyer beware.” In last 
year’s c-Si PV module article (SolarPro magazine, October/
November 2012), Publisher Joe Schwartz focused on manufac-
turer profiles, addressing one major concern for purchasing 
agents—namely, “From whom am I buying?” This article takes 
a closer look at module reliability, quality assurance and per-
formance. With the help of a cross-section of industry experts 
and stakeholders—representatives from module manufac-
turers, testing labs, material suppliers, project developers 

and plant constructors—I address an increasingly important 
follow-up question: “How do I know that the c-Si PV modules 
I am buying today will last for 20 or 30 years and provide the 
performance that I am banking on?” 

BEYOND CERTIFICATION AND QUALIFICATION TESTING 
An important first step for anyone purchasing PV modules is 
to determine who performed what product testing. For exam-
ple, Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories (NRTLs), 
which are private-sector organizations recognized by OSHA, 
currently offer two types of testing programs for c-Si PV mod-
ules: safety certification and design qualification. 

Since certification and qualification testing programs are 
based on published product standards and 
performed by testing entities that are subject 
to external audits and inspections, it is tempt-
ing to view all listed c-Si PV modules as inher-
ently comparable commodities. While this 
may be true from an AHJ’s point of view, com-
mon sense—not to mention a growing body 
of technical literature (see Recommended 
Reading, p. 28)—suggests that this is a naïve 
assumption for project developers, contrac-
tors and owners. For reasons that I discuss 
later, neither safety certification nor design 
qualification testing is intended to predict 
long-term module reliability. 

However, as the PV industry has 
matured, customers have become more 
sophisticated. Buyers now demand test-
ing programs and reporting protocols that 
better differentiate products according to 
long-term reliability and performance in 
the field. Industry stakeholders and work-

ing groups have responded accordingly. 
Many testing labs now offer comparative accelerated test-

ing programs, and these parallel efforts are expected to even-
tually culminate in a standard comparative rating system. 
Meanwhile, a PV industry–specific version of ISO 9001, which 
addresses quality assurance in manufacturing, was proposed 
in June 2013. Last but not least, the Solar America Board for 
Codes and Standards (Solar ABCs) has published proposed 
nameplate, datasheet and sampling requirements for PV 
modules. If the solar industry can successfully implement 
accelerated testing, quality assurance and labeling standards, 
these will augment existing safety and performance testing 
programs in promising ways.

Safety certification. To gain access to the rapidly growing 
North American solar market, solar module manufacturers 
technically need only safety certification for their products. 
For flat-plate PV modules, the relevant safety standard is UL 
1703. What buyers need to remember is 

c-Si  PV Module Rel iabi l i ty

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  2 6

“The primary goal 
of the qualification 
testing is to identify 
the initial short-term 
reliability issues in  
the field.”
— Dr. Govindasamy 
TamizhMani,  
TÜV Rheinland
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that the intent of this safety standard is to prevent hazards 
to persons and property, such as electrical shock or fire. 
While a product that is certified to UL 1703 has success-
fully passed an essential series of safety tests, this standard 
does not require that an NRTL verify the module as actually 
functional at the end of the test sequence. Therefore, safety 
certification alone is not adequate as a means of qualifying 
product performance or reliability in the field.

Design qualification. Module buyers and purchasing agents 
can raise the bar by identifying products qualified to per-
formance standards that the International Electrochemi-
cal Commission (IEC) developed. For c-Si PV modules, the 
relevant design qualification test is IEC 61215, which was 
also adopted as UL 61215. This performance standard not 
only includes tests and measurements that are not part of 
the product safety certification process, but also determines 
whether the test modules remain functional. For example, 
this standard ensures that test modules operate above a mini-
mum output power threshold (90% of PMAX at STC) after the 
final light soaking.

Additional tests performed as part of the design qualifi-
cation process include electrical safety tests (insulation resis-
tance and wet leakage current), environmental tests (thermal 
cycling, humidity freeze and damp heat), performance tests 
(PMAX at STC and low irradiance, temperature coefficients and 
nominal operating cell temperature [NOCT]), and various 
stress tests (UV exposure, hot-spot endurance and mechani-
cal load tests). While IEC 61215 also includes an outdoor 
exposure test component, the duration of outdoor exposure 
is limited to just 60 kilowatt-hours per square meter. For a 
product intended to withstand 20 or 30 years of exposure, this 
is an exceptionally short test period, equivalent to about 10 
days outdoors in Phoenix, Arizona. While the outdoor expo-
sure test may identify problems other laboratory tests do not 
reveal, its short duration prevents it 
from being a useful indicator of long-
term reliability.

In a presentation delivered at the 
PV Module Reliability Workshop 2010, 
hosted by the US Department of Energy, 
Dr. Govindasamy TamizhMani of the 
TÜV Rheinland PV Testing Lab pointed 
out: “The primary goal of the qualifica-
tion testing is to identify the initial short-
term reliability issues in the field.” While 
long-term reliability is increasingly 
important for contractors and inves-
tors, IEC 61215 was never intended to 
address this issue. In “Basic Understand-
ing of IEC Standard Testing for Photovol-
taic Panels,” a white paper published by 
TÜV America, authors Regan Arndt and 

Robert Pluto clarify: “Reliability is neither defined nor covered 
by the existing IEC standards. The lack of reliability standards 
is partially due to the fact that, to date, there are not enough 
statistical data collected from the PV fields.” 

Comparative accelerated testing. In 2011, NREL and other 
industry stakeholders founded the International PV Module 
Quality Assurance Task Force. One of the task force’s primary 
goals is to develop a comparative rating system for PV mod-
ule durability. According to a framework outlined at a regional 
meeting of the task force in February 2013 (see p. 28), compar-
ative tests are defined as “accelerated tests that differentiate 
products according to their long-term durability in the field 
for a specific-use environment.” 

The International PV Module Quality Assurance Task 
Force is in the process of defining a specific comparative test-
ing protocol. Conceptually, individual tests will be similar and 
in some cases identical to those used for qualification testing, 
but they will be applied over a longer duration. Further, the 
tests will be applied in a specific sequence and module per-
formance will be quantified after each test. Once a test pro-
tocol is established, it will be fine-tuned over time. The task 
force expects that the testing will evolve as the industry better 
understands the science behind the types of failure and wear-
out mechanisms observed in the field. 

One of the task force’s end goals for the comparative 
testing standard is a rating system for PV modules that is 
easy for customers to understand. The authors of “A Frame-
work for a Comparative Accelerated Testing Standard for 
Photovoltaic Modules” propose a comparative rating sys-
tem, as shown in Table 1, based on three IEC climate zones: 
moderate; warm damp, equable; and extremely warm dry. 
For example, the relative durability of a module might be 
indicated using an A, B or C scale (best, better or accept-
able) depending upon the general installation climate 
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Differentiation of Durability

IEC Climate 
Designation C B A

Moderate
Comparable to 

qualification test
Better than 

qualification test
Most durable

Warm damp, equable
Comparable to 

qualification test
Better than 

qualification test
Most durable

Extremely warm dry
Comparable to 

qualification test
Better than 

qualification test
Most durable

Climates Proposed for Rating System

Table 1  The International PV Module Quality Assurance Task Force developed a 
framework (see p. 28) that proposes a comparative module rating system based on 
IEC 60721-2-1 climate designations. Test conditions will be tailored to the climate 
conditions and racking configuration (open rack versus roof mount).
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(temperate, tropical or desert). This proposed module rat-
ing system is analogous to the Uniform Tire Quality Grad-
ing System, which allows consumers to quickly compare 
tires based on tread wear, traction and temperature rat-
ings. The authors of the comparative testing framework for 
PV modules would also like the rating system to account 
for additional environmental stresses that vary by location, 
such as snow, wind, salt and farm chemicals. 

Collectively, this information will prove valuable for large 
fleet owners and operators. It will effectively provide custom-
ers with a means of improving the accuracy of their quanti-
tative predictions of product lifetime in specific applications. 
Unfortunately, the International PV Module Quality Assur-
ance Task Force is unlikely to publish a single international 
standard for comparative accelerated testing in the near 
term. The process will move at the methodical pace typical of 
volunteer efforts designed to build international consensus. 
(A website for the task force [nrel.gov/ce/ipvmqa_task_force] 
provides information about how to volunteer for one of the 
ten task groups.)

Meanwhile, private-sector organizations are to some 
extent filling the void. The Fraunhofer Institute, for example, 
has started testing PV modules to its proprietary PV Dura-
bility Initiative; it completed the first results in June 2013. 
The Renewable Energy Test Center offers the Thresher Test, 
a model reliability test protocol that it helped to develop. 
Intertek offers a module bankability service to its customers. 
Besides the fact that these test protocols are not identical, 
making a side-by-side product comparison impossible, each 
manufacturer releases the results of these voluntary tests at 
its own discretion. This lack of transparency has created a 
business opportunity for companies to provide product test-
ing and manufacturer qualification services direct to mod-
ule buyers. PV Evolution Labs (pvel.com) and SolarBuyer 
(solarbuyer.com) are two of the companies active in this 
market niche. 

Quality assurance. Task Group 1 of the International PV 
Module Quality Assurance Task Force is focused on generat-
ing guidelines for manufacturing consistency. This task group 
determined that the best way to address quality assurance 
within the manufacturing environment was to develop a PV-
specific version of ISO 9001, a generic standard for quality 
management systems in manufacturing. As with product cer-
tification, an independent third party audits and verifies ISO 
9001 compliance. 

As described in an NREL Technical Report (see p. 28), 
the goal of the supplemental requirements to ISO 9001 “is to 
provide a guideline for manufacturers of modules to produce 
modules that, once the design has been proven to meet the 
quality and reliability requirements, replicate such a design 
on an industrial scale without compromising its consistency 
with the requirements.” While it will be some time before the 
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IEC and ISO standards organizations adopt these supplemen-
tal requirements, the proposal is available in the meantime as 
a resource to PV module manufacturers wishing to develop 
or improve quality management systems. The task group wel-
comes industry feedback—positive and negative—regarding 
the process of implementing the draft standard.

Labeling and sampling. In March 2011, Solar ABCs pub-
lished a recommended policy report regarding PV module 
rating requirements (see above). This report not only edu-
cates consumers about the potential for discrepancy between 
nameplate ratings and the output characteristics of delivered 
PV modules, but also proposes a method for tightening the 
tolerance between these values, which may reduce financial 
risk and increase investment in PV systems. Subsequently, in 
January 2012, Solar ABCs released a proposed standard on 
“Nameplate, Datasheet, and Sampling Requirements of Pho-
tovoltaic Modules,” similar to EN 50380, a standard developed 
by the EU in 2003.

These proposed labeling and sampling requirements 
seek to improve the accuracy and consistency of production 
and financial models, which is of great interest to project 
owners, developers, constructors and investors. At pres-
ent, for example, many module manufacturers publish PV 

module ratings at STC only. However, IEC 
61853-1 requires manufacturers to quan-
tify module performance under four addi-
tional test conditions: high temperature, 
NOCT, low temperature and low irradi-
ance conditions. 

The proposed Solar ABCs standard 
would require manufacturers to provide 
these additional data on the product 
datasheet. Incorporating these data into  
PAN files will improve the accuracy of 
production and financial models for plant 
performance. The proposed standard  
also includes statistically valid random 
sampling requirements intended to reduce 
uncertainty in the reported data. Collec-
tively, these labeling and sampling require-
ments minimize risk, which will make  
it easier and less expensive to finance  
solar investments.

CAN YOU BANK ON IT?  
While a lot of progress is clearly being 
made in the areas of comparative testing, 
quality assurance and labeling standards, 
the development process is slow and 
steady. Market conditions, meanwhile, are 
fast-paced and dynamic. This means it is 
more important than ever for module buy-

ers to do their due diligence. 
Module quality and reliability is such a hot topic right 

now that it was even the subject of a provocatively titled 
article in the New York Times. Published on May 29, 2013, 
“Solar Power’s Dark Side” by Todd Woody (the online ver-
sion is titled “Solar Industry Anxious Over Defective Panels”) 
quickly became a hit in the anti-solar blogosphere. After all, 
data quoted in the article suggest that defect rates for PV 
modules are very high—between 5.5% and 34.5%, depending 
on the source of the data—and that 80% of PV systems in 
Germany are underperforming. 

While numbers like these make for exciting copy, they do 
not tell the whole story. In the comments section accompany-
ing the online version of Woody’s article, commenters identi-
fying themselves as veterans of the solar industry maintain 
that they have never experienced a single module failure. For 
example, Canute from Central Vermont writes: “I have been a 
PV installer since 1998, and I have never had a module failure. 
My colleagues report a few, but limited to particular batches of 
modules from a small number of manufacturers.” This is echoed 
in a comment by Jim Jenal from Pasadena, California: “We have 
been installing solar since 2007, and we have never had a solar 
module failure. Not one.”  C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  3 0
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Recommended Reading 
Check out these reports and white papers for more information about  
protocols and standards related to comparative testing, quality assurance, 
and labeling and sampling for PV modules:

“A Framework for a Comparative Accelerated Testing Standard for Photo-
voltaic Modules,” Sarah Kurtz and John Wohlgemuth, et al., 39th IEEE PV 
Specialists Conference, ieee-pvsc.org/PVSC39/, June 2013 

“Basic Understanding of IEC Standard Testing for Photovoltaic Modules,” 
Regan Arndt and Robert Pluto, TÜV SÜD, tuvamerica.com

“Nameplate, Datasheet, and Sampling Requirements of Photovoltaic Mod-
ules,” Govindasamy TamizhMani, et al., Solar ABCs report, solarabcs.org, 
January 2012

“Proposal for a Guide for Quality Management Systems for PV Manufactur-
ing: Supplemental Requirements to ISO 9001-2008,” Paul Norum, et al., 
NREL technical report NREL/TP-5200-58904, nrel.gov/publications, June 
2013

“The Importance of Extended Test Protocols for Photovoltaic Module Mate-
rial Qualification,” Jonathan O’Neil and Dr. Stephen Shea, Suniva white 
paper, suniva.com, July 2012 {

http://ieee-pvsc.org/PVSC39/
http://www.tuvamerica.com
http://www.solarabcs.org
http://nrel.gov/publications
http://www.suniva.com
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Depending on whom you talk to, PV modules either never 
fail or they routinely demonstrate unacceptably high defect 
rates and pose a high risk of failure. While these options may 
at first appear to be mutually exclusive, my interviews with 
industry experts suggest that this is not necessarily the case. 
Given the downward price pressure in the market and the fact 
that international standards are not yet in place for reliabil-
ity, quality and performance, either outcome is possible. Your 
results will likely vary based on how robust your process is for 
qualifying PV module manufacturers and their products. 

You should ask your supplier if it has an extended reliability-
testing program in place. If so, who oversees the program? Does 
it have quality management systems in place? If so, are these 
audited? Does it have independently verified PAN files for use 
in PVsyst or other modeling programs? 

If your supplier cannot answer these questions or if its 
answers are unacceptable, look elsewhere. While PV modules 
may not be commodities, you can choose from many manu-
facturers. Be aware that the module tiering system is primar-
ily a measure of bankability, of a manufacturer’s access to 
nonrecourse debt financing. While companies often use tier-
ing categories for marketing purposes, they are not intended 
to substitute for technical due diligence.

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES
In the immediate wake of the Woody article, veteran tech 
editor and blogger Tom Cheyney posted a meditation on the 
SolarCurator blog entitled “Pachyderm in the PV Parlor.” In it, 
he likens concerns about PV module quality and reliability to 
the proverbial elephant in the room. However, this is less a 
case of an obvious problem that no one wants to discuss so 
much as a complex topic that is the subject of intense scru-
tiny—one that involves material science and statistical prob-
abilities that only lifecycle testing can verify. Since we cannot 
adequately describe this elephant from a single perspective, I 
reached out to industry experts throughout the value chain to 
get their perspectives on module quality and reliability.

Sarah Kurtz, PhD
Principal scientist, NREL 

SP: In addition to being a principal scientist at NREL, you 
manage its PV Reliability Group. Do you think the PV industry 
has a reliability problem? If so, how big a problem is it?
SK: There is ample evidence that PV products can have excep-
tionally high reliability. But that does not make them immune to 
the sorts of quality issues that have popped up at one time or 
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another in almost every product on the market. 
If a customer asks for the lowest price and never 
asks about quality, that customer is taking a 
risk—it does not matter whether the product is a 
PV module or a car or baby formula. 

The reliability numbers in Todd Woody’s New 
York Times article could be a reality for customers 
shopping on price only. But if a customer is shop-
ping for a high-quality product and asking for 
evidence, then statistics show that PV modules 
can deliver very high quality. For example, a pre-
sentation at the 39th IEEE PV Specialists Confer-
ence on June 17, 2013, described a return rate 
of 0.44% percent for a fleet of 3.4 million front- 
contact silicon modules installed for an average of 
4.9 years. A companion fleet of more than 8 mil-
lion back-contact silicon modules was described 
as having a return rate of 0.005%. Although this 
fleet has been in the field for only 2 years, the low return rate 
contrasts with the much higher defect rates quoted in the New 
York Times article. 

These data represent a very large sample set, more than 1 GW.  
However, they are also reported by SunPower, which has gone 

to great lengths to emphasize quality. While the PV industry has 
largely focused on cutting costs in recent years, many PV com-
panies are retaining an emphasis on reliability. Products made by 
companies with a strong focus on reliability are likely to cost a little 
more up front. But they are also likely to deliver solar electricity at 

Warranty return rate  SunPower shipped more than 6.4 million modules built 
with its Gen 2 Maxeon cells between January 2006 and June 2012. The com-
pany reports a post-commissioning return rate of 27 returns per million modules.
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a lower cost in the long run, as the 
products retain high efficiency and 
low failure rates throughout the 
warranty period. 

Of course, I have not answered 
your real question, which is 
whether the industry is headed for 
a major setback because of mas-
sive failures. I can document that 
many companies have excellent 
statistics; I can also document iso-
lated instances of massive failures. 
While I do not have data repre-
senting the experience across the 
board, I think this is of little conse-
quence to the PV customer. If only 
0.1% of the PV modules installed 
in 2013 fail, we are still talking 
about tens of megawatts of PV 
capacity globally. No one wants to  
be the customer who bought 
those megawatts. 

SP: How will the work the Inter-
national PV Module Quality 
Assurance Task Force is performing improve the situation?
SK: The task force is working toward a universal set of stan-
dards that will make it much easier for PV customers to assess 
how well a given product will meet their needs. This is not as 
simple as labeling this module “good” or that module “bad.” The 
challenge is to be able to identify which module will last the lon-
gest in a given application. A module that survives the heat of 
the desert may be different from one that survives snow and 
ice. The module that survives a prolonged steam bath might not 
survive extended UV exposure. 

If we can improve our ability to test products for each climate, 
it also provides manufacturers with an opportunity to reduce 
costs for a specific application. For example, modules that do not 
need to withstand snow or hurricane-force winds may be made 
with thinner frames and glass, reducing materials, shipping and 
installation costs. 

As the community works to squeeze the cost to the lowest 
possible level, having a tool to identify when the squeeze is helpful 
and when the squeeze went too far will enable design optimization. 
Eventually, I expect that PV prices and insurance rates will routinely 
reflect a product’s demonstrated durability. For example, when I 
buy shingles for my roof in Colorado, I get lower insurance rates 
if I buy the shingle with the best hail rating. As the solar industry 
matures, customers, financers and insurance providers have simi-
lar needs. Being able to differentiate the expected outcome for the 
intended application will enable us to make choices that minimize 
cost in the long run.

While a comparative testing standard will obviously make it 
easier to identify modules that will work well in a given climate and 
mounting configuration, quality assurance during manufacturing 
is even more important right now. It does not matter how good 
your design is if the manufacturing process does not duplicate it. 
Deviation from the intended design increases risk. 

SP: Do you have any recommended best practices for  
PV module buyers for whom quality and reliability are a pri-
mary concern?
SK: Just as you typically check references before engaging 
in any significant purchase, you should evaluate manufactur-
ers according to their commitment to quality and reliability 
before making a sizeable PV purchase. Ask manufacturers to 
show you their warranty return rates and data documenting the 
field performance and degradation rates that they have dem-
onstrated. Ask other customers about their experience with 
the company. Ask third-party organizations to do independent 
checks. The level of scrutiny should be appropriate for the size 
of the purchase.

In other words, customers should treat an investment in 
PV prudently, like they would any other investment. There is 
nothing magical about PV that makes it impossible for modules 
to fail. In conversations with suppliers, customers should com-
municate their desire to have a product that will last. Further, 
customers need to demonstrate their willingness to pay a little 
more up front for a product that can be demonstrated to be 
superior, since this can reduce their cost per kilowatt-hour in 
the long run. 

Sunny Rai
Regional vice president, Intertek 

SP: In your role as a regional vice president for renewable 
energy at Intertek—which is one of the NRTLs that tests c-Si 
PV modules to UL 1703 and IEC 61215—do you see any  
evidence that the PV industry has a reliability problem? If so, 
how big a problem is it?
SR: While I think reliability is an issue, it is not at a level that is 
very alarming. There was a time when every other small manu-
facturer across the world was getting into this business and  
no quality-control watchdog system was in place. Then we had 
multiple new manufacturers coming to Intertek every month with 
new products to test. Now we see fewer new products and more 
modifications to existing products. With the slowdown that we 
have had over the last year or so, there is a lot of consolidation in 
the industry, which has actually helped us in terms of potential reli-
ability problems. Smaller manufacturers that did not have module 
quality programs in place are now exiting the market. 

But that does not mean we do not have a problem. Reli-
ability is still an issue, even with some well-known manufac-
turers. The problem is not intentional. C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  3 4
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“If only 0.1% of 
the PV modules 
installed in 2013 
fail, we are still 
talking about tens 
of megawatts of PV 
capacity globally. 
No one wants to 
be the customer 
who bought those 
megawatts.”
—Sarah Kurtz, NREL
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Rather data that was not available 4, 5 
or 6 years ago with regard to field perfor-
mance is now available. I have seen pic-
tures of modules out in the sun for 2 or 
3 years that show more significant prod-
uct fatigue than was expected. It is not a 
complete failure, but it is a concern. This has 
made buyers and investors more wary. They 
want additional testing performed. They want  
additional surveillance. 

That is where quality-control programs 
offered by Intertek come in. Instead of 
just doing certification testing, we can do 
extended reliability testing or perform quar-
terly inspections or preshipment inspec-
tions. These quality controls are available 
for modules, inverters, racking systems and 
other products.

SP: Is there a need for internationally 
recognized standards for module reli-
ability and quality assurance in manu-
facturing? If so, is Intertek involved in 
efforts to develop these standards?
SR: Yes, the industry needs comparative 
testing and quality management standards. 
Otherwise you have 20 different flavors of 
testing out there. Certain labs have propri-
etary programs; certain buyers and EPCs have their own qualifica-
tion requirements. Then there are large manufacturers that have 
designed their own test programs. All of this makes an apples-to-
apples comparison impossible for customers. 

Staff from Intertek sit on several working committees to write 
more robust quality standards. We participate in the International 
PV Module Quality Assurance Task Force working under NREL 
and a similar effort under IEC. Since we are on those committees, 
we know the direction that things are heading. So in the absence 
of those new standards being published, we have developed our 
own reliability and testing program as a way to help the industry 
in the short term. 

Our program involves extending existing tests defined by 
IEC standards—increasing duration or temperature or number 
of cycles—as well as performing additional tests based on our 
understanding about how products are performing in the field. For 
example, certification does not require tests for potential induced 
degradation or light-induced degradation, but we see that they 
are an indicator of product quality and performance. 

The other thing we can do is test module performance under 
additional test conditions. Besides STC and NOCT, we can test 
to see how modules perform under high temperature conditions, 
low temperature conditions and low irradiance conditions, and 
we can verify temperature coefficients. We can then use these 

results to write more detailed PAN files for production modeling 
programs like PVsyst.

SP: Do you see any evidence that buyers are sophisti- 
cated enough to differentiate products according to quality 
and reliability?
SR: There are clearly buyers saying, “If you want me to consider buy-
ing your module, then go through this program and give me these 
results.” In the competitive environment that we are in right now, 
manufacturers are out of the market if they do not do the testing. 

SP: If buyers are concerned about module quality and reliabil-
ity, what should they be looking for?
SR: Any manufacturer that has gone through some type of quality 
process will publicize that fact on its website or in its brochures. 
Assuming that quality or reliability programs are in place, look to 
see who is doing the testing and providing the data. At one end of 
the spectrum, you have NRTLs—like Intertek or TÜV or UL—that 
are accredited and audited to make sure equipment is calibrated 
and personnel are qualified; on the other extreme, you have man-
ufacturers that are doing their own testing. Companies like PV 
Evolution Labs fall somewhere in the middle. If I were a buyer, I 
would first ask if quality and reliability data are available and then 
evaluate the source of the data.

c-Si  PV Module Rel iabi l i ty

Environmental tests  Climate chambers like the one shown here are used for 
a variety of design qualification tests, including thermal cycling, humidity freeze 
and damp heat. These tests can be extended and performed sequentially for 
comparative accelerated testing purposes.
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Jenya Meydbray 
CEO, PV Evolution Labs

SP: You were featured in Todd Woody’s New York 
Times article, which describes the solar industry 
as “facing a crisis of quality.” To what extent do 
you agree or disagree with this characterization?
JM: At PV Evolution Labs [PVEL], we see only a 
small portion of the modules designated for deploy-
ment in US projects. These projects are developed 
by sophisticated buyers and investors who require 
third-party technical due diligence focused on PV 
module quality. Consequently, I am hesitant to draw 
broad conclusions about industry trends regarding 
PV module quality. 

Having said that, we regularly perform vendor 
qualification and statistical batch testing services and 
have seen roughly a 5%–10% failure rate. Failures are 
typically caused by poor quality control and occasion-
ally by low-quality materials or incompatible material 
combinations. From our perspective, the problem of 
low-quality modules is not pervasive. However, we do 
occasionally encounter defects, and the buyers are 
very glad to have caught these defects before they 
impact their return on investment.

SP: Are buyers sophisticated enough to differentiate prod-
ucts according to quality and reliability? 
JM: Buyers and investors across the industry are currently 
developing their technical-diligence programs. Historically, price 
and brand dominated buying decisions. Today, we do see more 
and more buyers introducing testing programs for qualifying new 
module types. At PVEL, we strongly believe that measuring criti-
cal PV module behaviors—rather than using industry averages 
and assumptions—results in higher certainty of meeting plant 
performance predictions. This has implications for cost of capi-
tal, refinancing and bringing new risk-averse sources of capital 
to this industry.

Regulatory standards like UL 1703 and IEC 61215 set a mini-
mum bar for product safety and performance. They are designed 
to screen out gross design flaws. Every module in the market 
must pass these tests, so they cannot be too onerous. But differ-
ent end markets have differing product reliability and performance 
needs. One current gap is that these tests are performed on pro-
totype samples before the volume production lines ramp up, so 
they do not capture manufacturing quality-control issues. PVEL 
provides statistical batch testing services to ensure quality on a 
batch-by-batch basis.

The solar market is increasingly migrating to more risk-
averse debt investors who are underwriting long-term cash 
flows that require more certainty. Long-term cash flow certainty 
requires that the PV system perform for 20-plus years. PVEL 

provides a higher bar of reliability, performance 
and quality assessment for module buyers and 
investors that have more strict long-term per-
formance expectations. 

SP: What do module buyers need to under-
stand about the relationship between module 
quality and reliability?
JM: We typically refer to product quality as con-
sistency across tens or hundreds or thousands 
of modules. For example, to build statistical 
certainty that specific module batches going 
into our clients’ projects are defect free, PVEL 
offers statistical batch testing. We think of prod-
uct reliability as characterizing how the module 
ages under environmental stress, if it is built to 
spec. The bill of materials, product design and 
manufacturing recipes largely define this. We 
offer vendor qualification services to benchmark 
many module types against each other and to 
understand aging behavior.

SP: Do you have any recommended best 
practices for PV module buyers for whom 
quality and reliability are a primary concern? 

JM: These buyers should work with PVEL and SolarBuyer. 
Together, we have a large number of PV module vendors that have 
gone through some or all of our approved vendor program, which 
includes factory audits, reliability testing and performance testing. 
Buyers can gain valuable insights into product performance and 
factory quality control by participating in this program, often at mini-
mal cost. All individual projects greater than several MWs should 
also undergo statistical batch testing to ensure that the module 
supply is free from manufacturing defects. SolarBuyer offers several 
additional services to oversee quality issues on the factory floor. We 
can customize our engagement to the customer’s risk tolerance 
and available budget.

Brian Grenko   
VP of operations, Yingli Green Energy 

SP: Do you think that the solar industry is “facing a crisis 
of quality”? 
BG: While the inevitable shakeout of companies throughout the 
solar value chain—from system developers to equipment and 
component suppliers—should ultimately advance our industry, 
it has resulted in a fair amount of collateral damage. Arguably, 
these consequences are typical of a technology adoption life- 
cycle. Industry oversupply and stabilizing silicon costs have forced 
PV module manufacturers—and subsequently their component 
suppliers—to find new ways to take cost out while the elasticity of 
market pricing is put to the test. 
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“There may be no 
more compelling 
argument against 
the ‘solar mod-
ules are a com-
modity’ canard 
than the vexing 
issue of inconsis-
tent panel quality 
and reliability.”
—Tom Cheyney,  
SolarCurator blog
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Based on a number of recently published articles, including 
the New York Times piece, it would seem apparent that not all 
PV modules are created equally. But that notion should come as 
no surprise to anyone in our industry. PV modules are not com-
modity products and never have been. At the same time, solar 
energy is becoming mainstream and is consequently command-
ing more attention. 

The amount of installed solar in the US has increased by an 
order of magnitude within the last 5 years. As anyone who has 
ever owned a smartphone or laptop computer knows, quality 
problems are a byproduct of technology maturation. The ways in 
which companies respond to these issues and provide value are 
ultimately how customers measure them. The prompt and proper 
identification, management and communication of quality prob-
lems are critical to legitimizing PV technology as a sustainable, 
competitive form of power generation. Those who take shortcuts 
should be exposed.

With that said, it is evident that certain industry players quoted 
in these articles have opportunistically aligned themselves to pro-
liferate a coordinated campaign of fearmongering while attempt-
ing to create market pull for their own products and services. 
Our industry is facing a crisis of integrity as much as, if not more 
than, a crisis of quality. I am confident that most people see right 
through this. While some may gravitate towards negative head-
lines like “The Dark Side of Solar,” the reality, as many of us know, 
is that our industry on the whole is actually flourishing and creating 
downstream jobs, despite consolidation.

SP: Is there a need for internationally recognized standards 
for module reliability and quality assurance in manufactur-
ing? If so, is Yingli engaged in these efforts? 
BG: A large number of industry stakeholders have been very 
seriously looking into these questions, and Yingli is absolutely 
engaged in these efforts. The fundamental challenge is whether 
we are able to generate expected field failures based upon the 
environmental conditions generated with the testing equipment 
available to us. For instance, it is financially impractical to accel-
erate conditions like UV exposure with temperature cycling at 
the same time. So, given the consensus that the IEC 61215 
protocol is not sufficient to adequately qualify PV modules, vari-
ous groups have focused on either extending current IEC 61215 
tests outward by multiplication factors or combining different 
test cycles in sequence or both. 

In 2011, Yingli participated in a large industry working group 
engaged on this topic, the result of which was a test proto-
col commonly referred to as the “Thresher Test.” We are cur-
rently utilizing this procedure in the evaluation and qualification 
of new components and PV module materials at our PV test-
ing laboratory in the San Francisco Bay Area. We have also 
participated in the International PV Module Quality Assurance  
Task Force, sponsored in part by NREL, which is developing 
different tests specifically focused on different known failure 
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modes. We fully support these initiatives and trust that new 
standards will ultimately become adopted and consequently 
improve the industry.

SP: Is the market sending a mixed message to PV module 
manufacturers? Are customers willing to pay more for a 
higher-quality, more reliable product? 
BG: I believe customer expectations are pretty clear in this regard. 
With no moving parts, PV modules are expected to perform as 
predicted and operate for 25 years or more with little to no main-
tenance. Companies that build and operate PV systems bank on 
this when they wrap system performance or look to sell com-
pleted projects. The last 5 years in particular have made these 
companies—as well as project investors and end users—wonder 
if any solar companies will last as long as their product warranties. 
Sophisticated buyers conduct a thorough due-diligence process 
before selecting equipment. Further, manufacturers with a proven 
track record for delivering high-quality products on time can defi-
nitely command a premium. PV module manufacturers that are 
able to offer value-added products, such as PV module fleet per-
formance guarantees and third-party product insurance, can also 
realize more business opportunities.

Raju Yenamandra  
VP of business development, SolarWorld

SP: You have been working in the US PV industry for more 
than 33 years. What is your perspective on module reliability? 
Does the industry have a problem? If so, how big a problem 
is it?
RY: Historically, solar modules have been extremely reliable. The 
origin of that reliability is that companies like ours teamed up with 
the Jet Propulsion Lab [JPL] in the late 1970s and developed a 
protocol for reliability testing, which was incorporated into prod-
uct manufacturing. This is what created the standards that we 
have today. The explosive growth in the industry in recent years 
is in part due to the available supply of manufacturing equipment, 
and new market entrants can copy existing processes. 

The problem arises with falling prices. PV modules are the 
generator at the heart of every PV system. They are manufac-
tured by a large number of companies, every one of which lost 
money in 2012. So there is obviously an imbalance in the supply 
chain. Different companies have responded to this imbalance in 
different ways. 

At SolarWorld, our strategy is built around our 37-year repu-
tation for unparalleled reliability, and we are not going to sacri-
fice that. For example, we have had 40 or 50 EVA [ethylene vinyl 
acetate] suppliers come to us saying that they could reduce our 
costs. We narrowed those companies down to eight, and ulti-
mately to two. Why? Because we performed tests, tests and 
more tests. New materials have to be equal to or better than exist-
ing materials for us to replace any component. 

Companies that have never been through a downward busi-
ness cycle potentially see things differently. Costs are high and 
prices are low. They may have relatively stagnant technology, 
meaning they cannot increase module or production efficiency 
to keep pace with falling prices. So how can they decrease their 
losses? They can increase throughput by lowering the accept-
able quality level for their factory. They can decrease costs by 
substituting cheaper, unproven materials. Or they can cut short 
processes—like EVA curing—to increase throughput beyond 
what is realistically possible. They may do a paper analysis, real-
ize they can save some money and press “Go” without doing 
any testing. 

What scares me is that the sweetness of the low price will 
one day be completely overshadowed by the bitterness of fail-
ures. What if a company supplying a large quantity of modules 
has wide-scale failures related to the use of unproven materials? 
If products fail, the media—especially people who are not within 
the industry—will see that particular solar projects are failing and 
conclude that solar has failed. The media will paint the industry 
with a big broad brush. If I am a banker 
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Wind and snow  Mechanical-load tests, like the one shown 
here, simulate stresses associated with wind suction and snow 
loads. Some manufacturers, like SolarWorld, test to internal 
criteria that exceed those defined in IEC or UL standards.
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reading those reports, I do not know 
all of the details. But do I want to fund 
solar projects? Now I am not so sure. I 
need more data, more proof.

In the short term, I do not see 
module failures to be a huge problem. 
They are more of a nuisance, a hassle 
that will leave a bad taste in the mouth 
of customers. But I hope and pray 
that we do not have mass failures in 
the long term. If we do, that will be a 
huge disservice to the industry, which 
took a long time to grow to where it 
is today. 

SP: Is there a need for internation-
ally recognized standards for mod-
ule reliability and quality assurance 
in manufacturing? 
RY: We do not need more regulations 
or more testing so much as we need 
a self-regulating approach. A manufac-
turer can circumvent any new standard 
that you create. It can make a special 
module for the testing and get the product approved, but go right 
on doing a shoddy job with the manufacturing process itself. 

Our call to the industry is for every company to make sure 
that the quality of the product it puts out is very good—and 
please do not send cherry-picked modules for testing. Pick 
modules from your production lines. The intent of testing is to 
maintain product quality. That intent should not be lost for short-
term gains.

SP: Is the market sending a mixed message to PV mod-
ule manufacturers? Are customers willing to pay more for a 
higher-quality, more reliable product? 
RY: I think they will. Product prices are pretty tightly banded 
together. When viewed as a percentage, we are talking about a 
single-digit difference in module prices. This difference is even 
smaller when viewed at the system level. As module prices 
fall, the PV generator makes up a smaller percentage of total 
system cost. 

However, in terms of system performance—as measured by 
the levelized cost of energy, for example—modules are the most 
critical component. Increasing the probability of failure in a critical 
component, one that makes up a shrinking percentage of total 
system cost, is a risk that is simply not worth taking. What if the 
project stops working after 10 years? Now all of a sudden the 
project economics are upside down. 

There is no reason to sacrifice quality for price. Investors 
should first look for a proven, qualified product, which requires 
documented test results, and only then look at the price point.

SP: Do you have any recommended best prac-
tices for buyers for whom quality and reliability 
are a primary concern, especially low-volume 
purchasers who are unable to afford third-party 
due-diligence services? 
RY: Consumers should ask basic questions: How 
long have you been in the industry? How long have 
you been manufacturing modules? How many 
recalls have you had? What is your warranty return 
rate? Most consumers do not need to have a thor-
ough understanding of testing protocols. Instead, 
they should gather commonsense information. This 
is a very simple way of minimizing the risk of mak-
ing a product selection mistake.

Conrad Burke
Global marketing director,  

DuPont Photovoltaic Solutions

SP: Do you think that the solar industry is “facing 
a crisis of quality”? 
CB: I thought that Todd Woody wrote a pretty bal-
anced piece. It was very thorough. He interviewed a 
good subset of constituents: developers, manufac-

turers, material suppliers and testing entities. What may not come 
across in the article is that module quality problems are a recent 
phenomenon. PV modules have performed extremely well for 
decades. It is really only in the last 2 years that we have started to 
see deviations that are entirely driven by market forces. It appears 
that some financially distressed companies are cutting corners. 
These are companies fighting for survival and engaging in a race 
to the bottom. Since this problem does not go back many years, 
I am confident that it will be corrected. 

SP: Is there a need for internationally recognized standards 
for module reliability and quality assurance in manufactur-
ing? If so, is DuPont engaged in these efforts? 
CB: While everyone wants results now, I am not convinced that 
extended reliability tests are the best way to go about getting 
those results. These tests include things like thermal cycling, 
humidity freeze cycling, damp heat exposure, mechanical stress 
tests and so forth. However, failure modes are quite difficult for 
a scientist to understand and emulate. It is even more difficult to 
correlate the results of extended stress tests with module perfor-
mance in the field in a way that is statistically valid. 

The truth is that you cannot point to any series of tests that 
can predict the long-term reliability of a solar module, except 
maybe one. The testing that was done in the late 1970s by the 
JPL, which was contracted by the DOE [Department of Energy], 
is the most comprehensive work that has ever been done to 
qualify PV module materials and product reliability. While the IEC 
and UL have done some great work in the 
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“What scares me is that 
the sweetness of the low 
price will one day be 
completely overshadowed 
by the bitterness of fail-
ures. What if a company 
supplying a large quantity 
of modules has wide-scale 
failures related to the use 
of unproven materials?”
—Raju Yenamandra, SolarWorld
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meanwhile, unfortunately the best predic-
tor of long-term reliability is time.

There is really no statistically valid 
alternative to performing a lot of tests over 
a long period of time. That is why DuPont  
has its Fielded Module program. We 
are actually going out and buying mod-
ules that have been in the field for 
up to 30 years—often manufactured 
by companies that do not exist any-
more—and testing them to character-
ize things like power degradation and 
material integrity. When you look at 
those data, modules that conform to  
the original JPL specifications perform 
very well, almost exclusively. 

DuPont is also involved in setting 
global product standards and in ongoing 
efforts with NREL, DOE, SEIA and other 
trade organizations. We are also involved 
in new initiatives like the truSolar Working 
Group, which was established in January 
2013 with the goal of developing solar 
project standards for quality and durabil-
ity. The intent is to reduce risk and make 
it easier and less expensive to finance 
projects. DuPont is a founding member of 
truSolar, along with other industry leaders 
like SMA America, ABB and PanelClaw, as well as finance, insur-
ance and ratings entities like Booz Allen Hamilton, Assurant and 
Standard & Poor’s; the DOE has even joined the consortium. 

SP: Have you seen analogies to the recent panel quality prob-
lems in other industries? Is this a typical market response to 
falling prices? 

CB: A bit of shortsightedness is out 
there that I, quite frankly, have not 
seen in other industries. I am speak-
ing as someone who lives in Silicon 
Valley, who has seen boom-bust 
cycles before. Through the turmoil of 
the semiconductor, the computer or 
the telecommunications industries, 
I never saw successful companies 
cutting corners. I also never saw 
low-quality suppliers surviving and 
doing well. 

There is a myth in the solar 
industry that warranties and insur-
ance will cover all risks. That is 
not necessarily the case. DuPont 
has acquired some operating solar 

plants around the world that help run some of our own opera-
tions. We actually have a couple instances where modules have 
started to deteriorate prematurely. In one case, the solar module  
manufacturer is already out of business—so end of discussion 
there. In the other case, the finger-pointing between the installer 
and the module manufacturer is never-ending—so we gave up 
trying to resolve the issue. 

What DuPont is dealing with on a small scale is indicative of 
some of the industry problems. When projects are flipped, a bit 
of passing the buck or kicking the can down the road is going 
on. I do not want to overdramatize the problem, but as solar 
becomes an increasingly larger percentage of our national 
energy portfolio—solar power generation in the US is up to 10 
GW right now—we can ill afford a black eye.

SP: Are buyers sophisticated enough to differentiate products 
according to quality and reliability? If so, are those buyers will-
ing to pay more for higher-quality, more reliable products?
CB: DuPont is increasingly active in the downstream markets. 
We are proactively educating customers that every module is not 
the same, and you need to know what you are buying. Those 
efforts seem to be working. We are starting to see project devel-
opers, bankers and so forth ask more hard questions like: What 
materials are used in these modules? What 
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Field performance  The goal of DuPont’s Fielded Module program is to deter-
mine how products and materials perform in the service environment. For more 
information on this initiative, see the Alex Bradley interview in the February/March 
2013 issue of SolarPro magazine. 
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“There is really no 
statistically valid 
alternative to  
performing a lot 
of tests over a long 
period of time.”
—Conrad Burke, DuPont 
Photovoltaic Solutions
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evidence is there that those materials will last as long as you say 
they will? 

Sophisticated customers understand that they are not buy-
ing kilowatts, but rather kilowatt-hours. To get 2 decades’ worth 
of kilowatt-hours, as assumed by the finance model, the mod-
ules have to last. We are slowly getting to a place where custom-
ers understand just how important this is. Modules make up an 
increasingly smaller percentage of overall system costs. A laser 
focus on up-front module costs simply does not make sense in 
today’s market. Return on investment will have more to do with 
how the system is performing after 10, 15, 20 or 30 years. 

Jeff Wolfe
Principal, Jeff Wolfe Consulting

SP: You have been working in the PV industry since 1998, 
and over that 15-year period you have bought and sold a lot 
of PV modules. Does your experience suggest that the indus-
try is “facing a quality crisis"?
JW: The PV industry is not facing a broad quality crisis. As the 
founder of groSolar, I purchased 100 MW of products from more 
than a dozen companies, from China, Europe, Korea, Taiwan and 
the US. I have visited a couple dozen PV manufacturing plants on 

three continents. I have seen very high-quality manufacturing and 
quality-control processes on every continent. 

Over a 15-year period, we experienced a very small percent-
age of module failures, either at installation or later. The per-
centage of failures is well below 1%, perhaps as low as 0.1%, 
which is impressive considering that we handled close to half a 
million modules. Failed diodes account for the highest occur-
rence of module failures. Frame failures are probably the second 
most common failure mode in our experience, but the frames 
may have been loaded beyond their rating. In 15 years, only a 
few dozen modules have failed to output rated power, absent a 
diode failure.

When I refer to a module failure, I am referring to a module that 
is no longer producing power within the manufacturer’s specified 
power tolerance. This does not refer to modules that have devel-
oped an aesthetic issue, which is also rare, or to modules that 
perform below 100% of nameplate but are still above the warranty 
rating. Our primary concern is the electrical performance of the 
module, and this has not been a significant issue.

Historically, I have purchased modules from reputable manu-
facturers whose factories I have visited. It is possible that there is a 
“quality issue” from lesser manufacturers. There may be companies 
out there that cut corners or manufacture in a poor environment 
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or do not understand the manufacturing processes 
well enough to control quality. As with any other 
product, it is important for customers to buy prod-
ucts made by a reputable manufacturer.

SP: Is there a need for internationally recog-
nized standards for module reliability and qual-
ity assurance in manufacturing? If so, is the 
scope and speed of the industry’s response to 
this need adequate? 
JW: Creating and implementing a worthwhile 
international reliability test standard for PV mod-
ules is an unnecessary exercise in bureaucracy. PV 
modules are exposed to an extremely wide set of 
conditions, from desert heat to arctic chill. Creat-
ing a single test regimen that would sufficiently test 
and qualify a product under all conditions would 
be an extremely lengthy and ultimately unproduc-
tive exercise, potentially providing a false sense of comfort for 
customers. As with any major long-term purchase, customers 
should understand what qualities they want and need, and then 
work with a qualified manufacturer or distributor to provide a suit-
ably qualified product. This is how it works in other construction 

industries. The solar PV industry does not 
gain anything by being different.

SP: Is the market sending a mixed mes-
sage to PV module manufacturers? Are 
customers willing to pay more for a 
higher-quality, more reliable product? 
JW: There is a sector of the market that  
is sending a very clear message to the 
manufacturers that nothing matters except 
price. These buyers are getting what they 
want. It is not necessarily an unsound  
practice, as the industry has not seen wide-
scale failures. 

Another sector of the market is demand-
ing and receiving products constructed with 
the most time-tested materials and pro-
cesses to absolutely minimize the already low 

risk of failure. Most people consider this to be a sound practice. 
Different quality levels are to be expected in any industry. 

This is part of the maturation of the industry into differentiable 
products. Of course, the cost difference between premium 
materials and less-tested materials is in the order of 1 to 3 cents 

“Different quality levels 
are to be expected in 
any industry. This is 
part of the maturation 
of the industry into  
differentiable products.”
—Jeff Wolfe,  
Jeff Wolfe Consulting
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per watt. Even in today’s environ-
ment, this number is low enough 
that it is lost in the noise relative 
to other pricing issues.

SP: Do you think that buyers 
are sophisticated enough that 
they can differentiate prod-
ucts according to quality and 
reliability? 
JW: Many buyers are not suf-
ficiently sophisticated to discern 
potential quality differences. Many 
potential buyers should not be 
building projects, as they have 
insufficient background in gen-
eral engineering and construction 
technologies to properly specify, 
select and apply the technolo-
gies to create a system with opti-
mal performance. The root of the 
problem is that too many buyers 
make an insufficient investment in 
high-quality engineering services; 
buyers need help determining 
proper specification and con-
struction practices.

I qualify modules through an 
iterative series of discussions 
with the manufacturer and then 
factory visits. I have visited almost 
every factory I have ever purchased products from. I have also 
visited factories where I decided not to purchase modules, even 
from multinational companies. Depending upon the project and 
the need, I may then specify the key module components and 
acceptable manufacturers for the project, and require certifica-
tions for the bill of material and fabrication. Lastly, on-site non-
destructive testing is available to ensure that what was specified 
and paid for was in fact provided.

SP: Do you have any recommended best practices for PV 
module buyers for whom quality and reliability are a primary 
concern, especially low-volume purchasers unable to afford 
third-party due-diligence services? 
JW: I recommend that buyers make an investment in product 
knowledge. This can be done in many ways. I invested time and 
money visiting factories and working with material providers. Those 
who cannot visit factories, or do not want to spend that time and 
energy, should purchase modules from a trusted supplier or distrib-
utor, one that has made an investment in qualifying products and 
manufacturers. Customers should also understand that the dis-
tributor is there to meet their stated needs. If customers are saying 

that price is all that matters, then that is 
what will be provided.

Buyers who shop every deal for the 
lowest price are saving very little after 
their time and added risks are consid-
ered. They are also not gaining the ben-
efits of having a standing relationship 
with their supplier. Forming a strong rela-
tionship with a distributor or a few manu-
facturers pays big dividends if there ever 
is a problem. Material specifications can 
be changed, on purpose or not, with or 
without notice. Keeping a key contact in 
the C-suite can help buyers mitigate any 
situation that may occur.

Hugh Kuhn  
Principal, Solar Advisory Services

SP:  Do you think that the solar indus-
try is “facing a crisis of quality”? 
HK: This industry is not unlike any 
other growing industry with hundreds 
of suppliers and evolving quality stan-
dards. Consider the computer mem-
ory or disk storage industries of 25 
years ago. It takes time to separate 
the wheat from the chaff. The module 
firms en masse have done the industry 
a disservice by not aggressively chal-
lenging the notion that solar panels are 

commodities. Given the number of variables involved in materi-
als selection and manufacturing processes, nothing could be 
further from the truth.

SP: From your point of view as a solar technical due- 
diligence specialist, is there a difference between quality 
assurance and product reliability? To what extent does a 
typical bankability analysis today take quality assurance and 
product reliability into account? 
HK: I have found a large blurry space in the industry related 
to quality assurance, product reliability and the extent to which 
bankability analyses do or do not address either issue. 

Quality assurance means that the manufacturer is doing what 
they say they are going to do on the manufacturing plant floor—
take materials A, B and C and put them together in a certain way 
every time. This is ISO 9001 stuff. It has nothing to do with the qual-
ity of A, B or C, nor does it have much to do with the reliability of the 
end product—at least not long-term reliability—but rather it has to 
do with the ability of the plant to be very consistent. 

Product reliability has to do with the actual decision to com-
bine A, B and C together, understanding 

c-Si  PV Module Rel iabi l i ty

Failure modes  To design an effective comparative 
test standard, the International PV Module Quality 
Assurance Task Force first had to identify common 
failure modes—such as the cracked cell (above) 
and the resulting hot spot (inset)—and then try to 
develop tests that produce these failures in the lab. 
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whether A and B are actually compatible with 
each other over time. For example, a backsheet 
might work fine with some formulations of EVA 
encapsulates, but not work well with others. Dif-
ferent backsheets differ in terms of compatibility. 
There are formulations of EVA that can handle UV 
over time, and formulations that brown in the first 
year. Inside every solar panel, a myriad of different 
component variables must work together under 
harsh environmental conditions—UV light, high 
temperatures, humidity, wide daily temperature 
swings, salt and farm chemicals in the air—and 
over a long time. 

While building a PV system is not rocket 
science, the materials science that goes into 
building a PV module is pretty close to it. Unfor-
tunately, I have yet to see a bankability study that 
discusses the pros and cons of the backsheet 
laminate used, the formulation of EVA, the qual-
ity of the solder flux used or the testing done to 
ensure that the resulting end product is reliable 
and durable. A module firm can have awesome 
quality assurance and build a product that passes low-bar certi-
fication tests every time, but the product reliability and durability 
over time could be pathetic.

SP: Is there a need for internationally recognized standards 
for module reliability and quality assurance in manufactur-
ing? If so, is the scope and speed of the industry’s response 
to this need adequate? 
HK: Yes, there is a need for an international module reliability and 
durability test standard. This is not to say that there should be a 
higher bar of certification, but rather that there should be a set 
of tests that provide trusted additional information about how a 
module will perform over time in this or that environment so that 
buyers can make their own decision on which they want and what 
they are willing to pay. 

Starting in early 2010, when I was in a position of trying to 
make informed buying decisions for my company, I was frus-
trated by the lack of long-term performance data available. I was 
not buying watts, but rather watt-hours over a 20-year period. 
Yet module firms were selling their product on a dollar per watt 
basis. A few firms wanted to charge more because “their prod-
uct was of a higher quality” and would thus supposedly perform 
much better in the later years of ownership. I suggested that 
if they could quantify this claim, I would be happy to consider 
paying more. It is a pretty easy net present value calculation to 
run the additional up-front cost against the value of the “added” 
electricity I would be selling. Sadly, none of the manufacturers 
could quantify the performance difference, though several tried. 

As a result I pulled together a group of module firms, test-
ing labs, folks from NREL and elsewhere, and we collaborated 

informally to develop what we called the 
“Thresher Test,” which is a series of acceler-
ated chamber tests based on IEC 61215 but 
expanded in ways that we all felt would provide 
better long-term performance data for buyers. 
It was not a pass-fail test, but rather a means 
to gather and provide comparative data to 
prospective buyers so that informed decisions 
could be made. The Thresher Test is run in 
several testing labs today—with various modi-
fications such as added UV preconditioning or 
damp heat under bias—as required by buyers 
who are trying to make the same decisions I 
was several years ago. 

Today, NREL is leading the charge to 
evolve the initial Thresher Test effort into a 
true industry standards effort via the work of 
the International PV Module Quality Assur-
ance Task Force headed up by Sarah Kurtz. 
International standards bodies work slowly. I 
wish they could work faster on this particular 
issue, as many gigawatts of projects are being 

installed each year. We can only hope the module buyers for 
those projects did their due diligence.

SP: Is the market sending a mixed message to PV module 
manufacturers? Are customers willing to pay more for a 
higher-quality module?
HK: Absolutely. Due to the immaturity of the industry, project 
financing bodies are still relying on reports from independent engi-
neers—like Black & Veatch, DNV KEMA, Enertis Solar, SAIC—and 
limited bankability studies to approve module suppliers. Instead of 
asking “Is this product any good?” they are asking for a “bank-
able” warranty at the lowest cost. The problem is that you get 
what you pay for, and it is absurd to expect a 20-year warranty 
on the lowest-cost product. What the market should be saying is: 
“Prove to me that the product is well made—using quality materi-
als, tested properly for long-term durability given the expected 
stresses of my project environment—and I will pay you properly 
for providing me with that confidence.”

SP: Do you have any recommended best practices for PV 
module buyers for whom quality and reliability are a primary 
concern, especially low-volume purchasers? 
HK: Do not buy the lowest-cost module just because it has a 
warranty. Buy modules from firms that have been in business for 
many years, with an installation track record and a track record 
of customer support that includes standing behind their warranty. 
Consider using a microinverter or smart module architecture. That 
way one failure will not mess up your entire array; you can mix and 
match modules in the future, if need be. Buy a few spares if you 
are able to.

“I have found a large 
blurry space in the 
industry related to 
quality assurance, 
product reliability and 
the extent to which 
bankability analyses 
do or do not address 
either issue.” 
—Hugh Kuhn,  
Solar Advisory Services
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2013 c-Si PV Module Specifications

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

1SolTech 1STH-350-WH mono 350 309.1 15.1 43.0 8.13 51.5 8.93 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-345-WH mono 345 304.5 14.9 42.5 8.11 51.0 8.89 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-340-WH mono 340 299.9 14.7 42.0 8.09 50.5 8.85 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-335-WH mono 335 295.4 14.4 41.5 8.06 50.0 8.80 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-260 mono 260 231.4 11.2 31.5 8.25 37.5 8.74 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-255 mono 255 226.9 11.0 31.1 8.20 37.4 8.70 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-250 mono 250 222.3 10.8 30.7 8.15 37.3 8.66 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-250-WH mono 250 218.6 14.2 30.7 8.15 37.3 8.66 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-245 mono 245 217.7 10.6 30.2 8.10 37.2 8.62 DNR no 65 x 51.4 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-245-WH mono 245 214.1 13.9 30.2 8.10 37.2 8.62 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-240-WH mono 240 209.6 13.6 29.7 8.07 37.1 8.58 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-235-WH mono 235 205.1 13.3 29.3 8.02 37.0 8.54 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-230-P poly 230 203.1 13.1 29.9 7.65 37.1 8.18 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-225-P poly 225 198.5 12.8 29.6 7.58 36.9 8.09 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-220-P poly 220 194.0 12.5 29.3 7.47 36.6 7.97 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

1SolTech 1STH-215-P poly 215 189.4 12.2 29.0 7.35 36.3 7.84 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S79U265 mono 265 236.2 15.0 31.4 8.44 38.3 8.91 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S79U260 mono 260 231.6 14.7 31.3 8.30 38.2 8.76 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S79U255 mono 255 227.0 14.4 31.3 8.16 38.1 8.61 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S19H270 mono 270 245.5 15.3 31.5 8.57 38.3 9.05 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S19H265 mono 265 240.8 15.0 31.4 8.44 38.3 8.91 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S19H260 mono 260 236.2 14.7 31.3 8.30 38.2 8.76 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S18U260 poly 260 237.2 14.7 30.5 8.51 37.7 9.01 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S18U255 poly 255 232.5 14.4 30.4 8.38 37.6 8.88 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

aleo solar S18U250 poly 250 227.8 14.1 30.3 8.24 37.5 8.76 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 2

Antaris Solar SM-250PC8 poly 250 224.7 14.0 30.8 8.14 37.5 8.67 DNR no 65.6 x 39.3 x 2

Antaris Solar SM-245PC8 poly 245 220.1 13.7 30.4 8.08 37.4 8.63 DNR no 65.6 x 39.3 x 2

Antaris Solar SM-240PC8 poly 240 215.5 13.4 30.0 8.02 37.3 8.58 DNR no 65.6 x 39.3 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612M-310 mono 310 279.7 14.8 37.4 8.30 45.4 8.55 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612M-305 mono 305 275.0 14.6 37.0 8.24 45.3 8.53 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612P-300 poly 300 271.1 14.3 35.8 8.40 45.2 9.30 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612M-300 mono 300 270.4 14.3 36.6 8.20 45.1 8.51 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612P-295 poly 295 266.4 14.1 35.7 8.30 45.0 9.16 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612M-295 mono 295 265.8 14.1 36.3 8.13 45.0 8.49 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612P-290 poly 290 261.8 13.9 35.7 8.15 44.9 8.94 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612P-285 poly 285 257.2 13.6 35.7 8.04 44.8 8.86 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612P-280 poly 280 250.8 13.4 35.6 7.90 44.6 8.71 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6612P-275 poly 275 242.1 13.1 35.6 7.76 44.5 8.56 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6611P-270 poly 270 242.6 12.9 35.6 7.62 44.4 8.42 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6611P-265 poly 265 238.0 12.7 35.5 7.48 44.2 8.27 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Astronergy CHSM6610M-260 mono 260 235.8 14.7 31.2 8.38 38.4 8.70 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-255 mono 255 231.2 14.4 30.8 8.31 38.2 8.67 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-250 poly 250 226.3 14.1 30.3 8.27 38.2 8.65 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M(BL)-250 mono 250 225.4 14.1 30.5 8.23 38.1 8.64 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-250 mono 250 224.9 14.1 30.5 8.23 38.1 8.64 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-245 poly 245 221.6 13.9 29.9 8.20 38.0 8.62 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M(BL)-245 mono 245 220.8 13.9 30.1 8.16 37.9 8.61 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-245 mono 245 220.3 13.9 30.1 8.16 37.9 8.61 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-240 poly 240 218.1 13.6 29.5 8.13 37.8 8.59 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M(BL)-240 mono 240 216.2 13.6 29.8 8.08 37.8 8.58 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

c-Si  PV Modules
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DNR = did not report

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

Astronergy CHSM6610M-240 mono 240 213.6 13.6 29.8 8.08 37.8 8.58 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-235 poly 235 213.4 13.3 29.2 8.06 37.6 8.56 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-235 mono 235 209.0 13.3 29.4 8.01 37.6 8.55 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-230 poly 230 208.8 13.0 28.8 7.99 37.4 8.53 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-230 mono 230 204.4 13.0 29.0 7.93 37.5 8.52 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-225 poly 225 204.1 12.7 28.4 7.92 37.1 8.49 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-225 mono 225 199.9 12.7 28.7 7.86 37.3 8.48 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610P-220 poly 220 199.5 12.4 28.0 7.86 36.9 8.46 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6609M-220 mono 220 198.3 13.8 27.0 8.15 34.0 8.58 yes no 58.8 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6610M-220 mono 220 195.3 12.4 28.3 7.78 37.2 8.45 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Astronergy CHSM6609M-215 mono 215 194.5 13.5 26.6 8.06 33.9 8.55 yes no 58.8 x 39.1 x 1.8

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T285 poly 285 243.9 13.6 36.8 7.75 44.2 8.32 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T280 poly 280 239.4 13.3 36.7 7.63 44.1 8.23 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T275 poly 275 235.0 13.1 36.6 7.52 43.9 8.17 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T270 poly 270 230.6 12.9 36.4 7.41 43.7 8.10 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T265 poly 265 226.1 12.6 36.1 7.33 43.3 7.95 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T260 poly 260 221.7 12.4 35.9 7.24 43.2 7.83 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T255 poly 255 217.3 12.1 35.7 7.14 43.2 7.72 yes no 77.2 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T250 poly 250 216.1 12.9 33.4 7.49 40.1 8.10 yes no 71 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T245 poly 245 211.6 12.7 33.3 7.37 39.9 8.04 yes no 71 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T240 poly 240 207.2 12.4 33.1 7.24 39.7 7.95 yes no 71 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T235 poly 235 203.4 13.3 30.6 7.68 36.7 8.23 yes no 64.8 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T230 poly 230 199.0 13.0 30.5 7.55 36.6 8.17 yes no 64.8 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T225 poly 225 194.5 12.8 30.4 7.41 36.4 8.10 yes no 64.8 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T220 poly 220 190.1 12.5 30.1 7.30 36.1 7.95 yes no 64.8 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T215 poly 215 185.6 12.2 29.9 7.18 36.0 7.83 yes no 64.8 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T210 poly 210 182.5 11.9 29.6 7.09 35.9 7.60 yes no 64.8 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T205 poly 205 178.6 12.9 27.3 7.50 32.8 8.10 yes no 58.4 x 39.2 x 2

Auxin Solar AXN-P6T200 poly 200 173.1 12.6 27.2 7.35 32.6 8.04 yes no 58.4 x 39.2 x 2

AXITEC AC-295P/156-72S poly 295 266.9 14.1 36.5 8.10 45.2 8.65 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-290P/156-72S poly 290 262.3 13.9 36.2 8.02 44.9 8.59 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-285P/156-72S poly 285 257.6 13.6 35.9 7.94 44.6 8.53 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-260M/156-60S mono 260 237.5 14.8 30.4 8.60 38.3 9.06 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-255M/156-60S mono 255 232.8 14.6 30.0 8.54 38.1 8.97 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-255P/156-60S poly 255 231.1 14.6 31.6 8.10 38.2 8.70 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-250P/156-60S poly 250 226.5 14.3 31.5 7.98 37.9 8.65 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-250M/156-60S mono 250 226.2 14.3 29.7 8.47 38.0 8.80 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-245P/156-60S poly 245 221.8 14.0 30.9 7.93 37.5 8.57 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-245M/156-60S mono 245 221.6 14.0 29.2 8.40 37.7 8.72 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

AXITEC AC-240P/156-60S poly 240 217.2 13.7 30.5 7.87 37.3 8.48 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250MA1_270 mono 270 243.1 15.6 31.8 8.50 38.5 9.01 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250M01_270 mono 270 241.9 15.6 31.8 8.50 38.5 9.01 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250MA1_265 mono 265 238.5 15.3 31.3 8.47 38.2 8.98 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250M01_265 mono 265 237.2 15.3 31.3 8.47 38.2 8.98 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM245P00_260 poly 260 236.5 15.0 31.2 8.34 37.7 8.83 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250MA1_260 mono 260 233.8 15.0 30.8 8.45 38.0 8.96 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250M01_260 mono 260 232.6 15.0 30.8 8.45 38.0 8.96 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM245P00_255 poly 255 231.9 14.7 30.8 8.28 37.6 8.76 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

BenQ Solar PM250MA0_255 mono 255 229.2 14.5 30.9 8.34 37.9 8.72 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 2.4

BenQ Solar PM245P00_250 poly 250 227.2 14.4 30.6 8.17 37.4 8.69 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6
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Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

BenQ Solar PM240PA0_240 poly 240 215.7 13.4 29.7 8.10 37.4 8.62 yes no 65.7 x 39.4 x 2.4

Canadian Solar CS6X-310M mono 310 283.0 15.0 36.7 8.44 45.3 8.95 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-310P poly 310 279.6 15.0 36.4 8.52 44.9 9.08 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-305M mono 305 278.3 14.8 36.6 8.33 45.2 8.84 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-305P poly 305 275.0 14.8 36.3 8.41 44.8 8.97 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-300M mono 300 273.6 14.5 36.5 8.22 45.0 8.74 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-300P poly 300 270.3 14.5 36.1 8.30 44.6 8.87 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-295M mono 295 268.9 14.3 36.4 8.11 44.9 8.63 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-295P poly 295 265.7 14.3 36.0 8.19 44.5 8.76 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-290M mono 290 264.3 14.0 36.3 8.00 44.7 8.51 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-290P poly 290 261.1 14.0 35.9 8.08 44.4 8.64 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-285M mono 285 259.6 13.8 36.1 7.89 44.7 8.40 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6X-285P poly 285 256.4 13.8 35.8 7.96 44.3 8.53 yes yes 76.9 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-265M mono 265 242.1 15.3 30.9 8.61 37.9 9.11 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-260M mono 260 237.4 15.0 30.7 8.48 37.8 8.99 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6P-265MM mono 265 236.5 15.3 30.9 8.61 37.9 9.11 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6P-260MM mono 260 233.8 15.0 30.7 8.48 37.8 8.99 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-255M mono 255 232.7 14.7 30.5 8.35 37.7 8.87 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS5P-255M mono 255 231.9 13.9 49.0 5.21 59.8 5.55 yes no 63.1 x 41.8 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6P-255MM mono 255 229.2 14.7 30.5 8.35 37.7 8.87 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-250M mono 250 228.0 14.4 30.4 8.22 37.5 8.74 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-250P poly 250 227.6 14.4 30.1 8.30 37.2 8.87 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-250PX poly 250 227.6 14.4 30.1 8.30 37.2 8.87 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS5P-250M mono 250 227.3 13.6 48.7 5.14 59.6 5.49 yes no 63.1 x 41.8 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-250PT poly 250 226.3 14.4 30.1 8.30 37.2 8.87 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6P-250MM mono 250 224.6 14.4 30.4 8.22 37.5 8.74 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-245M mono 245 223.3 14.1 30.3 8.09 37.4 8.61 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-245P poly 245 223.0 14.1 30.0 8.17 37.1 8.74 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-245PX poly 245 223.0 14.1 30.0 8.17 37.1 8.74 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS5P-245M mono 245 222.6 13.4 48.4 5.06 59.5 5.43 yes no 63.1 x 41.8 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-245PT poly 245 221.7 14.1 30.0 8.17 37.1 8.74 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-250MX mono 250 221.2 14.4 30.4 8.22 37.5 8.74 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6P-245MM mono 245 220.0 14.1 30.3 8.09 37.4 8.61 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS5P-240M mono 240 218.7 13.1 48.1 4.99 59.4 5.34 yes no 63.1 x 41.8 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-240P poly 240 218.3 13.8 29.9 8.03 37.0 8.59 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-240PX poly 240 218.3 13.8 29.9 8.03 37.0 8.59 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-240M mono 240 217.0 13.8 30.2 7.95 37.3 8.46 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-240PT poly 240 217.0 13.8 29.9 8.03 37.0 8.59 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-245MX mono 245 216.6 14.1 30.3 8.09 37.4 8.61 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-235PX poly 235 215.7 13.6 29.8 7.90 36.9 8.46 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-235P poly 235 213.6 13.6 29.8 7.90 36.9 8.46 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-235M mono 235 212.4 13.6 30.1 7.82 37.2 8.34 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-235PT poly 235 212.4 13.6 29.8 7.90 36.9 8.46 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-240MX mono 240 212.0 13.8 30.2 7.95 37.3 8.46 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-230P poly 230 211.0 13.3 29.6 7.78 36.8 8.34 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-230PX poly 230 211.0 13.3 29.6 7.78 36.8 8.34 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS6P-230PT poly 230 207.7 13.3 29.6 7.78 36.8 8.34 yes no 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-235MX mono 235 207.5 13.6 30.1 7.82 37.2 8.34 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar NewEdge CS6P-230MX mono 230 202.9 13.3 29.9 7.70 37.1 8.22 yes yes 64.5 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6A-210MM mono 210 189.3 15.0 24.6 8.54 30.3 9.06 yes no 52.1 x 38.7 x 1.6

c-Si  PV Modules
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Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)
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power 
@ PTC 

(W)
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power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)
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power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)
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circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables
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UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6A-205MM mono 205 184.7 14.6 24.5 8.38 30.2 8.90 yes no 52.1 x 38.7 x 1.6

Canadian Solar CS5A-200M mono 200 182.7 14.6 37.4 5.35 45.3 5.71 yes no 62.8 x 31.5 x 1.6

Canadian Solar ELPS CS6A-200MM mono 200 180.0 14.3 24.3 8.22 30.0 8.74 yes no 52.1 x 38.7 x 1.6

Centrosolar America E305 poly 305 272.9 14.6 37.2 8.21 45.1 8.78 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America E300 poly 300 268.3 14.4 36.7 8.18 44.9 8.72 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America BP7 300S(B)W poly 300 266.9 14.3 37.3 8.05 45.2 8.63 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 2

Centrosolar America BP7 295S(B)W poly 295 263.7 14.1 37.0 7.98 45.1 8.56 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 2

Centrosolar America E295 poly 295 263.7 14.1 36.2 8.16 44.8 8.68 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America E290 poly 290 259.3 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.8 8.62 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America E285 poly 285 254.9 13.6 35.9 7.95 44.7 8.55 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America BP6 255SW poly 255 224.4 14.5 30.8 8.29 37.5 8.85 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 2

Centrosolar America E250 poly 250 225.9 14.3 30.3 8.24 37.5 8.76 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America BP6 250(B)W poly 250 221.9 14.2 30.9 8.08 37.7 8.63 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 2

Centrosolar America BP6 245(B)W poly 245 219.2 13.9 30.7 7.99 37.5 8.55 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 2

Centrosolar America E245 poly 245 219.0 14.0 30.1 8.13 37.3 8.73 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America E240 poly 240 214.9 13.7 30.0 8.02 37.2 8.58 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Centrosolar America BP6 240(B)W poly 240 214.6 13.6 30.3 7.93 37.1 8.48 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 2

Centrosolar America E235 poly 235 212.3 13.4 29.8 7.88 37.1 8.50 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-315M mono 315 285.0 15.0 38.2 8.25 45.5 8.65 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-315P poly 315 284.9 15.0 38.2 8.25 45.5 8.65 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-310P poly 310 280.2 14.8 38.0 8.15 45.4 8.60 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-310M mono 310 279.6 14.8 37.9 8.18 45.2 8.80 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-305P poly 305 275.6 14.5 37.7 8.10 45.3 8.55 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-305M mono 305 275.0 14.5 37.7 8.10 45.1 8.70 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-300P poly 300 270.9 14.3 37.6 8.00 45.2 8.50 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-300M mono 300 270.4 14.3 37.5 8.00 45.0 8.60 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-295P poly 295 266.3 14.1 37.4 7.90 45.1 8.45 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-290P poly 290 261.7 13.8 37.2 7.80 45.0 8.40 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.8

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-260P poly 260 235.0 14.8 31.5 8.25 37.8 8.65 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-260M mono 260 234.8 14.8 31.5 8.25 38.0 8.80 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-255P poly 255 230.4 14.5 31.3 8.15 37.7 8.60 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-255M mono 255 230.2 14.5 31.3 8.15 37.9 8.70 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-250P poly 250 225.7 14.2 31.2 8.00 37.6 8.55 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-250M mono 250 225.5 14.2 31.0 8.05 37.8 8.60 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-245P poly 245 221.1 13.9 31.0 7.90 37.5 8.50 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-245M mono 245 220.9 13.9 30.9 7.93 37.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-240P poly 240 216.5 13.6 30.8 7.80 37.4 8.40 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-235P poly 235 211.8 13.3 30.5 7.70 37.3 8.30 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-230P poly 230 207.2 13.1 30.3 7.60 37.2 8.20 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-225P poly 225 202.6 12.8 30.1 7.50 37.0 8.10 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-205M mono 205 185.2 14.9 38.1 5.38 45.4 5.70 yes no 62.2 x 31.9 x 1.6

CNPV Solar Power CNPV-200M mono 200 180.6 14.5 38.0 5.25 45.3 5.65 yes no 62.2 x 31.9 x 1.6

Colored Solar Polished Marble 230w poly 230 211.1 13.1 29.0 7.80 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Sapphire Blue 230w poly 230 211.1 13.1 28.9 7.80 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Earth Brown 230w poly 230 211.0 13.1 28.9 7.80 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Emerald Green 230w poly 230 211.0 13.1 28.8 7.60 36.6 8.40 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Pink Diamonds 230w poly 230 211.0 13.1 28.9 7.60 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Lavender 230w poly 230 210.9 13.1 29.0 7.80 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Metallic Gold 230w poly 230 210.9 13.1 28.8 7.80 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Polished Slate 230w poly 230 210.9 13.1 28.9 7.80 36.7 8.50 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

c-Si  PV Modules
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DNR = did not report
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Colored Solar Forest Green 230w poly 230 210.3 13.1 28.9 8.40 36.8 8.40 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Ocean Blue 230w poly 230 210.3 13.1 28.9 7.60 36.6 8.40 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Colored Solar Tile Red 225w poly 225 202.9 12.8 27.9 7.60 36.7 8.40 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Conergy Conergy PE 310P poly 310 278.0 14.9 37.0 8.37 46.3 8.69 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

Conergy Conergy PE 305P poly 305 273.4 14.6 37.0 8.25 46.2 8.60 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

Conergy Conergy PE 300P poly 300 268.7 14.4 36.8 8.15 46.1 8.53 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

Conergy Conergy PE 295P poly 295 264.1 14.1 36.6 8.06 45.9 8.48 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

Conergy Conergy PH 260P poly 260 235.6 14.7 31.1 8.39 38.5 8.72 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PE 260P poly 260 232.1 14.8 30.8 8.45 37.7 8.91 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PH 255P poly 255 230.9 14.4 30.7 8.33 38.4 8.69 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PE 255P poly 255 227.5 14.5 30.4 8.40 37.6 8.88 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PH 250P poly 250 226.3 14.2 30.3 8.27 38.2 8.65 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PE 250P poly 250 222.9 14.2 30.0 8.34 37.5 8.84 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PH 245P poly 245 221.6 13.9 29.9 8.20 38.0 8.62 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6

Conergy Conergy PE 245P poly 245 218.3 13.9 29.6 8.27 37.5 8.78 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-320M mono 320 282.0 15.0 37.0 8.66 45.4 8.97 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-315M mono 315 277.5 14.8 36.9 8.51 45.3 8.95 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-310M mono 310 272.9 14.6 36.8 8.43 45.1 8.92 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-300P poly 300 269.4 14.1 37.9 7.92 45.0 8.83 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-305M mono 305 268.4 14.3 36.7 8.32 45.0 8.84 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-295P poly 295 264.8 13.9 37.6 7.84 44.9 8.76 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-300M mono 300 263.8 14.1 36.5 8.22 44.9 8.73 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG72-290P poly 290 260.2 13.6 37.2 7.79 44.7 8.70 DNR no 78.1 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG60-260M mono 260 231.0 14.6 30.4 8.53 37.8 8.85 DNR no 65.5 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG60-255M mono 255 226.4 14.3 30.4 8.41 37.6 8.83 DNR no 65.5 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG60-250P poly 250 224.5 14.0 30.3 8.27 37.7 8.74 DNR no 65.5 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG60-250M mono 250 221.9 14.0 30.3 8.26 37.4 8.79 DNR no 65.5 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG60-245P poly 245 219.9 13.7 30.1 8.14 37.5 8.66 DNR no 65.5 x 39.3 x 1.7

Eclipsall Energy NRG60-240P poly 240 215.3 13.4 29.7 8.07 37.3 8.53 DNR no 65.5 x 39.3 x 1.7

ecoSolargy ECO300A156M-72 mono 300 271.9 14.4 37.1 8.09 45.7 8.71 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO295A156M-72 mono 295 267.2 14.1 36.8 8.03 45.6 8.65 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO295A156P-72 poly 295 266.9 14.1 36.5 8.09 45.5 8.53 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO290A156M-72 mono 290 262.6 13.9 36.8 8.03 45.6 8.65 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO290A156P-72 poly 290 262.3 13.9 36.3 7.98 45.4 8.42 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO285A156M-72 mono 285 258.0 13.6 36.5 7.95 45.5 8.56 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO285A156P-72 poly 285 257.6 13.6 36.1 7.89 45.3 8.31 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO280A156M-72 mono 280 253.3 13.4 36.2 7.88 45.4 8.46 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO280A156P-72 poly 280 253.0 13.4 35.9 7.81 45.2 8.25 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ecoSolargy ECO250A156P-60 poly 250 226.5 14.3 30.4 8.22 37.7 8.53 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ecoSolargy ECO250S156M-60 mono 250 226.2 14.3 31.0 8.07 37.8 8.51 yes no 64.5 x 39.1 x 1.5

ecoSolargy ECO250A156M-60 mono 250 222.0 14.3 30.9 8.08 37.8 8.52 yes no 64.5 x 39.1 x 1.5

ecoSolargy ECO245A156P-60 poly 245 221.8 14.0 30.2 8.12 37.6 8.52 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ecoSolargy ECO245A156M-60 mono 245 221.6 14.0 30.7 7.97 37.6 8.50 yes no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.5

ecoSolargy ECO240A156P-60 poly 240 217.2 13.7 29.9 8.04 37.4 8.48 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ecoSolargy ECO240A156M-60 mono 240 217.0 13.7 30.5 7.87 37.4 8.39 yes no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.5

ecoSolargy ECO235A156P-60 poly 235 212.5 13.4 29.6 7.94 37.2 8.40 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ecoSolargy ECO200A125M-72 mono 200 179.8 14.6 37.4 5.34 45.5 5.72 yes no 62.2 x 31.8 x 1.4

Eoplly New Energy EP156M/72-305W mono 305 268.7 14.6 37.4 8.22 45.1 8.94 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156M/72-300W mono 300 264.1 14.3 37.0 8.15 44.9 8.88 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156M/72-295W mono 295 259.6 14.1 36.7 8.08 44.5 8.85 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2
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Eoplly New Energy EP156M/72-290W mono 290 255.0 13.8 36.4 7.99 44.1 8.79 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156MB/60-250W mono 250 223.9 14.3 30.8 8.15 37.3 8.90 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP156MB/60-245W mono 245 219.3 14.0 30.4 8.08 37.1 8.78 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP156MB/60-240W mono 240 214.7 13.7 30.0 8.01 36.9 8.68 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP156MB/60-235W mono 235 210.1 13.4 29.6 7.94 36.7 8.56 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/72-295W poly 295 264.9 14.1 37.2 7.96 44.9 8.78 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/72-290W poly 290 260.3 13.8 37.2 7.89 44.6 8.70 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/72-285W poly 285 259.6 13.6 36.7 7.83 44.4 8.63 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/72-280W poly 280 255.0 13.4 36.2 7.77 43.8 8.59 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/72-275W poly 275 250.3 13.1 35.7 7.74 43.5 8.56 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/72-270W poly 270 241.3 12.9 35.2 7.70 43.2 8.53 yes no 76.9 x 39.3 x 2

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/60-245W poly 245 220.0 13.9 31.0 7.96 37.4 8.75 yes no 64.7 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/60-240W poly 240 214.5 13.6 30.5 7.90 37.0 8.68 yes no 64.7 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP156P/60-235W poly 235 209.9 13.4 30.3 7.79 36.7 8.64 yes no 64.7 x 39.1 x 1.6

Eoplly New Energy EP125M/72-200W mono 200 177.8 14.6 37.0 5.45 45.7 5.86 yes no 62.2 x 31.8 x 1.4

ET Solar ET-P672310WW (WB) poly 310 277.5 14.8 37.7 8.23 45.8 8.79 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672305WW (WB) poly 305 272.9 14.6 37.2 8.21 45.1 8.78 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672300WW (WB) poly 300 268.3 14.4 36.7 8.18 44.9 8.72 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672295WW (WB) poly 295 263.7 14.1 36.2 8.16 44.8 8.68 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672295WWG (WBG) poly 295 266.1 14.1 36.2 8.16 44.8 8.68 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672290WW (WB) poly 290 259.3 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.8 8.62 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672295WW (WB ) poly 290 261.5 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.8 8.62 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672295WWG (WBG) poly 285 254.7 13.6 35.9 7.95 44.7 8.55 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672290WW (WB) poly 285 256.9 13.6 35.9 7.95 44.7 8.55 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672290WWG (WBG) poly 280 250.8 13.4 35.5 7.88 44.3 8.48 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672285WW (WB) poly 280 252.2 13.4 35.5 7.88 44.3 8.48 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672285WWG (WBG) poly 260 235.2 14.8 31.5 8.26 38.1 8.84 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672280WW (WB) poly 255 230.6 14.6 30.9 8.25 37.5 8.82 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P672280WWG (WBG) poly 255 229.0 14.6 30.9 8.25 37.5 8.82 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660260WW (WB/WWZ/WBZ) poly 250 225.9 14.3 30.3 8.24 37.5 8.76 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660250WBZAC (BAC) poly 250 223.6 14.3 30.3 8.24 37.5 8.76 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660250BBZAC (BBAC) poly 250 216.4 14.3 30.3 8.24 37.5 8.76 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660250BB (BBZ) poly 250 224.3 14.3 30.3 8.24 37.5 8.76 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660245WW (WB/WWZ/WBZ) poly 245 221.3 14.0 30.1 8.13 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660245WBZAC (BAC) poly 245 219.0 14.0 30.1 8.13 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660245BBZAC (BBAC) poly 245 211.9 14.0 30.1 8.13 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660245BB (BBZ) poly 245 219.7 14.0 30.1 8.13 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660240WW (WB/WW/WBZ) poly 240 216.7 13.7 30.0 8.02 37.2 8.58 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660240BB (BBZ) poly 240 215.1 13.7 30.0 8.02 37.2 8.58 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660235WW (WB/WWZ/WBZ) poly 235 212.0 13.4 29.8 7.88 37.1 8.50 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660235BB (BBZ) poly 235 210.5 13.4 29.8 7.88 37.1 8.50 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ET Solar ET-P660230WW (WB/WWZ/WBZ) poly 230 207.5 13.1 29.6 7.76 36.8 8.33 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-390-TS mono 390 341.0 14.1 49.4 7.92 59.6 8.42 yes no 77.2 x 51.5 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-385-TS mono 385 336.4 14.0 49.0 7.87 59.5 8.36 yes no 77.2 x 51.5 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-295-Fab36 mono 295 266.5 14.2 36.1 8.17 44.3 8.88 yes no 77 x 38.9 x 2

Grape Solar GS-P-295-Fab1 poly 295 264.8 14.1 36.2 8.15 45.0 8.92 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-P-290-Fab1 poly 290 260.2 13.9 36.0 8.05 44.8 8.75 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-S-290-Fab1 mono 290 259.9 13.9 36.0 8.05 44.8 8.75 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-P-285-Fab1 poly 285 255.6 13.6 36.0 7.92 44.6 8.56 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-S-285-Fab1 mono 285 255.3 13.6 36.0 7.92 44.6 8.56 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

c-Si  PV Modules
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2013 c-Si PV Module Specifications

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

Grape Solar GS-P-280-Fab1 poly 280 251.0 13.4 35.8 7.82 44.6 8.43 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-S-280-Fab1 mono 280 250.7 13.4 35.8 7.82 44.6 8.43 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-P-275-EUG poly 275 247.3 13.2 36.2 7.60 44.3 8.20 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar GS-S-270-Fab1 mono 270 241.5 12.9 35.8 7.54 44.6 8.16 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Grape Solar CS-P-270-DJ poly 270 238.9 12.9 35.2 7.67 43.7 8.59 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

Grape Solar GS-S-255-Fab3 mono 255 228.3 14.0 49.0 5.20 59.7 5.57 yes no 62.3 x 42 x 2

Grape Solar GS-S-250-Fab3 mono 250 223.7 13.7 48.7 5.14 59.6 5.49 yes no 63 x 41.6 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-250-Fab8 mono 250 223.0 13.7 50.8 4.92 59.9 5.26 yes no 63 x 41.6 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-250-Fab5 mono 250 222.1 14.3 30.7 8.15 37.7 8.72 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-240-Fab1 mono 240 214.9 13.5 30.3 7.92 37.3 8.47 yes no 65 x 39.4 x 2

Grape Solar CS-P-240-DJ poly 240 211.7 13.7 30.5 7.87 37.3 8.46 yes no 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-P-235-Fab1 poly 235 210.4 13.4 30.1 7.81 37.2 8.35 yes no 65 x 38.9 x 1.6

Grape Solar CS-P-230-DJ poly 230 203.1 13.1 29.7 7.74 36.2 8.70 yes no 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-P-225-Fab1 poly 225 201.2 12.7 29.7 7.58 36.8 8.13 yes no 65 x 39.4 x 2

Grape Solar GS-P-220-Fab5 poly 220 197.2 12.5 30.1 7.31 36.3 7.81 yes no 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.6

Grape Solar CS-P-220-DJ poly 220 194.0 12.5 29.4 7.48 35.9 8.40 yes no 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.6

Grape Solar GS-S-200-Fab1 mono 200 178.4 14.6 36.3 5.51 45.6 5.71 yes no 62.2 x 31.8 x 1.6

GreenBrilliance GB72P6-280 poly 280 252.3 13.5 36.6 7.65 43.8 8.30 DNR no 77.2 x 38.7 x 1.7

GreenBrilliance GB72P6-270 poly 270 245.2 13.0 36.1 7.50 43.2 8.15 DNR no 77.2 x 38.7 x 1.7

GreenBrilliance GB60P6-230 poly 230 207.2 13.2 30.5 7.58 37.1 8.25 DNR no 64.7 x 38.7 x 1.6

GreenBrilliance GB60P6-225 poly 225 202.5 12.9 30.3 7.45 36.9 8.09 DNR no 64.7 x 38.7 x 1.6

GreenBrilliance GB60P6-210 poly 210 189.9 12.1 29.1 7.24 36.1 7.85 DNR no 64.7 x 38.7 x 1.6

GreenBrilliance GB54P6-200 poly 200 181.1 12.0 27.1 7.39 32.7 7.94 DNR no 62.1 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hanwha SolarOne HSL72P6-PB-4-300T(W/B) poly 300 268.2 14.4 36.5 8.22 45.5 8.72 yes yes 77 x 38.9 x 1.8

Hanwha SolarOne HSL72P6-PB-4-295T(W/B) poly 295 265.7 14.2 36.4 8.12 45.3 8.65 yes yes 77 x 38.9 x 1.8

Hanwha SolarOne HSL72P6-PB-4-290T(W/B) poly 290 261.0 13.9 36.2 8.02 45.1 8.57 yes yes 77 x 38.9 x 1.8

Hanwha SolarOne HSL72P6-PB-4-285T(W/B) poly 285 256.4 13.7 35.9 7.95 44.8 8.53 yes yes 77 x 38.9 x 1.8

Hanwha SolarOne HSL60P6-PB-4-255T(W/B) poly 250 227.2 14.4 30.1 8.48 37.5 8.95 yes yes 64.4 x 38.9 x 1.6

Hanwha SolarOne HSL60P6-PB-4-250T(W/B) poly 250 225.2 14.4 30.0 8.34 37.4 8.89 yes yes 64.4 x 38.9 x 1.6

Hanwha SolarOne HSL60P6-PB-4-245T(W/B) poly 245 220.6 14.1 29.7 8.25 37.2 8.80 yes yes 64.4 x 38.9 x 1.6

Hanwha SolarOne HSL60P6-PB-4-240T(W/B) poly 240 216.0 13.8 29.5 8.14 37.1 8.75 yes yes 64.4 x 38.9 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 9T6 420 mono 420 375.5 15.1 49.5 8.48 60.6 9.00 yes yes 77.8 x 51.6 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 9T6 415 mono 415 370.9 14.9 49.2 8.43 60.4 8.95 yes yes 77.8 x 51.6 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 9T6 410 mono 410 366.3 14.7 49.0 8.37 60.3 8.90 yes yes 77.8 x 51.6 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 9T6 405 mono 405 361.7 14.5 48.7 8.32 60.0 8.86 yes yes 77.8 x 51.6 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 9T6 400 mono 400 357.1 14.4 48.4 8.26 59.8 8.82 yes yes 77.8 x 51.6 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 315 mono 315 278.6 15.0 37.0 8.51 45.5 9.00 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 310 mono 310 274.1 14.7 36.8 8.43 45.4 8.90 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 305 mono 305 269.5 14.5 36.7 8.32 45.1 8.86 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 300 mono 300 269.4 14.2 36.6 8.20 45.0 8.77 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 295 mono 295 264.8 14.0 36.4 8.10 44.8 8.67 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 290 mono 290 260.2 13.8 36.3 8.00 44.7 8.56 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 285 mono 285 255.6 13.5 36.1 7.90 44.4 8.45 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 7T2 280 mono 280 251.0 13.3 35.9 7.80 44.2 8.35 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 6T 265 mono 265 235.5 14.8 31.0 8.55 37.9 8.91 yes yes 66.1 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 6T 260 mono 260 234.2 14.5 30.8 8.46 37.7 8.90 yes yes 66.1 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 6T 255 mono 255 229.6 14.2 30.7 8.32 37.5 8.86 yes yes 66.1 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 6T 250 mono 250 225.0 14.0 30.3 8.22 37.4 8.72 yes yes 66.1 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 6T 245 mono 245 220.9 13.7 30.0 8.18 37.3 8.71 yes yes 66.1 x 39 x 1.6

Helios Solar Works 6T 240 mono 240 216.3 13.4 30.0 8.00 36.8 8.70 yes yes 66.1 x 39 x 1.6

c-Si  PV Modules
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DNR = did not report
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Hyundai Solar HiS-S305MI mono 305 274.2 14.6 37.6 8.00 45.6 8.40 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-S300MI mono 300 269.5 14.4 37.4 8.00 45.4 8.40 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-M300MI poly 300 269.0 14.4 37.7 8.00 45.7 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-M295MI poly 295 265.7 14.1 37.3 7.90 45.4 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-S295MI mono 295 264.9 14.1 37.2 8.00 45.1 8.40 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-M290MI poly 290 261.1 13.9 37.0 7.90 45.1 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-S290MI mono 290 260.3 13.9 37.0 7.90 45.0 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-M285MI poly 285 256.5 13.6 36.7 7.80 44.7 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-S285MI mono 285 255.7 13.6 36.7 7.80 44.7 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-M280MI poly 280 251.9 13.4 36.5 7.70 44.4 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-S280MI mono 280 249.5 13.4 36.5 7.70 44.5 8.30 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-M275MI poly 275 247.3 13.2 36.3 7.60 44.0 8.20 yes no 77.4 x 38.9 x 2

Hyundai Solar HiS-S275MG mono 275 245.4 15.8 31.8 8.70 40.1 9.20 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S270MG mono 270 240.8 15.5 31.6 8.60 40.0 9.10 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S265MG mono 265 236.2 15.2 31.3 8.50 37.9 9.00 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S260MG mono 260 235.0 14.9 31.0 8.40 37.8 8.90 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S255MG mono 255 230.4 14.7 30.8 8.30 37.7 8.80 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M250MG poly 250 226.1 14.4 30.9 8.10 38.2 8.60 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S255MG( Black) mono 255 226.0 14.7 30.8 8.30 37.7 8.80 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S250MG mono 250 225.7 14.4 30.5 8.20 37.5 8.70 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M250MG (Black) poly 250 222.2 14.4 30.9 8.10 38.2 8.60 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M245MG poly 245 221.5 14.1 30.7 8.00 38.0 8.40 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S250MG (Black) mono 250 221.4 14.4 30.5 8.20 37.5 8.70 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S245MG mono 245 221.1 14.1 30.3 8.10 37.4 8.60 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M245MG (Black) poly 245 217.7 14.1 30.7 8.00 38.0 8.40 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M240MG poly 240 216.8 13.8 30.5 7.90 37.7 8.30 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S245MG( Black) mono 245 216.8 14.1 30.3 8.10 37.4 8.60 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S240MG mono 240 216.5 13.8 30.1 8.00 37.3 8.50 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M240MG (Black) poly 240 216.3 13.8 30.5 7.90 37.7 8.30 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S240MG( Black) mono 240 212.3 13.8 30.1 8.00 37.3 8.50 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M235MG poly 235 212.2 13.5 30.3 7.80 37.4 8.30 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M235MG (Black) poly 235 211.6 13.5 30.4 7.80 37.3 8.20 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S235MG mono 235 207.7 13.5 29.8 7.90 37.0 8.40 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-S235MG (Black) mono 235 207.7 13.5 29.8 7.90 37.0 8.40 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M230MG poly 230 207.6 13.2 30.1 7.70 37.1 8.20 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M230SG poly 230 207.6 13.2 29.4 7.90 36.9 8.40 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M228MG poly 228 205.7 13.1 30.0 7.60 37.1 8.20 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Hyundai Solar HiS-M227SG poly 227 204.8 13.0 29.3 7.80 36.8 8.30 yes no 64.8 x 38.7 x 1.4

Isofoton ISF-255 mono 255 229.6 14.3 30.9 8.27 37.9 8.86 yes no 65.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Isofoton ISF-250 mono 250 225.0 14.0 30.6 8.17 37.8 8.75 yes no 65.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Isofoton ISF-250 Black mono 250 222.1 14.0 30.6 8.17 37.8 8.75 yes no 65.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Isofoton ISF-245 mono 245 222.0 13.7 30.5 8.04 37.6 8.63 yes no 65.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Isofoton ISF-245 Black mono 245 217.5 13.7 30.5 8.04 37.6 8.63 yes no 65.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Itek Energy IT 240 mono 240 210.6 13.6 30.0 8.20 38.2 8.80 yes no 64.8 x 39.1 x 2

Itek Energy IT 235 mono 235 206.1 13.4 29.9 8.10 37.9 8.60 yes no 64.8 x 39.1 x 2

JA Solar JAP6-72-310/3BB poly 310 278.0 14.9 37.0 8.37 46.3 8.69 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

JA Solar JAP6-72-305/3BB poly 305 273.4 14.6 37.0 8.25 46.2 8.60 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

JA Solar JAP6-72-300/3BB poly 300 268.7 14.4 36.4 8.15 45.2 8.53 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

JA Solar JAP6-72-295/3BB poly 295 264.1 14.1 36.2 8.06 45.0 8.48 yes yes 77 x 39 x 1.8

JA Solar JAP6-60-260/3BB poly 260 232.1 14.8 30.8 8.45 37.7 8.91 yes yes 64.9 x 39 x 1.6
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JA Solar JAP6-60-255/3BB poly 255 227.5 14.5 30.4 8.40 37.6 8.88 yes yes 64.9 x 39 x 1.6

JA Solar JAP6-60-250/3BB poly 250 222.9 14.2 30.0 8.34 37.5 8.84 yes yes 64.9 x 39 x 1.6

JA Solar JAP6-60BK-250/3BB poly 250 222.9 14.2 30.0 8.34 37.5 8.84 yes yes 64.9 x 39 x 1.6

JA Solar JAP6-60BK-245/3BB poly 245 218.3 13.9 29.6 8.27 37.5 8.78 yes yes 64.9 x 39 x 1.6

Jinko Solar JKM305M-96 mono 305 274.8 14.6 38.2 7.99 46.8 8.72 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM300M-96 mono 300 270.2 14.4 38.0 7.90 46.4 8.67 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM295M-96 mono 295 265.6 14.1 37.6 7.85 46.0 8.59 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM295P-72 poly 295 263.7 14.1 36.8 8.02 45.2 8.95 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM290M-96 mono 290 261.3 13.9 37.2 7.79 45.7 8.50 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM290P-72 poly 290 259.2 13.9 36.4 7.97 44.9 8.89 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM285P-72 poly 285 254.6 13.6 36.0 7.92 44.7 8.85 DNR no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Jinko Solar JKM275M-96 mono 275 248.5 15.0 51.9 5.30 62.8 5.84 DNR no 61.9 x 42.6 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM270M-96 mono 270 243.8 14.7 51.5 5.24 62.3 5.82 DNR no 61.9 x 42.6 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM265M-96 mono 265 239.2 14.5 51.0 5.20 61.7 5.77 DNR no 61.9 x 42.6 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM260M-96 mono 260 234.6 14.2 50.5 5.15 61.1 5.72 DNR no 61.9 x 42.6 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM255M-96 mono 255 229.9 13.9 50.0 5.10 60.5 5.66 DNR no 61.9 x 42.6 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM250P-60 poly 250 229.6 14.2 30.4 8.23 37.6 8.81 DNR no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM245P-60 poly 245 224.9 13.9 30.2 8.12 37.4 8.69 DNR no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM250M-60 mono 250 224.7 14.2 30.6 8.17 37.6 8.70 DNR no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM245M-60 mono 245 220.8 13.9 30.4 8.06 37.4 8.58 DNR no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM240M-60 mono 240 216.2 13.6 30.2 7.95 37.3 8.45 DNR no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM240P-60 poly 240 214.6 13.6 30.0 8.01 37.2 8.56 DNR no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Jinko Solar JKM205M-72 mono 205 184.7 14.9 37.2 5.51 45.9 5.90 DNR no 62.2 x 31.8 x 1.4

Jinko Solar JKM200M-72 mono 200 180.0 14.6 36.9 5.42 45.6 5.80 DNR no 62.2 x 31.8 x 1.4

Kyocera Solar KD325GX-LFB poly 325 287.8 13.8 40.3 8.07 49.7 8.69 yes no 65.4 x 52 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD320GX-LFB poly 320 283.3 13.6 40.1 7.99 49.5 8.60 yes no 65.4 x 52 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD315GX-LFB poly 315 278.7 13.3 39.8 7.92 49.2 8.50 yes no 65.4 x 52 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD250GX-LFB2 poly 250 223.7 14.1 29.8 8.39 36.9 9.09 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD245GX-LFB2 poly 245 219.1 13.8 29.8 8.23 36.9 8.91 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD240GX-LFB2 poly 240 217.3 13.6 29.8 8.06 36.9 8.59 yes no 65.4 x 39 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD220GX-LFBS poly 220 199.2 13.8 26.6 8.28 33.2 8.98 yes no 59.1 x 39 x 1.8

Kyocera Solar KD215GX-LFBS poly 215 194.6 13.4 26.6 8.09 33.2 8.78 yes no 59.1 x 39 x 1.8

LDK Solar LDK-295P-24 poly 295 265.0 14.1 36.6 8.08 45.3 8.54 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

LDK Solar LDK-290P-24 poly 290 260.4 13.8 36.1 8.04 45.1 8.51 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

LDK Solar LDK-285P-24 poly 285 255.8 13.6 35.7 8.00 44.8 8.48 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

LDK Solar LDK-280P-24 poly 280 251.2 13.4 35.3 7.95 44.6 8.44 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

LDK Solar LDK-275P-24 poly 275 242.3 13.1 34.8 7.92 44.3 8.41 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

LDK Solar LDK-255D-20 mono 255 226.1 14.5 30.3 8.43 38.1 8.93 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-255P-20 poly 255 225.4 14.5 30.5 8.37 37.9 8.76 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-250D-20 mono 250 224.6 14.2 29.9 8.38 37.8 8.92 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-250P-20 poly 250 220.8 14.3 30.3 8.27 37.7 8.69 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-245D-20 mono 245 220.0 13.9 29.5 8.32 37.6 8.90 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-245P-20 poly 245 216.3 14.0 30.0 8.18 37.5 8.63 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-240D-20 mono 240 215.4 13.7 29.1 8.26 37.3 8.88 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-240P-20 poly 240 214.0 13.7 29.8 8.08 37.3 8.56 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-235P-20 poly 235 209.4 13.4 29.5 7.98 37.1 8.50 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-230P-20 poly 230 204.9 13.1 29.3 7.88 36.9 8.43 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LDK Solar LDK-225P-20 poly 225 200.3 12.8 29.0 7.78 36.6 8.36 DNR no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

LG Electronics LG290N1C-G3 mono 290 263.1 16.4 31.8 9.19 39.2 9.80 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

LG Electronics LG285N1C-G3 mono 285 258.4 16.1 31.6 9.09 39.0 9.68 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

c-Si  PV Modules
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2013 c-Si PV Module Specifications

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

LG Electronics LG280N1C-G3 mono 280 253.8 15.9 31.5 8.97 38.9 9.56 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

LG Electronics LG265S1C-G3 mono 265 240.0 15.0 31.4 8.46 38.7 8.92 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

LG Electronics LG260S1C-G3 mono 260 235.4 14.7 31.2 8.35 38.6 8.82 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

LG Electronics LG260S1C-G2 mono 260 234.4 15.0 30.1 8.64 37.3 8.94 yes DNR 64.3 x 38.8 x 1.7

LG Electronics LG255S1C-G3 mono 255 230.7 14.4 31.0 8.24 38.4 8.72 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

LG Electronics LG255S1C-G2 mono 255 229.8 14.7 30.0 8.50 37.2 8.85 yes DNR 64.3 x 38.8 x 1.7

LG Electronics LG250S1C-G3 mono 250 226.1 14.2 29.8 8.39 37.6 9.00 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

LG Electronics LG250S1C-G2 mono 250 225.2 14.4 29.9 8.37 37.1 8.76 yes DNR 64.3 x 38.8 x 1.7

LG Electronics LG250S1K-G3 mono 250 222.4 14.2 30.8 8.13 38.3 8.62 yes DNR 64.6 x 39.4 x 1.4

Lightway Solar LW285(35)P1970_990 poly 285 255.6 13.6 35.50 8.03 43.60 8.83 DNR no 77.6 x 39 x 2

Lightway Solar LW280(35)P1970_990 poly 280 251 13.3 35.30 7.93 43.60 8.68 DNR no 77.6 x 39 x 2

Lightway Solar LW240(29)P1650x990 poly 240 215.1 13.6 29.80 8.05 37.40 8.56 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

Lightway Solar LW235(29)P1650x990 poly 235 210.5 13.4 29.60 8.00 37.20 8.45 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

Lightway Solar LW230(29)P1650x990 poly 230 205.9 13.1 29.20 7.87 36.60 8.38 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

Lightway Solar LW225(29)P1650x990 poly 225 201.3 12.8 29.20 7.70 36.60 8.28 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

Lightway Solar LW220(29)P1650x990 poly 220 196.7 12.5 29.20 7.53 36.60 8.18 DNR no 65 x 39 x 2

Lumos LSX250-60M-B/W/C mono 250 222.5 13.7 30.1 8.31 37.3 8.78 yes no 64.2 x 41 x 0.3

Lumos LSX245-60M-B/W/C mono 245 217.9 13.4 30.0 8.17 37.2 8.69 yes no 64.2 x 41 x 0.3

Lumos LSX240-60M-B/W/C mono 240 213.3 13.1 29.8 8.06 37.0 8.62 yes no 64.2 x 41 x 0.3

MAGE Solar Powertec Plus 300/6 PL poly 300 261.1 14.3 37.5 8.01 45.2 8.66 yes yes 77.7 x 38.9 x 1.5

MAGE Solar Powertec Plus 250/6 ML mono 250 224.9 14.2 30.9 8.09 37.6 8.79 yes no 65.2 x 38.9 x 1.5

MAGE Solar Powertec Plus 250/6 MNBS mono 250 222.8 14.2 30.0 8.35 37.5 8.85 yes no 64.7 x 39.1 x 1.7

MAGE Solar Powertec Plus 250/6 PL US poly 250 221.7 14.2 31.3 8.01 37.7 8.66 yes no 65.2 x 38.9 x 1.5

MAGE Solar Powertec Plus 245/6 PL poly 245 217.1 13.9 30.9 7.93 37.5 8.57 yes no 65.2 x 38.9 x 1.5

Mitsubishi Electric PV-MLE260HD mono 260 235.1 14.6 31.4 8.29 38.0 8.98 yes no 64 x 40.1 x 1.8

Mitsubishi Electric PV-MLE255HD mono 255 230.5 14.3 31.2 8.18 37.8 8.89 yes no 64 x 40.1 x 1.8

Motech Americas XS72C3-320-T12B40 mono 320 286.3 15.2 37.6 8.50 45.7 9.09 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS72C3-315-T12B40 mono 315 281.7 15.0 38.1 8.28 45.8 8.85 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS72C3-310-T12B40 mono 310 277.1 14.8 37.6 8.24 45.7 8.82 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM72C3-305-T12B40 poly 305 274.5 14.5 37.0 8.25 45.1 8.84 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS72C3-305-T12B40 mono 305 272.5 14.5 37.2 8.19 45.4 8.77 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM72C3-300-T12B40 poly 300 269.8 14.3 37.3 8.05 45.2 8.63 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS72C3-300-T12B40 mono 300 267.9 14.3 36.9 8.14 45.0 8.73 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM72C3-295-T12B40 poly 295 262.3 14.0 37.0 7.98 45.1 8.56 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM72C3-290-T12B40 poly 290 257.8 13.8 36.6 7.93 44.7 8.51 yes yes 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS60C/(D)3-265-T10B40 mono 265 237.4 15.0 31.3 8.47 37.9 9.05 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM60B/(C)/(D)3-255-T10B40 poly 255 233.1 14.4 30.8 8.29 37.5 8.85 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS60B/(C)/(D)3-260-T10B40 mono 260 232.8 14.7 31.4 8.28 38.0 8.83 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM60B/(C)/(D)3-250-T10B40 poly 250 228.4 14.2 30.9 8.08 37.7 8.63 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS60B/(C)/(D)3-255-T10B40 mono 255 228.2 14.4 31.0 8.23 37.9 8.79 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS60B/(C)/(D)3-250-T10B40 mono 250 223.6 14.2 30.6 8.16 37.4 8.73 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas XS60C/(D)3-245-T10B40 mono 245 216.0 13.9 30.1 8.14 37.1 8.70 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM60B/(C)/(D)3-245-T10B40 poly 245 215.8 13.9 30.7 7.99 37.5 8.55 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

Motech Americas IM60B/(C)/(D)3-240-T10B40 poly 240 211.3 13.6 30.3 7.93 37.1 8.48 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 1.6 1

NESL USA DJ-310D/C mono 310 280.4 14.9 36.6 8.47 45.0 9.06 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-305D/C mono 305 275.8 14.6 36.4 8.29 44.8 8.97 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-300P poly 300 271.6 14.4 36.2 8.29 44.5 8.90 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-300D/C mono 300 271.1 14.4 36.2 8.29 44.5 8.90 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-295P poly 295 267.0 14.1 36.1 8.17 44.3 8.88 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-295D/C mono 295 266.5 14.1 36.1 8.17 44.3 8.88 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

c-Si  PV Modules
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Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

NESL USA DJ-290P poly 290 262.6 13.9 36.0 8.06 44.2 8.78 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-290D/C mono 290 261.9 13.9 36.0 8.06 44.2 8.78 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-285P poly 285 257.7 13.7 35.8 7.96 43.8 8.75 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-280P poly 280 252.2 13.4 35.3 7.93 43.8 8.76 yes no 77 x 39 x 2

NESL USA DJ-255D/C mono 255 230.6 14.5 31.2 8.20 37.9 8.82 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

NESL USA DJ-250DA/C mono 250 226.0 14.2 30.7 8.14 37.7 8.72 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

NESL USA DJ-245DA/C mono 245 221.3 13.9 30.5 8.03 37.5 8.62 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

NESL USA DJ-240DA/C mono 240 216.7 13.6 30.3 7.92 37.1 8.52 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

NESL USA DJ-240P poly 240 215.4 13.6 29.7 8.08 36.2 8.88 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

NESL USA DJ-235P poly 235 212.2 13.3 29.7 7.91 36.2 8.80 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

NESL USA DJ-230P poly 230 203.1 13.1 29.7 7.74 36.2 8.70 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.6

Panasonic HIT-VBHN240SA06 mono, a-Si 240 223.5 17.7 43.7 5.51 52.4 5.85 yes no 62.2 x 31.4 x 1.4

Panasonic HIT-VBHN235SA06 mono, a-Si 235 218.7 17.3 43.0 5.48 51.8 5.84 yes no 62.2 x 31.4 x 1.4

Perlight Solar PLM-350M-80US1 mono 350 309.1 15.1 43.1 9.00 50.5 9.45 yes no 65 x 51.4 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-345M-80US1 mono 345 304.5 14.9 42.5 8.09 50.3 9.30 yes no 65 x 51.4 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-340M-80US1 mono 340 299.9 14.7 42.0 8.08 50.1 9.14 yes no 65 x 51.4 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-335M-80US1 mono 335 295.4 14.4 41.5 8.07 49.9 9.00 yes no 65 x 51.4 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-305M-72 mono 305 269.8 14.6 37.8 8.07 45.5 8.58 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-300M-72 mono 300 265.3 14.3 37.6 7.98 45.3 8.52 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-295M-72 mono 295 260.7 14.1 37.2 7.93 45.0 8.48 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-290P-72 poly 290 258.4 13.9 36.9 7.86 44.8 8.42 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-290M-72 mono 290 256.1 13.9 36.9 7.86 44.8 8.42 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-285P-72 poly 285 253.8 13.6 36.8 7.80 44.4 8.20 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-280P-72 poly 280 249.3 13.4 36.7 7.63 44.4 8.14 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-275P-72 poly 275 244.7 13.1 36.6 7.51 44.2 8.10 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-270P-72 poly 270 240.1 12.9 36.4 7.43 44.0 7.95 yes no 77.1 x 39.1 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-255M-60 mono 255 226.7 14.4 31.2 8.16 37.2 9.05 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Perlight Solar PLM-250M-60 mono 250 222.1 14.2 31.1 8.03 37.1 8.97 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Perlight Solar PLM-250M-60US1 mono 250 218.6 14.2 30.7 8.15 37.3 8.66 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-245M-60 mono 245 217.5 13.9 31.0 7.90 37.0 8.82 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Perlight Solar PLM-240P-60 poly 240 214.6 13.6 30.7 7.81 35.9 8.73 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Perlight Solar PLM-245M-60US1 mono 245 214.1 13.9 30.2 8.10 37.2 8.62 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-240M-60 mono 240 212.9 13.6 30.7 7.81 36.9 8.73 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Perlight Solar PLM-235P-60 poly 235 210.9 13.3 30.6 7.68 36.9 8.65 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Perlight Solar PLM-240M-60US1 mono 240 209.6 13.6 29.7 8.07 37.1 8.58 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Perlight Solar PLM-230P-60 poly 230 206.4 13.0 30.5 7.55 36.8 8.57 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.8

Phono Solar PS300M-24/T mono 300 271.7 14.3 36.7 8.17 45.9 8.60 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS300P-24/T poly 300 271.7 14.3 36.4 8.24 45.6 8.65 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS290M-24/T mono 290 261.9 13.9 36.1 8.03 45.2 8.50 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS290P-24/T poly 290 261.9 13.9 36.1 8.03 45.2 8.50 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS260M-20/U mono 260 235.3 14.8 30.8 8.46 38.1 8.85 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS260M-20/U mono 260 235.3 14.8 30.8 8.46 38.1 8.85 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS260M-AC mono 260 235.3 14.8 30.8 8.46 38.1 8.85 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 3

Phono Solar PS255M-20/U mono 255 230.6 14.5 30.6 8.35 38.0 8.75 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS250M-20/U mono 250 225.8 14.3 30.4 8.24 37.9 8.65 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS250P-20/U poly 250 225.8 14.3 30.2 8.30 37.8 8.70 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS250P-20/U poly 250 225.8 14.3 30.2 8.30 37.8 8.70 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Phono Solar PS250P-AC poly 250 225.8 14.3 30.4 8.24 37.9 8.65 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 3

Phono Solar PS240P-20/U poly 240 217.9 13.7 29.8 8.06 37.5 8.50 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

REC Group REC260PE(BLK) poly 260 234.3 14.7 30.7 8.50 37.8 9.01 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

Footnote Key
1  40 mm frame-depth dimensions shown; also available with 45 mm and 50 mm frames
2  All models offered with Zep Solar compatible frames 
3  All models available with Tigo Energy or SolarEdge electronics 
   DNR = did not report
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Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)
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power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
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circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
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1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

REC Group REC260PE poly 260 234.3 14.7 30.7 8.50 37.8 9.01 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC255PE(BLK) poly 255 229.7 14.4 30.5 8.42 37.6 8.95 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC255PE poly 255 229.7 14.4 30.5 8.42 37.6 8.95 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC250PE(BLK) poly 250 228.8 14.1 30.2 8.30 37.4 8.86 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC250PE poly 250 227.4 14.1 30.2 8.30 37.4 8.86 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC245PE(BLK) poly 245 223.6 13.8 30.1 8.23 37.1 8.80 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC245PE poly 245 222.7 13.8 30.1 8.23 37.1 8.80 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC240PE(BLK) poly 240 218.9 13.5 29.7 8.17 36.8 8.75 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC240PE poly 240 218.0 13.5 29.7 8.17 36.8 8.75 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC235PE(BLK) poly 235 214.3 13.2 29.5 8.06 36.6 8.66 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC235PE poly 235 213.4 13.2 29.5 8.06 36.6 8.66 yes no 65.5 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC230PE(BLK) poly 230 209.6 12.9 29.2 7.98 36.4 8.59 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC230PE poly 230 204.3 12.9 29.2 7.90 36.5 8.40 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC225PE(BLK) poly 225 205.0 12.7 29.2 7.87 36.2 8.48 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC225PE poly 225 199.7 12.7 28.9 7.80 36.2 8.30 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

REC Group REC220PE poly 220 195.2 12.4 28.7 7.70 36.6 8.20 yes no 65.6 x 39 x 1.5

ReneSola 2 JC310M-24/Abh-(b) poly 310 284.0 14.8 37.0 8.38 45.0 8.80 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC310M-24/Ab-b poly 310 282.9 14.8 37.0 8.38 45.0 8.80 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC305M-24/Abh-(b) poly 305 279.3 14.6 36.6 8.33 44.9 8.73 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC305M-24/Ab-b poly 305 278.2 14.6 36.6 8.33 44.9 8.73 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC305M-24/Ab poly 305 275.2 14.6 36.6 8.33 44.9 8.73 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC300M-24/Abh-(b) poly 300 274.6 14.4 36.6 8.20 44.8 8.69 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC300M-24/Ab-b poly 300 273.5 14.4 36.6 8.20 44.8 8.69 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC300M-24/Ab poly 300 270.6 14.4 36.6 8.20 44.8 8.69 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC295M-24/Abh-(b) poly 295 270.0 14.1 36.3 8.13 44.7 8.62 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC295M-24/Ab-b poly 295 268.9 14.1 36.3 8.13 44.7 8.62 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC295M-24/Ab poly 295 266.0 14.1 36.3 8.13 44.7 8.62 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC290M-24/Abh-(b) poly 290 265.3 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.6 8.56 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC290M-24/Ab-b poly 290 264.2 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.6 8.56 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC290M-24/Ab poly 290 259.1 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.6 8.56 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

ReneSola JC260M-24/Bbh-(b) poly 260 238.2 14.8 30.5 8.53 37.6 8.95 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC260F/(S)-24/Bb(h)-b mono 260 237.7 14.8 30.4 8.55 37.7 9.10 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC260M-24/Bb-(b) poly 260 237.3 14.8 30.5 8.53 37.6 8.95 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC260F/(S)-24/Bb(h)-(b) mono 260 234.5 14.8 30.4 8.55 37.7 9.10 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255F/(S)-24/Bbh-(b) mono 255 233.7 14.6 30.2 8.44 37.6 8.99 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255M-24/Bbh-(b) poly 255 233.5 14.6 30.4 8.39 37.5 8.86 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255f/(S)-24/Bb(h)-b mono 255 233.0 14.6 30.2 8.44 37.6 8.99 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255M-24/Bb-b poly 255 232.6 14.6 30.4 8.39 37.5 8.86 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255M-24/Bb poly 255 232.2 14.6 30.4 8.39 37.5 8.86 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255S-24/Bb mono 255 229.9 14.6 30.2 8.44 37.6 8.99 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC255F-24/Bb mono 255 229.8 14.6 30.2 8.44 37.6 8.99 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC250F/(S)-24/Bbh-(b) mono 250 229.0 14.3 30.1 8.32 37.5 8.87 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC250M-24/Bbh-(b) poly 250 228.8 14.3 30.1 8.31 37.4 8.83 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC250F/(S)-24/Bbh-(b) mono 250 228.3 14.3 30.1 8.32 37.5 8.87 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC250M-24/Bb-b poly 250 227.9 14.3 30.1 8.31 37.4 8.83 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC250M-24/Bb poly 250 227.5 14.3 30.1 8.31 37.4 8.83 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC250F/(S)-24/Bb mono 250 225.1 14.3 30.1 8.32 37.5 8.87 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC245M-24/Bbh-(b) poly 245 224.1 14.0 29.9 8.19 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC245S-24/Bbh mono 245 224.1 14.0 30.0 8.19 37.4 8.79 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC245S-24/Bb(h)-b mono 245 223.6 14.0 30.0 8.19 37.4 8.79 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Footnote Key
1  40 mm frame-depth dimensions shown; also available with 45 mm and 50 mm frames
2  All models offered with Zep Solar compatible frames 
3  All models available with Tigo Energy or SolarEdge electronics 
   DNR = did not report
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STURDY AND FLEXIBLE

American-Made Solar Panel Mounting System

Save time with pre-assembled racking systems shipped directly to the site

Superior galvalume construction is lightweight while withstanding 120mph 
hurricane-speed winds

All trays are manufactured to provide unimpreded water drainage

Split rear defl ector allows easy access to units for service

Designed to perform at 5° and 10° tilt 

American-Made Ground Mounting System
Galvanized, single-leg racking system with 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 
and 32° tilt angles to give you options

Engineered to withstand 120mph winds from all sides

Mid clamps and end clamps included

Designed and Manufactured in New Jersey  |  732.356.4306  |  See our website: www.apsolarracking.com

http://www.apsolarracking.com
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2013 c-Si PV Module Specifications

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

ReneSola JC245M-24/Bb-b poly 245 223.2 14.0 29.9 8.19 37.3 8.73 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC245M-24/Bb poly 245 222.9 14.0 29.9 8.19 37.3 8.73 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC245S-24/Bb mono 245 220.5 14.0 30.0 8.19 37.4 8.79 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

ReneSola JC200F/(S)-24/Db mono 200 180.6 14.6 37.1 5.41 45.3 5.70 yes no 62.2 x 31.8 x 1.4

Renogy RNG-290D mono 290 257.5 13.9 37.2 7.79 44.7 8.45 yes no 76.9 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-285D mono 285 252.9 13.7 37.1 7.66 44.4 8.30 yes no 76.9 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-280D mono 280 248.4 13.4 37.0 7.57 44.0 8.14 yes no 76.9 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-270P poly 270 246.4 13.0 36.3 7.44 43.6 7.86 yes no 76.9 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-265D mono 265 234.7 15.1 30.6 8.66 37.8 9.16 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.4

Renogy RNG-260D mono 260 230.1 14.8 30.4 8.55 37.7 9.10 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.4

Renogy RNG-260P poly 260 237.1 14.8 30.4 8.56 37.6 9.09 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.4

Renogy RNG-250P poly 250 227.8 14.2 30.2 8.29 37.3 8.84 yes no 65 x 39 x 1.4

Renogy RNG-245D mono 245 217.6 13.9 31.6 7.76 37.5 8.35 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-240D mono 240 213.0 13.6 30.8 7.79 37.4 8.45 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-235P poly 235 211.5 13.3 30.7 7.66 37.1 8.34 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

Renogy RNG-230P poly 230 206.9 13.1 30.4 7.58 36.4 7.90 yes no 65 x 39 x 2

RITEK Solar MM300T mono 300 269.7 14.3 35.4 8.42 44.6 8.87 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.7

RITEK Solar PM280 poly 280 250.2 13.3 34.9 8.03 44.6 8.58 yes no 77.4 x 39.1 x 1.7

RITEK Solar PM240 poly 240 214.5 13.6 29.3 8.23 37.2 8.79 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.7

RITEK Solar PM235 poly 235 209.9 13.3 29.1 8.03 37.2 8.58 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.7

RITEK Solar PM230 poly 230 205.4 13.1 28.8 7.92 38.9 8.48 yes no 65 x 39.1 x 1.7

Sharp ND-250QCS poly 250 223.7 14.3 29.8 8.40 38.3 8.90 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Sharp ND-240QCJ poly 240 216.4 13.7 29.3 8.19 37.5 8.75 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Sharp ND-Q235F4 poly 235 208.4 13.4 29.2 8.05 37.4 8.59 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.8

Sharp ND-F2Q235 poly 235 208.4 13.4 29.2 8.05 37.4 8.59 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 2.1

Silevo Triex U305 hybrid 305 285.3 16.9 57.9 5.27 69.3 5.60 yes pending 62.4 x 41.6 x 1.6

Silevo Triex U300 hybrid 300 280.5 16.6 57.5 5.23 69.0 5.57 yes pending 62.4 x 41.6 x 1.6

Silevo Triex U295 hybrid 295 275.8 16.4 57.0 5.18 68.7 5.54 yes pending 62.4 x 41.6 x 1.6

Silevo Triex U290 hybrid 290 271.0 16.1 56.6 5.14 68.3 5.51 yes pending 62.4 x 41.6 x 1.6

Silevo Triex R230 hybrid 230 215.2 16.7 43.6 5.28 52.7 5.62 yes no 62.4 x 31.7 x 1.6

Silevo Triex R225 hybrid 225 210.4 16.4 43.1 5.24 52.4 5.59 yes no 62.4 x 31.7 x 1.6

Silevo Triex R220 hybrid 220 205.6 16.0 42.7 5.19 52.2 5.56 yes no 62.4 x 31.7 x 1.6

Silfab SLA265M3A mono 265 234.2 15.1 31.0 8.60 38.0 9.16 yes yes 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.5

Silfab SLA260M3A mono 260 229.6 14.8 30.8 8.49 37.8 9.04 yes yes 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.5

Silfab SLA255M3A mono 255 225 14.5 30.6 8.38 37.6 8.92 yes yes 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.5

Silfab SLA250M3A mono 250 210.5 14.3 30.4 8.27 37.4 8.80 yes yes 64.9 x 38.9 x 1.5

Silicon Energy SiE-200 poly 200 173.4 13.5 25.6 7.80 30.6 8.40 no no 46 x 46.3 x 0.6

Solaria Solaria 280 mono 280 251.8 13.3 35.9 7.80 44.6 8.27 DNR no 75.8 x 39.9 x 0.3

Solaria Solaria 275 mono 275 247.2 13.1 35.6 7.73 44.4 8.15 DNR no 75.8 x 39.9 x 0.3

Solaria Solaria 270 mono 270 242.6 12.8 35.1 7.69 44.2 8.04 DNR no 75.8 x 39.9 x 0.3

SolarWorld SW 275 mono mono 275 247.0 15.2 31.0 8.94 39.4 9.58 yes yes 65.9 x 39.4 x 1.2

SolarWorld SW 270 mono mono 270 242.4 15.0 30.9 8.81 39.2 9.44 yes yes 65.9 x 39.4 x 1.2

SolarWorld SW 270 mono black mono 270 240.2 15.0 30.9 8.81 39.2 9.44 yes yes 65.9 x 39.4 x 1.2

SolarWorld SW 265 mono mono 265 236.2 14.7 30.8 8.69 39.0 9.31 yes yes 65.9 x 39.4 x 1.2

SolarWorld SW 265 mono black mono 265 235.6 14.7 30.8 8.69 39.0 9.31 yes yes 65.9 x 39.4 x 1.2

SolarWorld SW 260 mono black mono 260 229.9 14.4 30.7 8.56 38.9 9.18 yes yes 65.9 x 39.4 x 1.2

SOLON SOLquick Black XT 300 mono 300 260.3 10.2 36.0 8.36 44.8 8.74 yes no 78.9 x 53.8 x 8

SOLON SOLquick Black XT 295 mono 295 259.9 10.0 35.8 8.26 44.6 8.66 yes yes 78.9 x 53.8 x 8

SOLON SOLquick Black XT 290 mono 290 255.3 9.8 35.6 8.16 44.2 8.59 yes no 78.9 x 53.8 x 8

SOLON SOLquick Blue XT 285 poly 285 254.9 9.7 36.3 7.86 44.5 8.27 yes no 78.9 x 53.8 x 8

c-Si  PV Modules
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DNR = did not report

Manufacturer Model Cell type
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(W)
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SOLON SOLquick Blue XT-H 280 poly 280 251.6 9.5 36.1 7.76 44.3 8.40 yes no 78.9 x 53.8 x 8

SOLON SOLquick Blue XT 280 poly 280 250.3 9.5 36.0 7.78 44.1 8.20 yes no 78.9 x 53.8 x 8

Sonali Solar SS2800-280W poly 280 232.7 13.6 36.6 7.66 43.9 8.15 yes yes 76.9 x 38.6 x 1.6

Sonali Solar SS2500-250W poly 250 213.4 14.4 31.3 7.98 37.2 8.45 yes yes 64.6 x 38.6 x 1.6

Sonali Solar SS2300-240W poly 240 209.4 13.9 30.6 7.84 36.6 8.30 yes yes 64.6 x 38.6 x 1.6

Sonali Solar SS2300-230W poly 230 200.4 13.3 30.0 7.67 36.0 8.10 yes yes 64.6 x 38.6 x 1.6

SunEdison Silvantis M330ByC mono 330 294.3 15.7 37.6 8.78 46.2 9.18 yes no 77.8 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis M325ByC mono 325 289.7 18.4 37.4 8.69 46.0 9.14 yes no 65.3 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis M320ByC mono 320 285.1 18.1 37.1 8.65 45.9 9.10 yes no 65.3 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis M315ByC mono 315 280.5 17.8 36.5 8.64 45.7 9.08 yes no 65.3 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis M310ByC mono 310 275.9 17.5 36.1 8.60 45.6 9.06 yes no 65.3 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis M305ByC mono 305 271.3 17.2 36.7 8.31 45.5 9.00 yes no 65.3 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis P305BMC poly 305 270.1 14.5 36.3 8.41 45.4 9.05 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis P300BMC poly 300 265.6 14.2 36.0 8.34 45.3 9.00 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis P295BMC poly 295 261.0 14.0 35.7 8.26 45.1 8.95 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis P290BMC poly 290 256.4 13.8 35.4 8.20 44.7 8.71 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis P285BMC poly 285 251.2 13.5 34.9 8.16 44.4 8.65 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 2

SunEdison Silvantis P280BMC poly 280 246.7 13.3 34.7 8.08 44.0 8.60 yes yes 77.8 x 39 x 2

Suniva OPT315-72-4-100 mono 315 278.5 15.1 36.5 8.62 45.9 9.10 yes yes 77.6 x 38.7 x 1.8

Suniva MVX305-72-5-701 poly 305 275.2 14.6 36.6 8.33 44.9 8.73 yes yes 77 x 39 x 2

Suniva OPT310-72-4-100 mono 310 273.9 14.9 36.2 8.56 45.7 9.06 yes yes 77.6 x 38.7 x 1.8

Suniva MVX300-72-5-701 poly 300 270.6 14.4 36.6 8.20 44.8 8.69 yes yes 77 x 39 x 2

Suniva OPT305-72-4-100 mono 305 269.3 14.6 36.1 8.45 45.6 9.00 yes yes 77.6 x 38.7 x 1.8

Suniva MVX295-72-5-701 poly 295 266.0 14.1 36.3 8.13 44.7 8.62 yes yes 77 x 39 x 2

Suniva OPT300-72-4-100 mono 300 264.8 14.4 36.0 8.34 45.5 8.90 yes yes 77.6 x 38.7 x 1.8

Suniva MVX290-72-5-701 poly 290 259.1 13.9 35.9 8.08 44.6 8.56 yes yes 77 x 39 x 2

Suniva MVX285-72-5-701 poly 285 254.5 13.7 35.7 8.00 44.5 8.48 yes yes 77 x 39 x 2

Suniva OPT270-60-4-100 mono 270 240.3 15.5 31.2 8.68 38.5 9.15 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva OPT265-60-4-1B0 mono 265 237.4 15.2 30.7 8.64 38.3 9.12 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva OPT265-60-4-100 mono 265 235.7 15.2 30.7 8.64 38.3 9.12 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva OPT260-60-4-1B0 mono 260 232.8 14.9 30.5 8.52 38.3 9.01 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva MVX255-60-5-7B1 poly 255 232.6 14.6 30.4 8.39 37.5 8.86 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva OPT260-60-4-100 mono 260 232.5 14.9 30.2 8.60 38.1 9.08 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva MVX255-60-5-701 poly 255 232.2 14.6 30.4 8.39 37.5 8.86 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva OPT255-60-4-1B0 mono 255 228.2 14.6 30.2 8.45 38.1 8.96 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva MVX250-60-5-7B1 poly 250 227.9 14.3 30.1 8.31 37.4 8.83 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva OPT255-60-4-100 mono 255 227.8 14.6 30.0 8.50 37.9 9.05 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva MVX250-60-5-701 poly 250 227.5 14.3 30.6 8.31 37.9 8.97 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva MVX245-60-5-7B1 poly 245 223.2 14.0 29.9 8.19 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva OPT250-60-4-100 mono 250 223.2 14.3 29.6 8.44 37.7 8.98 yes yes 65 x 38.7 x 1.6

Suniva MVX245-60-5-701 poly 245 222.9 14.0 29.9 8.19 37.3 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva MVX240-60-5-7B1 poly 240 218.6 13.7 29.7 8.08 37.2 8.64 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suniva MVX240-60-5-701 poly 240 218.2 13.7 29.7 8.08 37.2 8.64 yes yes 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Sunowe SF156x156-60-M-240W mono 240 210.8 13.6 30.6 7.84 37.6 8.51 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 2

Sunowe SF156x156-60-P-230W poly 230 203.1 13.0 29.9 7.69 37.0 8.34 yes yes 65 x 39.1 x 2

SunPerfect Solar CRM300S156-72 poly 300 267.1 14.4 37.3 8.06 45.3 8.56 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM295S156-72 poly 295 262.5 14.1 36.9 7.99 45.2 8.48 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM290S156-72 poly 290 257.9 13.9 36.6 7.92 45.1 8.41 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM285S156-72 poly 285 253.4 13.6 36.4 7.83 45.0 8.34 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM280S156-72 poly 280 248.8 13.4 36.0 7.77 44.9 8.28 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6
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SunPerfect Solar CRM275S156-72 poly 275 244.2 13.2 35.6 7.72 44.7 8.23 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM270S156-72 poly 270 239.6 12.9 35.4 7.64 44.4 8.15 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM265S156-72 poly 265 235.1 12.7 35.1 7.56 44.1 8.12 DNR no 76.9 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM255S156P-60 poly 255 229.4 14.6 31.3 8.15 37.9 8.65 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM250S156P-60 poly 250 224.8 14.3 31.0 8.06 37.8 8.56 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM245S156P-60 poly 245 215.0 14.0 30.7 7.98 37.7 8.47 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM240S156P-60 poly 240 210.5 13.7 30.3 7.91 37.5 8.40 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM235S156P-60 poly 235 206.0 13.4 30.1 7.81 37.3 8.31 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM230S156P-60 poly 230 201.4 13.1 29.8 7.71 37.1 8.21 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM225S156P-60 poly 225 200.3 12.9 29.5 7.63 37.0 8.15 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPerfect Solar CRM220S156P-60 poly 220 195.8 12.6 29.2 7.53 36.8 8.08 DNR no 64.4 x 39.1 x 1.6

SunPower SPR-E20-435-COM mono 435 400.2 18.7 72.9 5.97 85.6 6.43 yes yes 81.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E19-410-COM mono 410 380.4 17.6 72.9 5.62 85.3 6.01 yes yes 81.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X21-345 mono 345 323.3 19.6 57.3 6.02 68.2 6.39 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X21-345-COM mono 345 320.2 19.6 57.3 6.02 68.2 6.39 yes yes 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-343J-WHT-D mono 343 318.3 19.5 57.3 5.99 68.1 6.37 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X21-335-BLK mono 335 313.7 19.1 57.3 5.85 67.9 6.23 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X21-335 mono 335 313.7 19.1 57.3 5.85 67.9 6.23 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X20-327-BLK mono 327 306.1 18.6 57.3 5.71 67.6 6.07 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E20-327-COM mono 327 301.4 18.6 54.7 5.98 64.9 6.46 yes yes 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E20-327 mono 327 301.4 18.6 54.7 5.98 64.9 6.46 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-327NE-WHT-D mono 327 301.4 18.6 54.7 5.98 64.9 6.46 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E19-320 mono 320 294.8 18.2 54.7 5.86 64.8 6.24 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-320E-WHT-D mono 320 294.8 18.2 54.7 5.86 64.8 6.24 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-318E-WHT-D mono 318 292.9 18.1 54.7 5.82 64.7 6.20 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-315E-WHT-D mono 315 290.0 17.9 54.7 5.76 64.6 6.14 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E19-310-COM mono 310 285.3 17.6 54.7 5.67 64.4 6.05 yes yes 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-310E-WHT-D mono 310 285.3 17.6 54.7 5.67 64.4 6.05 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-308E-WHT-D mono 308 283.4 17.5 54.7 5.64 64.3 6.02 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-305E-WHT-D mono 305 280.6 17.4 54.7 5.58 64.2 5.96 yes no 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E18-295-COM mono 295 271.1 16.8 54.2 5.45 63.3 5.83 yes yes 61.4 x 41.2 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X21-255 mono 255 241.7 19.0 42.8 5.95 51.0 6.30 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-X20-250-BLK mono 250 231.7 18.7 42.8 5.84 50.9 6.20 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E20-245 mono 245 225.5 18.3 40.5 6.05 48.8 6.43 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-245NE-WHT-D mono 245 225.5 18.3 40.5 6.05 48.8 6.43 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-240NE-WHT-D mono 240 220.7 17.9 40.5 5.93 48.6 6.30 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-E19-235 mono 235 216.0 17.6 40.5 5.80 48.4 6.18 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

SunPower SPR-230NE-BLK-D mono 230 210.9 17.2 40.5 5.68 48.2 6.05 yes no 61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8

Sunpreme GX-310 HIT 310 279.0 15.2 39.3 7.90 50.4 8.80 yes yes 76.6 x 38.4 x 0.3

Sunpreme GX-300 HIT 300 269.8 14.7 38.5 7.80 49.7 8.50 yes yes 76.6 x 38.4 x 0.3

Sunpreme GX-290 HIT 290 260.5 14.2 37.9 7.70 49.0 8.20 yes yes 76.6 x 38.4 x 0.3

Sunpreme GX-240 HIT 240 211.7 12.8 33.3 7.20 42.0 7.80 yes no 70.4 x 38.4 x 0.2

Sunpreme GX-235 HIT 235 207.2 12.5 33.1 7.10 41.7 7.70 yes no 70.4 x 38.4 x 0.2

Sunpreme G60-02-210 HIT 210 187.4 12.1 31.0 6.80 38.7 7.50 yes no 64.4 x 38.8 x 0.3

Sunpreme G60-02-205 HIT 205 182.8 11.8 30.7 6.70 38.3 7.40 yes no 64.4 x 38.8 x 0.3

Suntech STP305-24/Ve poly 305 276.5 14.6 36.2 8.43 44.7 8.89 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suntech STP305-VRM-1 poly 305 276.5 13.6 36.2 8.43 44.7 8.89 yes no 77 x 42 x 2.6

Suntech STP305-VRM-1.5 poly 305 276.5 13.6 36.2 8.43 44.7 8.89 yes no 77 x 42 x 2

Suntech STP300-24/Ve poly 300 271.9 14.3 35.9 8.36 44.5 8.83 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suntech STP300-VRM-1 poly 300 271.9 13.4 35.9 8.36 44.5 8.83 yes no 77 x 42 x 2.6

c-Si  PV Modules



All under one roof.

All about 
solar permitting.

Visit SolarPermit.org to search for permitting requirements 
in your area and contribute what you know.         

SolarPermit.org hosts the National Solar  
Permitting Database, a free, online database 
of information related to solar permitting  
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2013 c-Si PV Module Specifications

Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

Suntech STP300-VRM-1.5 poly 300 271.9 13.4 35.9 8.36 44.5 8.83 yes no 77 x 42 x 2

Suntech STP295-24/Ve poly 295 267.2 14.1 35.6 8.29 44.3 8.74 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suntech STP295-VRM-1 poly 295 267.2 13.1 35.6 8.29 44.3 8.74 yes no 77 x 42 x 2.6

Suntech STP295-VRM-1.5 poly 295 267.2 13.1 35.6 8.29 44.3 8.74 yes no 77 x 42 x 2

Suntech STP290-24/Ve poly 290 263.3 13.9 35.4 8.20 44.1 8.65 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Suntech STP255 - 20/Wd poly 255 232.7 14.5 30.8 8.28 37.6 8.76 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.4

Suntech STP250 - 20/Wd poly 250 228.0 14.3 30.7 8.15 37.4 8.63 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.4

Suntech STP250 - 20/Wdb poly 250 229.4 14.3 30.7 8.15 37.4 8.63 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.4

Suntech STP245 - 20/Wd poly 245 223.3 14.0 30.5 8.04 37.3 8.52 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.4

Suntech STP245 - 20/Wdb poly 245 224.7 14.0 30.5 8.04 37.3 8.52 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.4

Suntech STP240 - 20/Wdb poly 240 220.0 13.7 30.2 7.95 37.2 8.43 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.4

Talesun Solar TP672M 310W mono 310 280.2 14.8 36.7 8.45 45.7 8.98 yes yes 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672M 305W mono 305 275.5 14.6 36.7 8.33 45.6 8.90 yes yes 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P 300W poly 300 270.3 14.3 36.1 8.33 45.0 8.88 yes yes 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P-B 300W poly 300 270.3 14.3 36.1 8.33 45.0 8.88 yes no 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P 295W poly 295 265.7 14.1 36.0 8.22 44.9 8.80 yes yes 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P-B 295W poly 295 265.7 14.1 36.0 8.22 44.9 8.80 yes no 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P 290W poly 290 261.1 13.9 35.9 8.09 44.7 8.72 yes yes 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P-B 290W poly 290 261.1 13.9 35.9 8.09 44.7 8.72 yes no 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P 285W poly 285 256.4 13.6 35.8 7.97 44.6 8.65 yes yes 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P-B 285W poly 285 256.4 13.6 35.8 7.97 44.6 8.65 yes no 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP672P-B 280W poly 280 251.8 13.4 35.7 7.86 44.5 8.56 yes no 77.2 x 39 x 2

Talesun Solar TP660M 260W mono 260 237.5 14.9 30.8 8.46 37.9 8.78 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660M-B 260W mono 260 237.5 14.9 30.8 8.46 37.9 8.78 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660M 255W mono 255 232.8 14.6 30.7 8.33 37.8 8.73 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660M-B 255W mono 255 232.8 14.6 30.7 8.33 37.8 8.73 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-255W poly 255 230.1 14.6 30.6 8.36 37.7 9.06 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-B 255W poly 255 230.1 14.6 30.6 8.36 37.7 9.06 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660M 250W mono 250 226.1 14.3 30.7 8.17 37.7 8.68 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660M-B 250W mono 250 226.1 14.3 30.7 8.17 37.7 8.68 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-250W poly 250 225.4 14.3 30.5 8.22 37.6 8.97 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-B 250W poly 250 225.4 14.3 30.5 8.22 37.6 8.97 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660M-B 245W mono 245 221.4 14.0 30.5 8.05 37.5 8.63 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-245W poly 245 220.8 14.0 30.4 8.07 37.5 8.89 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-B 245W poly 245 220.8 14.0 30.4 8.07 37.5 8.89 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-240W poly 240 216.2 13.7 30.3 7.95 37.4 8.80 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-B 240W poly 240 216.2 13.7 30.3 7.95 37.4 8.80 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P 235W poly 235 211.5 13.4 30.2 7.83 37.3 8.67 yes yes 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-B 235W poly 235 211.5 13.4 30.2 7.83 37.3 8.67 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Talesun Solar TP660P-B 230W poly 230 206.9 13.1 30.1 7.69 37.2 8.58 yes no 64.6 x 39 x 1.6

Trina Solar TSM-305PD14 poly 305 276.2 14.6 37.0 8.25 45.4 8.75 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Trina Solar TSM-300PD14 poly 300 271.5 14.4 36.9 8.13 45.3 8.60 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Trina Solar TSM-295PD14 poly 295 266.9 14.1 36.6 8.07 45.2 8.55 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Trina Solar TSM-290PD14 poly 290 262.8 13.9 36.1 8.04 44.9 8.53 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Trina Solar TSM-285PD14 poly 285 258.1 13.6 35.6 8.02 44.7 8.50 yes yes 77 x 39.1 x 1.6

Trina Solar TSM-255PDG5 poly 255 233.3 14.2 30.4 8.39 37.6 8.80 yes yes 66.3 x 39.1 x 1.3

Trina Solar TSM-255PA05.08 poly 255 232.2 14.5 30.3 8.27 37.6 8.85 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Trina Solar TSM-245PA05.08 poly 245 229.9 13.9 29.7 8.10 37.3 8.62 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Trina Solar TSM-250PDG5 poly 250 228.6 13.9 30.3 8.26 37.5 8.70 yes yes 66.3 x 39.1 x 1.3

Trina Solar TSM-250PA05.08 poly 250 227.5 14.2 30.2 8.13 37.5 8.68 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

c-Si  PV Modules
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Manufacturer Model Cell type

Rated 
power 
@ STC 

(W)

Rated 
power 
@ PTC 

(W)

Rated 
power 

per sq. ft. 
(W)

Max. 
power 
voltage 
(Vmp)

Max. power 
current 
(Imp)

Open-
circuit 
voltage 
(Voc)

Short-circuit 
current 

(Isc)

PV Wire 
output 
cables

Listed to 
UL 1703 for 
1,000 Vdc

Dimensions  
L x W x D 

(in.)

Trina Solar TSM-250PA05.05 poly 250 227.4 14.2 30.3 8.27 37.6 8.85 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Trina Solar TSM-245PDG5 poly 245 223.9 13.6 30.1 8.14 37.4 8.60 yes yes 66.3 x 39.1 x 1.3

Trina Solar TSM-245PA05.05 poly 245 222.8 13.9 30.2 8.13 37.5 8.68 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Trina Solar TSM-240PDG5 poly 240 219.2 13.3 29.9 8.04 37.3 8.50 yes yes 66.3 x 39.1 x 1.3

Trina Solar TSM-240PA05.08 poly 240 218.2 13.6 29.3 8.03 37.2 8.55 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Trina Solar TSM-240PA05.05 poly 240 218.1 13.6 29.7 8.10 37.3 8.62 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Trina Solar TSM-235PA05.05 poly 235 213.5 13.3 29.3 8.03 37.2 8.55 no no 65 x 39.1 x 1.4

Upsolar 3 UP-M300P poly 300 264.6 14.4 35.9 8.36 45.6 8.66 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Upsolar UP-M295P poly 295 260.2 14.1 35.7 8.26 45.4 8.58 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Upsolar UP-M290P poly 290 255.8 13.9 35.5 8.17 45.2 8.50 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Upsolar UP-M280P poly 280 248.5 13.4 35.2 7.95 44.8 8.35 yes no 77 x 39.1 x 2

Upsolar UP-M260M mono 260 229.3 14.8 30.4 8.55 38.3 8.96 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Upsolar UP-M255P poly 255 224.9 14.6 30.8 8.28 38.2 8.55 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Upsolar UP-M255M mono 255 224.9 14.6 30.2 8.44 38.0 8.88 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Upsolar UP-M250P poly 250 220.5 14.3 30.6 8.17 38.0 8.50 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Upsolar UP-M250M mono 250 220.5 14.3 30.0 8.34 37.7 8.80 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

Upsolar UP-M245P poly 245 216.1 14.0 30.4 8.06 37.8 8.45 yes no 64.6 x 39.1 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-280M6 mono 280 253.5 15.6 31.4 8.93 38.5 9.44 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-275M6 mono 275 248.9 15.4 31.0 8.88 38.3 9.34 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-270M6 mono 270 244.2 15.1 30.6 8.83 38.1 9.24 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-265M6 mono 265 239.6 14.8 30.5 8.69 37.9 9.14 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-260P6 poly 260 239.0 14.5 31.3 8.33 37.9 8.67 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-260M6 mono 260 234.9 14.5 30.4 8.56 37.7 9.05 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-255P6 poly 255 234.3 14.2 31.0 8.24 37.7 8.60 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-250P6 poly 250 229.6 14.0 30.7 8.15 37.5 8.53 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

WINAICO WSP-245P6 poly 245 224.9 13.7 30.5 8.06 37.3 8.47 DNR DNR 65.6 x 39.3 x 1.6

Yingli Green Energy YL305P-35b poly 305 275.4 14.5 37.0 8.25 46.3 8.87 yes yes 77.6 x 39 x 2

Yingli Green Energy YL300P-35b poly 300 270.7 14.3 36.7 8.17 46.3 8.77 yes yes 77.6 x 39 x 2

Yingli Green Energy YL295P-35b poly 295 266.1 14.1 36.3 8.12 45.4 8.63 yes yes 77.6 x 39 x 2

Yingli Green Energy YL290P-35b poly 290 261.4 13.8 35.8 8.10 45.3 8.62 yes yes 77.6 x 39 x 2

Yingli Green Energy YL285P-35b poly 285 256.8 13.6 35.5 8.02 45.0 8.50 yes yes 77.6 x 39 x 2

Yingli Green Energy YL255P-29b poly 255 230.8 14.5 30.6 8.32 38.7 8.88 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Yingli Green Energy YL250P-29b poly 250 226.2 14.2 30.4 8.24 38.4 8.79 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Yingli Green Energy YL245P-29b poly 245 221.6 13.9 30.2 8.11 37.8 8.63 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Yingli Green Energy YL240P-29b poly 240 216.9 13.6 29.5 8.14 37.5 8.65 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

Yingli Green Energy YL235P-29b poly 235 212.3 13.4 29.5 7.97 37.0 8.54 yes yes 65 x 39 x 1.6

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-305/M mono 305 268.5 14.6 37.5 8.13 46.3 8.73 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-300/M mono 300 263.9 14.4 37.2 8.06 46.2 8.66 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-295/M mono 295 259.4 14.1 37.0 7.97 46.0 8.62 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-290/M mono 290 254.8 13.9 36.8 7.88 45.8 8.59 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-285/M mono 285 250.3 13.6 36.6 7.78 45.4 8.56 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-280/M mono 280 245.8 13.4 36.5 7.67 45.0 8.52 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-275/M mono 275 241.2 13.2 36.2 7.60 44.6 8.44 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-72-270/M mono 270 236.7 12.9 36.0 7.50 44.4 8.33 DNR no 77.1 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-60-265/M mono 265 237.8 15.0 31.0 8.55 38.9 8.93 DNR no 64.9 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-60-260/M mono 260 233.2 14.8 30.8 8.46 38.6 8.91 DNR no 64.9 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-60-255/M mono 255 225.1 14.5 30.6 8.33 38.3 8.85 DNR no 64.9 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-60-250/M mono 250 220.5 14.2 30.5 8.20 38.2 8.71 DNR no 64.9 x 39.1 x 1.9

ZNSHINE Solar ZXM6-60-245/M mono 245 216.0 13.9 30.4 8.07 38.1 8.59 DNR no 64.9 x 39.1 x 1.9

Footnote Key
1  40 mm frame-depth dimensions shown; also available with 45 mm and 50 mm frames
2  All models offered with Zep Solar compatible frames 
3  All models available with Tigo Energy or SolarEdge electronics 
   DNR = did not report
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PV Manufacturer Contact 

1SolTech / 888.598.0295 / 1soltech.com

aleo solar / 303.325.3917 / aleo-solar.com/usa

Antaris Solar / 855.484.3041 / antaris-solar.com

Astronergy / 650.392.2777 / astronergy.com

Auxin Solar / 408.868.4380 / auxinsolar.com

AXITEC / 856.701.2187 / axitecsolar.us

BenQ Solar / benqsolar.com

Canadian Solar / 888.998.7739 / canadiansolar.com

Centrosolar America / 877.348.2555 / centrosolaramerica.com

CNPV Solar Power / 212.359.0205 / cnpv-power.com

Colored Solar / 877.526.2462 / coloredsolar.com

Conergy / 888.396.6611 / conergy.us

Eclipsall Energy / 416.716.3390 / eclipsall.com

ecoSolargy / 877.808.4213 / ecosolargy.com

Eoplly New Energy / 650.225.9400 / eoplly.com

ET Solar / 925.460.9898 / us.etsolar.com

Grape Solar / 541.349.9000 / grapesolar.com

GreenBrilliance / 707.657.0090 / greenbrilliance.com

Hanwha SolarOne / 714.689.6868 / hanwha-solarone.com

Helios Solar Works / 877.443.5467 / heliossolarworks.com

Hyundai Solar / hyundaisolar.com

Isofoton / 419.591.4360 / isofoton.com

Itek Energy / 360.647.9531 / itekenergy.com

JA Solar / 408.586.0000 / jasolar.com

Jinko Solar / 415.402.0502 / jinkosolar.com

Kyocera Solar / 800.223.9580 / kyocerasolar.com

LDK Solar / 408.245.0858 / ldksolar.com

LG Electronics / 855.854.7652 / lg.com/us/solar

Lightway Solar / 732.602.1930 / lightwaysolaramerica.com

Lumos / 877.301.3582 / lumossolar.com

MAGE Solar / 877.311.6243 / magesolar.com

Mitsubishi Electric / 714.220.2500 / mitsubishielectricsolar.com

Motech Americas / 302.451.7500 / motechsolar.com

NESL USA / 800.242.7114 / neslusa.com

Panasonic / 408.861.8424 / panasonic.com/solar

Perlight Solar / 424.242.8068 / perlightusa.com

Phono Solar / 855.408.9528 / phonosolarusa.com

REC Group / 877.332.4087 / recgroup.com

ReneSola / 415.852.7418 / renesola.com

Renogy / 909.517.3598 / renogy.com

RITEK Solar / 800.823.2505 / riteksolarusa.com

Sharp / 800.765.2706 / sharpusa.com

Silevo / 510.771.1360 / silevosolar.com

Silfab / 905.255.2501 / silfab.ca

Silicon Energy / 360.618.6500 / silicon-energy.com

Solaria / 510.270.2500 / solaria.com

SolarWorld / 805.388.6590 / solarworld-usa.com

SOLON / 520.807.1300 / solon.com/us

Sonali Solar / 201.297.1177 / sonalisolar.com

SunEdison / 888.786.3347 / sunedison.com

Suniva / 404.477.2700 / suniva.com

Sunowe / 408.785.0836 / sunowe.com

SunPerfect Solar / 408.273.4534 / sunperfect.com

SunPower / 800.786.7693 / sunpowercorp.com

Sunpreme / 408.245.1112 / sunpreme.com

Suntech / 866.966.6555 / suntech-power.com

Talesun Solar / 800.276.0823 / talesunusa.com

Trina Solar / 800.696.7114 / trinasolar.com

Upsolar / 415.263.9920 / upsolar.com

WINAICO / 646.520.7673 / winaico.com

Yingli Green Energy / 888.686.8820 / yinglisolar.com/us

ZNSHINE Solar / 606.364.8052 / znshine-solar.com
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more businesses are finding that the answer is 
right in front of them. Well, right above them.
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making solar projects more viable. 
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of bonding PV module 
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39th nationwide), that time adds up.
 That’s just one more way BURNDY 
and the Wiley WEEB are on the top of the 
retail world—or at least the buildings.
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By Blake Gleason, PE

Raceway Selection and  
Installation for PV Systems
Part One: Selecting a Raceway
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PV systems, like other electrical power sys-
tems, use electrical conductors to route 
power from sources to loads. It is often 
necessary to enclose these conductors 

and protect them along their path. The 2011 NEC lists several 
methods of getting conductors from here to there, includ-
ing about 20 different types of raceways and almost as many 
types of cable, a multiconductor assembly with a covering 
or jacket.

In this article I focus on raceways commonly used for PV 
systems. In Part One, to aid in specification and selection, I 

describe various types of raceways 
and discuss the differences among 
them. In the next issue, Part Two 
will present practical design consid-
erations regarding specific applica-
tions of given raceway types and cover 
installation techniques.

Definitions and Jargon
Unfortunately, the topic of raceways 
is an area full of trade shorthand  
and jargon. I can clear up some of 
this terminology.

Solid or stranded electrical wires 
are generally known as conductors. 
Individual conductors can appear by 
themselves, as in USE-2 underneath a 
PV array, or several can be assembled 
in the factory into a cable or installed 
together in the field into a raceway.  

Conduits, tubing and even square 
wireways are all types of raceways, 
according to the NEC. However, the 
NEC does not consider auxiliary gut-

ters raceways, although they are similar to square wireways. 
While Code does not define the terms conduit and tubing, it 
does define the term raceway and includes the types of con-
duit and tubing discussed in this article. For clarity, I use the 
term raceway as defined in Article 100 to generally indicate “an 
enclosed channel of metal or nonmetallic materials designed 
expressly for holding wires, cables, or busbars.” 

The trade often refers to particular raceway types with 
shorthand. For example, among the common flexible raceways, 
flex usually refers to type FMC ( flexible metal conduit; see NEC 
Article 348), liquidtight usually refers to type LFMC (liquidtight 
flexible metal conduit; see NEC Article 350) and Sealtite usually 
refers to type LFNC (liquidtight flexible nonmetallic conduit; 
see NEC Article 356). 

The real confusion happens with the nonflexible circular 
raceways: These common raceways are rigid (not flexible), 
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The NEC recognizes a 

variety of conduits and 

tubing that hold wires and 

cables. How do you select 

the right raceway type for 

a particular application, 

and how do you design 

and install it efficiently, 

in a Code-compliant and 

long-lasting manner? 
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but the term rigid often refers to type RMC (rigid metal 
conduit; see NEC Article 344). Thinwall refers to type EMT 
(electrical metallic tubing: see NEC Article 358), which in 
turn is slightly confusing because it is called tubing instead 
of conduit. Fortunately, both tubing and conduit are types of 
raceway. Schedule 40 and Schedule 80 usually refer to PVC 
(polyvinyl chloride) conduits, as per NEC Article 352. Steel 
or galvanized are ambiguous terms because either could 
refer to RMC, IMC (intermediate metal conduit; see NEC 
Article 342) or EMT. The term rigid is even more ambiguous 
because it could include both metallic and nonmetallic race-
way materials, such as PVC. Technically, RMC can also be 
made from stainless steel, red brass or aluminum, but the 
vast majority of RMC is galvanized steel. 

This article—and hopefully PV project specifications and 
plan sets—refers to the various raceways by their NEC des-
ignators. If you are bidding on a project with drawings or 
specifications calling for an ambiguous raceway type such as 
“rigid,” make sure to get formal, written clarification through 
the Request for Information (RFI) process to determine the 
intent of the specification. If you assume one type of raceway 
and the intent was for the other, you may substantially over- 
or underbid.

Raceway Options
PV systems are generally similar to other electrical power sys-
tems, but they do have certain features that affect raceway 
selection and installation. For example, the bulk of a typical PV 
system is installed in an exterior location with high exposure to 
sunlight and other environmental phenomena. 

Different raceway types have different attributes, and 
it is incumbent on the system designer to specify the prod-
uct most appropriate for a given project and application. In 

general, the three most common nonflexible raceway types 
are EMT, RMC and PVC. 

EMT. EMT is a thin-walled, rigid raceway. It is almost always 
made of steel. Corrosion resistance comes from electroplated 
zinc on the outside and an organic coating on the inside. The 
pipe is not threaded, so exterior fittings are compression type 
and interior fittings are setscrew type. Installers can readily 
bend EMT up to trade size 1¼ inch in the field with hand bend-
ers. EMT is lightweight and relatively inexpensive, and offers 
substantial protection from mechanical damage. Therefore it is 
a very common raceway for both PV systems and general elec-
trical applications. 

RMC. RMC is a thick-walled, rigid raceway almost always 
made of galvanized steel. The manufacturer threads the ends 
of each length, and typical assembly involves threaded cou-
plings. RMC is heavier than EMT and more difficult to bend. 
When cut, RMC requires field thread cutting. While it pro-
vides a high level of protection against mechanical damage, 
it is significantly more time-consuming to install than EMT. 
It is often used in locations where mechanical protection is 
required, such as shallow trenches, aboveground areas in 
close proximity to vehicular traffic, utility service entrances 
and high-traffic roof areas. 

RMC’s almost identical cousin, IMC, is interchangeable in 
application with RMC. It has a slightly thinner wall than RMC 
and is always made of galvanized steel. The steel used for IMC is 
stronger than that used for RMC, so despite the thinner wall, it 
provides equivalent overall protection. IMC is about two-thirds 
the weight of RMC and has a slightly larger cross-sectional area 
available for conductor fill. Many in the field report that IMC is 
more difficult to bend and to thread properly than RMC, as well 
as less readily available in most areas.

PVC. PVC is a polymeric (plastic) rigid raceway. It typi-
cally comes in two thicknesses: Schedule 
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Raceways commonly used 
in PV installations Each of 
the raceways to the right 
has particular features that 
may be useful in PV instal-
lations. From left to right: 
1-inch trade size EMT, RMC, 
PVC, LFMC and FMC.
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I t can be extremely useful to have a method of 
supporting and protecting conductors that does 

not require pulling them through a circular raceway. 
For example, in a rooftop PV system where multiple 
PV source circuits are routed to a combiner box, 
installation efficiency can be significantly higher if a 
lay-in system rather than a pull-in system supports 
and protects the conductors. 

Two common options utilized in PV installations 
are metal wireways and cable trays. Wireways are 
solid-sided and square, like auxiliary gutters. The 
NEC considers them raceways. In contrast, the NEC 
does not consider cable trays raceways, and they 
often have substantially open sides, whether they are 
ladder style or basket style.  

Metal wireway. NEC Section 376.2 defines metal 
raceways as “sheet metal troughs with hinged or 
removable covers for housing and protecting electri-
cal wires and cable and in which conductors are laid 
in place after the wireway has been installed as a 
complete system.” Although you can fill metal wire-
way to only 20% of its cross-sectional area, ampacity 
adjustment factors for the contained conductors are 
required only if you install more than 30 conductors. 
The raceway is listed for use with small conductors 
and can be used in wet locations. Its construction is similar to 
that of an auxiliary gutter, but its use is quite different.

Cable tray. Code does not consider cable tray to be a 
raceway. Section 392.2 defines cable tray as “a unit or 
assembly of units or sections and associated fittings form-
ing a structural system used to securely fasten or support 
cables and raceways.” In corrosive environments, installers 

can use nonmetallic cable tray. In industrial environments, 
single-conductor cables are allowed, but they must be larger 
than 1/0 AWG; see Section 392.10(B)(1). However, for typi-
cal small PV source-circuit conductors such as USE-2 or PV 
Wire, which are rated to be installed freely without additional 
physical protection underneath an array, a cable tray can 
provide an excellent, well-ventilated support system. This 
use is up to the interpretation of the local AHJ. {

Cable tray for small conductors  Technically, the NEC does not 
allow single conductors smaller than 1/0 AWG in cable tray; how-
ever, many PV installers find cable tray provides optimal support, 
protection and air flow for USE-2 or PV Wire conductors installed 
beneath an array.

Wireway  Although the NEC limits wireways to 20% fill, it does not require ampacity adjustment factors for installa-
tions with 30 conductors or less, making wireways an appealing raceway option when you are routing a large number 
of dc conductors to an inverter. 

Raceway Selection for PV Systems

Metal Wireways and Cable Trays 
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40 (standard) and Schedule 80 (thicker wall). The material 
has a high inherent corrosion resistance. Lengths of PVC 
raceway are coupled using PVC cement. PVC can be field-
bent by careful heating or assembled with prebent elbows. 
PVC raceway is low cost and lightweight, and can be 
installed quickly. It is most often used underground, where 
it is not subject to impact damage or sun exposure. 

Impacts on Raceway Selection 
Choosing the most appropriate raceway for a particular appli-
cation depends on a variety of considerations, including cost, 
durability, mechanical characteristics, thermal expansion, 
bonding requirements, voltage losses and embodied energy.

COST 
The material cost per foot for RMC is about twice that for 
EMT. RMC has a wall thickness about 2.5 times that of EMT, 
so a 10-foot stick of 1-inch RMC weighs 16 pounds, versus a 
10-foot stick of EMT at 6.5 pounds. RMC costs more to ship 
and handle. Further, RMC needs to be threaded on both 
ends—an additional cost. PVC material costs are similar 
to those of EMT.

The labor involved in installing EMT and PVC is similar, 
but using RMC is more time-consuming because bending 
is more difficult and cut ends require thread cutting in the 
field. Where installed aboveground, PVC requires two to 
three times as many supports as EMT or RMC, which adds 
cost for materials and labor to install the supports. For a 
rooftop installation, the pier supports can be quite expen-
sive, so the increased quantity of supports required for PVC 
may add significant cost.

In the end, galvanized-steel RMC costs about twice as 
much, in terms of both labor and materials, as galvanized-
steel EMT and PVC. For project-specific analysis, RSMeans 
publishes annually updated construction cost data based 
on national averages, which is useful for estimating mate-
rial and associated installation costs. RSMeans’ Electrical 
Cost Data ebook includes a comprehensive list of electrical 
systems and equipment, as well as a brief section on PV 
applications (see Resources). 

DURABILITY 
Several factors determine a raceway’s durability. For high-
quality PV systems, the common functional requirement 
is that the raceway system protect conductors for the sys-
tem’s lifetime. This requirement means that the raceway 
system itself should remain in good condition, without 
loss of key properties, for the average 25-year life of a PV 
system. Here are a few considerations to keep in mind for a 
long-lasting raceway. 

UV resistance. UV exposure does not affect the material 
properties of metal raceways, but you need to evaluate all 
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polymeric raceways—including PVC, LFMC and LFNC—for 
their resistance to UV degradation. The PVC used for electri-
cal raceways includes additives intended to make the finished 
product relatively stable in sunlight. In practice, PVC race-
way exposed to UV undergoes a reaction, often referred to 
as browning, in which the outer layer weakens and discolors. 
According to tests by PVC manufacturer organizations, this 
does not affect the tensile strength and modulus of elastic-
ity, but it reduces the impact strength. One study by the Uni-
Bell PVC Pipe Association, The 
Effects of Ultraviolet Radiation on 
PVC Pipe (see Resources), shows 
a continuous decline in impact 
strength over a 2-year test period. 
The study states that it is intended 
to examine the UV exposure of 
pipes stored temporarily (up to 
2 years) in the sun but eventually 
installed underground. Clearly, 
this intended use is quite different 
from permanently installing PVC 
on a rooftop, where raceways may 
be exposed to UV radiation for 25 
years or longer. 

The relevant UL standard for 
rigid PVC electrical raceway, UL 651, 
and the UL standard for polymeric 
materials used in electrical equip-
ment, UL 746C, describe Weather-
Ometer testing that includes only 
720 hours of accelerated UV testing. 
This is roughly equivalent to 2 years 
of full sunlight exposure, depending 
on location. There is some interest 
among experts concerned about 

long-term outdoor performance of nonmetallic raceways in 
extending this testing for longer periods, which would make it 
more pertinent to PV rooftop installations.

You can limit UV exposure by painting polymeric con-
duits a light color with water-based latex paint appropri-
ate for exterior use. You must thoroughly clean the conduit 
before applying the paint. Painting is a good solution for 
short lengths of exposed PVC, LFMC or LFNC, such as when 
you use PVC underground with short C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  8 2

Painting conduits  The 
installer carefully painted 
this rooftop EMT installa-
tion to satisfy the project’s 
aesthetic requirements. 
The LFMC expansion joint 
will likely degrade due to 
UV exposure and should 
be painted as well.
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Raceway Selection for PV Systems

EMT versus PVC  EMT lasts longer in rooftop environments where UV exposure and 
extreme temperatures can degrade or weaken PVC. It also requires fewer supports and 
expands less per inch when subject to temperature changes.
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stubs emerging into sunlight before terminating in the bot-
tom of an enclosure, or when you use a short section of LFMC 
or LFNC as an expansion joint on a rooftop conduit run. 

Chemical resistance. Whereas PVC suffers degradation 
when exposed to UV, it is quite resistant to corrosion from 
other environmental forces. Steel, however, is susceptible 
to oxidation in the presence of water, which it is commonly 
exposed to on rooftops, underground and in other exterior 
locations. Salt water, commonly found in the air near coasts, 
is even more corrosive.

Fortunately, steel raceways are commonly manufactured 
with protection against corrosion, most often in the form 
of galvanizing. Both EMT 
and RMC are made of galva-
nized steel, which provides 
enough corrosion protection 
for all but the harshest envi-
ronments. In highly corro-
sive marine areas, however, 
electroplating or even hot-
dip galvanizing may not be 
enough long-term protection 
for steel raceway. In those 
locations, you should specify 
RMC in stainless steel, which 
is very expensive, or more 
commonly RMC with a PVC 
coating. However, assuming 
UV exposure in addition to 
salt-water exposure, the PVC 
coating will degrade and 
eventually allow salt water to 
access the steel.

Another corrosion-resistant option is aluminum RMC. 
Aluminum oxidizes, but in contrast to steel oxidation 
(rust)—which tends to weaken the metal and flake off, expos-
ing more steel to further oxidation—aluminum oxide forms 
a strong, protective layer for the underlying aluminum. In a 
corrosive environment, stainless steel or aluminum fittings 
should be used with any aluminum raceway. 

Chemical resistance can also be a factor where raceways 
are installed in direct contact with earth or encased in con-
crete slabs or piers. In these environments, PVC provides 
the best corrosion resistance. The NEC permits you to install 
IMC and RMC in potentially corrosive environments where 
the raceway is “protected by corrosion protection and judged 
suitable for the condition”; see NEC Sections 342.10(B) and 
344.10(B)(1). EMT is granted the same permissions, yet the 
corrosion protection must be “approved as suitable for the 
condition”; see NEC Section 358.10(B). Corrosion protec-
tion tape is often used on IMC, RMC and EMT in corrosive 
environments and is generally a good practice on sweeps 
where the raceways emerge aboveground. PVC-coated RMC 

is another alternative where additional corrosion protection 
is necessary.

Fire resistance. Steel survives high temperatures longer 
than PVC. I hope that your installations never experience an 
external fire or an internal arcing fault in the raceway—but 
if any of them do, you can breathe easier if you have specified 
steel raceway.

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
In general, stronger raceway materials and thicker raceway 
walls provide better mechanical protection for conductors. 
Thus, all else being equal, steel is stronger than aluminum, and 

aluminum is stronger than PVC. Thick-walled steel RMC and 
IMC are stronger than thin-walled EMT. In underground instal-
lations where the raceway is subject to physical damage, NEC 
Section 300.5(D)(4) explicitly allows RMC, IMC and Schedule 80 
PVC. It does not allow EMT and flexible conduits. 

Interestingly, NEC Section 358.12(1) disallows EMT 
where “subject to severe physical damage,” (emphasis 
added) whereas Section 352.12(C) disallows PVC “where 
subject to physical damage unless identified for such use.” 
The UL White Book makes it clear that Schedule 80 PVC 
is identified for use where subject to physical damage, but 
Schedule 40 PVC is not. However, the Code leaves “subject 
to physical damage” and “severe physical damage” up to 
interpretation. Commonly, areas above ground are inter-
preted as subject to physical damage if there is any chance 
of vehicular presence, such as in driveways, parking lots, 
warehouses with forklifts and so on. 

Many AHJs require at least Schedule 80 PVC where the 
raceway emerges from underground, whether or not there 
is  exposure to vehicles, and further require RMC when there 
are vehicles present. For PV systems, 

Protecting raceways on a rooftop  Steps or ramps protect rooftop raceways from traffic 
both during installation and for the duration of the PV system’s operation.
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another common location poten-
tially subject to physical damage 
is the rooftop. During installation 
and maintenance of rooftop equip-
ment, including both the PV 
system itself and HVAC or window-
washing equipment, there may be 
significant foot traffic on the roof. 
Raceways installed a few inches 
above the surface tend to get kicked 
and stepped on with some regular-
ity, especially where the raceways 
cross walkways. These areas may 
require more robust raceways or 
physical protection such as ramps or steps.

In addition to losing impact strength with increased UV 
exposure, PVC becomes brittle in cold temperatures, making it 
subject to damage. At the other temperature extreme, both NEC 
Section 352.12(D) and UL 651 Section 1.2.3(a) limit the use of 
PVC to ambient temperatures up to 122°F (50°C) only. Accord-
ing to Thermal Expansion and Contraction in Plastics Piping 
Systems PPI TR-21/2001, published by the Plastics Pipe Insti-
tute (see Resources), even at 100°F (37.78°C), PVC loses 40% of 

its stiffness, or elastic modulus. 
Further, according to the same 
publication, PVC’s effective stiff-
ness decreases significantly with 
increased duration of loading, so 
a PVC raceway tends to sag more 
over time. Metal raceways do not 
have any practical temperature 
limits, either hot or cold, and do 
not exhibit effective loss of stiff-
ness under extended loading. 

One common loading appli-
cation for raceways is a hori-
zontal run supported at certain 

intervals. Stiffer raceways show less deflection for a given 
span between supports, and stronger raceways allow lon-
ger spans without exceeding the yield stress or failing. The 
Code takes raceway stiffness into account when dictating 
minimum support spacing. PVC must be supported every 3 
feet for sizes up to 1 inch, every 5 feet up to 2 inches, and a 
maximum of every 8 feet for 6 inches. In contrast, EMT of 
any size requires supports every 10 feet, and RMC can span 
10–20 feet between supports, depending on its size.

If you are bidding on a project with drawings  

or specifications calling for an ambiguous 

raceway type such as rigid, make sure to get 

formal, written clarification through the  

Request for Information (RFI) process to 

determine the intent of the specification. 

Raceway Selection for PV Systems
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Buried raceways are not susceptible to vehicle impact, 
and they are effectively supported along their length, but 
stronger raceways better survive localized compaction from 
heavy equipment, soil shifting and settling, and motion 
resulting from seismic activity. 

Fittings and assembly quality. In addition 
to the material properties and geometry of 
the raceways themselves, the difference in fit-
tings used to connect them creates significant 
variances in mechanical durability among 
assembled raceway systems. Typically, RMC 
is assembled with threaded fittings, EMT is 
assembled with either compression fittings or 
setscrew fittings, and PVC is solvent welded. 
All of these methods are long lasting and reli-
able, if you assemble them with excellent work-
manship. However, some are more susceptible 
to field failures than others. 

Solvent-welding PVC sections can be prob-
lematic in several ways. Bell-end raceway sec-
tions, intended to save labor and materials by 
eliminating a separate coupling piece, often do 
not have the tight tolerance required for a perfect 

joint. Even with good materials, the quality of a joint is highly 
dependent on the skill and attention of the installer. The mat-
ing surfaces must be deburred, cleaned and primed properly (if 
required), and the appropriate amount of the correct solvent 
cement must be applied evenly. Then the joint must be pressed 

Sagging PVC 
raceway  This 
long, straight 
rooftop installa-
tion of PVC con-
duit is sagging or 
perhaps buckling 
due to thermal 
expansion. EMT 
with appropriate 
expansion joints 
is a cost-effective 
and more durable 
alterative in most 
environments.
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together, rotated slightly and held for at least 30 seconds to 
prevent it from pushing itself apart as it cures. If the installer 
improperly executes—or ignores—any of these steps, that com-
promises the joint. Unfortunately, even close inspection does 
not reveal shortcomings until a few thermal cycles or a mod-
erate amount of stress (including wire-pulling forces) cause 
the joint to fail, leaving the conductors susceptible to damage. 
Another minor downside to these welded joints is that they are 
not reversible. If a joint needs adjustment after welding, you 
need to cut out and replace the raceway section with the joint. 

With exterior-rooftop EMT raceway used in PV systems, 
installers join sections of EMT using compression couplings. 
These fittings also rely on good workmanship and are diffi-
cult to inspect at a glance. To make a good joint, the tubing 
must be cut square, deburred and inserted cleanly through 
all of the rain-tight gaskets and compression rings. The fit-
ting must be a compression fitting listed for use with EMT. 
Slightly larger compression fittings listed for RMC do not 
work. The installer must make the fitting wrench tight while 
ensuring that the tubing remains bottomed out in the fitting 
and, if the tubing has bends in it, that it does not rotate as 
the fitting nut is tightened. Again, if the installer forgets any 
of these steps or does them improperly, the joint may appear 
acceptable at a glance, but sharp exposed burrs or edges can 
damage conductor insulation during the wire pull or the fit-
tings may pull apart when stressed. Setscrew fittings used 
for indoor applications of EMT have similar requirements 
and shortcomings.

The combination of the need 
for excellent workmanship with 
the difficulty of accomplish-
ing a thorough inspection of an 
installed raceway system gives 
John Wiles, Code guru and senior 
research engineer at the South-
west Technology Development 
Institute at New Mexico State Uni-
versity, cause for concern: “The 
only time that we get reports of 
a conduit problem is when there 
has been a failure leading to a fire 
or other issue. As PV systems age, 
issues with improper installation 
of metallic conduits increase.”

The threaded couplings used to join sections of RMC 
and IMC are the strongest and most reliable of the vari-
ous connection methods. Cut sections require more labor 
and tools to field-cut threads—again, after cutting the 
pipe square and deburring it. As long as the pipe ends 
have threads and you have selected the correct fittings, 
the mechanical integrity of the joint is all but assured once 
you have engaged enough threads. When you have made 

the joint wrench tight, only a thread or two is visible. These 
joints are easy to inspect visually, and they are tremen-
dously strong. 

THERMAL EXPANSION 
Most of us who have spent time on rooftops have often seen 
long runs of wavy raceway and broken sections. Wavy or 

buckled pipe does not usually 
result from the failure to set a 
straight string line when the pipe 
was installed, but rather is a clear 
manifestation of thermal expan-
sion and contraction. All raceway 
materials are subject to thermal 
expansion, but some much more 
so than others. 

Two results are common when 
high–thermal-expansion raceways  
are installed without properly 
designed and installed expansion 
fittings: First, when the raceway 
expands against fixed supports or 
terminations, it causes high stress 
on the raceway and fittings, which 

can cause buckling and cracking. Second, when the raceway 
cools and contracts, the resulting tensile stress can pull fittings 
apart. In either case, the raceway has failed and exposed the 
conductors it carries to damage. 

The linear coefficient of thermal expansion is a mate-
rial property. Basically, when the atoms in a material get 
warmer, they vibrate more and take up more space, thereby 
causing expansion of the bulk material. 
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Thermal expansion on an EMT fitting  The Bakersfield 
fire was a not-so-friendly reminder of the effects of thermal 
expansion. Thermal expansion pulled this fitting apart, in 
turn damaging the conductors and causing an arc fault.
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“The only time that we get reports of a  

conduit problem is when there has been  

a failure leading to a fire or other issue.  

As PV systems age, issues with improper 

installation of metallic conduits increase.”

—John Wiles, Southwest Technology Development 
Institute, New Mexico State University
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The coefficient for a given material is expressed in fractional 
change in length (strain) per degree of temperature change 
of the material. Common building materials expand on the 
order of 10 units of length per million units of length for 
every 1°F of temperature change, or 10 × 10-6/°F. A conve-
nient way to express this change is in inches of expansion 
per 100 feet of length. For a 100°F temperature change—
commonly seen on roofs—thermal expansion of common 
materials is as follows:

Steel    0.8 inches
Concrete    0.8 inches
Wood (parallel to grain)  0.3 inches
Aluminum    1.6 inches
PVC     4.1 inches

Calculating raceway thermal expansion. NEC Article 300, 
“Wiring Methods,” has a section that applies to all raceways 
called “Raceways Exposed to Different Temperatures.” Sec-
tion 300.7(B) requires expansion fittings “where necessary 
to compensate for thermal expansion and contraction.” The 
raceway-specific articles come later in Chapter 3. Article 352 
governs PVC raceways and has specific requirements for 
mitigating thermal expansion because PVC has such a high 
coefficient and causes a bigger problem if thermal expan-
sion is ignored. Section 352.44 requires expansion fittings 
for PVC raceway when the expected length change due to 
thermal expansion is ¼ inch or greater. Table 352.44 lists the 
expansion coefficient for PVC and shows calculated length-
change values for different assumed temperature changes. 

For steel and aluminum raceways, it is up to the designer 
and the AHJ to interpret the definition of the “where neces-
sary” language in NEC Section 300.7(B), although Code does 
provide an informational note after Section 300.7(B) that 
suggests using rounded multipliers for steel (0.2) and alumi-
num (0.4) based on the PVC chart in Section 352.44, because 
the coefficient of thermal expansion for PVC is approxi-
mately 5 times that of steel and 2.5 times that of aluminum. 

This is one of the primary reasons why PVC raceway is typi-
cally not specified for rooftop use in PV systems.

Among common raceway materials, steel has the smallest 
coefficient of thermal expansion, which makes it most simi-
lar to the steel, concrete or wood buildings it is fastened to.  
Specifically, for rooftop raceway applications—which tend 
to be exposed to severe temperature changes—you can com-
pare the raceway linear coefficient of thermal expansion to 
that of the roof framing. In most buildings, the roof framing, 
which is often insulated from the exterior or moderated by 
conditioned space below, does not experience as large a tem-
perature swing as does a raceway installed a few inches above 
the roof surface. In addition, common roof framing materials 
have a relatively low linear coefficient of thermal expansion, 
meaning with less temperature change they tend to expand 
and contract less than rooftop raceways. 

The equation used to calculate thermal expansion and 
contraction is:

 delta L = alpha × delta T × L 

where delta L is the length change of the raceway, alpha is the 
coefficient of thermal expansion of the material, delta T is the 
temperature change and L is the initial raceway length. This 
is always an approximation because alpha typically changes 
slightly with temperature. The NEC provides coefficients of 
thermal expansion for PVC, steel and aluminum raceways (see 
Table 1).

Consider a raceway running 200 feet along a parapet 
wall from a combiner box to a pull box (see Diagram 1). The 

Combiner
box

Expansion
�tting

EMT Pipe guide that allows
axial movement (Typ)

Length change
1½"(+)

Length change
1"

Length change
½"

Conduit strap,
�xed (Typ)

Pull
box

0"

200'

Diagram 1  A 200-foot-long EMT installation on a parapet wall where the maximum temperature change is 110°F can  
expand 1.72 inches. An expansion fitting allows the EMT to expand without buckling. Pipe guides used in conjunction with 
the expansion fitting allow axial movement of the raceway. 

Raceway Selection for PV Systems

Raceway Type

Length Change (inch per inch of  

conduit per °F in temperature change)

Steel (EMT, IMC and RMC) 0.650 × 10-5

Aluminum (EMT and RMC) 1.3 × 10-5

PVC 3.38 × 10-5

Table 1: Coefficients of Thermal Expansion
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location’s ambient temperature ranges from 
10°F to 90°F. Assuming that the building has 
no expansion joints between the boxes, the 
building itself (and therefore the distance 
between the boxes) will expand by as much 
as 1 inch. Depending on the framing mate-
rials and the level of insulation and interior 
temperature conditioning, which reduces the 
temperature change to which the framing is 
exposed, the building may expand as little 
as ¼ inch. Since the raceway is a few inches 
above the roof surface and is exposed to 
direct sun, it can reach 120°F, for a total tem-
perature change of 110°F (120°F − 10°F). For a 
steel raceway, the length change of the race-
way would be 0.143 feet (0.650 × 10-5 × 110°F 
× 200'), or 1.72 inches, which is about ¾ inch 
to 1½ inch more expansion than the building 
itself will experience.

For an aluminum raceway, the length 
change would be 0.286 feet (1.3 × 10-5 × 110°F 
× 200'), or 3.43 inches. Finally, for a PVC race-
way, the length change would be 0.744 feet (3.38 × 10-5 × 110°F 
× 200'), or 8.92 inches. All three raceway types would require 
at least one expansion fitting—and PVC would require at 
least two —as well as associated sliding supports and guides 
to allow the expansion fittings to operate properly.

When burying PVC pipe, the temperature change under-
ground is generally assumed to be relatively small. However, 
if you assemble the PVC raceway and solvent-weld it out of 
the trench, in the sun, and then drop it into the trench and 
immediately bury it, it may develop high tensile forces when 
it cools to below-grade temperature after you have fixed it 
in place. These tensile forces may cause the weakest joint to 
pull apart underground, resulting in a failed raceway system. 
You can easily avoid this problem by allowing the assembled 
raceway to reach the cooler underground temperature 
before backfilling and compacting. 

BONDING REQUIREMENTS 
Another difference between raceway systems relates to 
grounding and bonding. Polymeric raceways are not con-
ductive, so they cannot be used as the primary or supple-
mental equipment-grounding conductor. In addition, they 
are nonferrous, so they have no effect on the impedance of 
fault-clearing circuits or dissipation of high-current surges 
to the grounding-electrode system. In contrast, steel race-
ways are conductive, which has two implications. First, it 
means they need bonding to prevent unintentional energiz-
ing of the raceway and subsequent shock hazard. For most 
PV dc circuits, as well as 480 Vac and above, installers must 
pay special attention to bonding any metal raceway because 

NEC Section 250.97 essentially requires the use of grounding 
bushings (with some exceptions) for all circuits above 250 V 
to ground. Second, the fact that steel raceways are conduc-
tive also means that they can provide either the primary or 
supplemental ground-fault current path to help clear faults 
by opening overcurrent protection devices. 

You typically cannot use flexible steel raceways, such 
as FMC and LFMC, as the primary equipment-grounding 
conductor (EGC), except for very short lengths, whereas 
rigid steel raceways are permitted as the sole equipment-
grounding conductor; see NEC Sections 250.118(6) and (7). 
However, best practice is to include an insulated EGC along 
with the current-carrying conductors inside the raceway so 
that the fault-clearing function of the EGC is not dependent 
on every fitting in the raceway system. Especially on a long 
run across a roof, where the raceway may be subject to all 
manner of challenges to its integrity, it is critical to install 
the nonraceway EGC inside the raceway. The addition of 
this “above Code” conductor also reduces the impedance of 
a potential ground-fault circuit and gives PV ground-fault 
detection devices a better chance of doing their job and pre-
venting fires. 

By definition, steel raceways are ferrous, which means 
they have magnetic interaction with both intentional and 
unintentional current flowing in the conductors inside the 
raceways. Among other considerations, this means that if 
any grounding electrode conductors (GECs) used in a PV 
system, including dc GECs, are contained in steel raceways, 
then NEC Section 250.64(E) requires bonding of both ends 
of the steel raceway to the GEC to prevent the raceway from 

Grounded metal conduits  NEC Section 250.97 specifies the ground-
ing requirements for metal raceways containing circuits with voltages that 
exceed 250 V to ground. Grounding bushings like these are commonly used 
to ground metal raceways.
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restricting the flow of current from a lightning strike—or any 
high-current surge—to the grounding electrode and into the 
earth. Aluminum raceways have the benefit of being con-
ductive without the drawbacks of magnetic interaction with 
fault currents. Therefore aluminum or PVC raceways are 
recommended for protecting GECs. See NEC Article 250 and 
especially the Soares Book on Grounding and Bonding, by the 
International Association of Electrical Inspectors, for more 
details on this topic (see Resources).

VOLTAGE LOSSES 
Choice of raceway material can affect the amount of volt-
age drop on ac inverter output circuits, especially with larger  
circuits (300-kcmil and above) and in newer systems with grid- 
stabilizing inverter features such as power factor correc-
tion. See “Voltage Drop in PV Systems,” SolarPro magazine,  
February/March 2010, for more information on voltage drop 
in general, and for a comparison of the effect on voltage drop 
of PVC, aluminum and steel raceways.

EMBODIED ENERGY 
For certain projects, factors 
such as embodied energy and 
recyclability are important 
design criteria. In those cases, 
lightweight EMT steel raceway 
may be a better choice than alu-
minum or PVC. Steel has about 
¼ the embodied energy of PVC 
on a per-kg basis, and about 1/8 
that of aluminum. Typically, for 
a given size of raceway, Schedule 
40 PVC is about ½ the weight of  
EMT, or about 1/5 the weight  
of steel RMC. Steel and alu-
minum are readily recyclable, 
whereas only a tiny fraction of 
PVC gets recycled. 

INSTALLATION
Once you have assessed the ben-
efits and limitations of raceway 
options for PV installations, race-
way selection can proceed. Mak-
ing the selection is quite valuable 
for bidding and estimating proj-
ects, yet the raceway system is 
only as good as the installation. 
Poor installation techniques can  
result in raceway issues that may 
damage conductors during the 
wire pull or raceway failures. 
Proper installation of the race-

way system and the conductors it holds requires design, plan-
ning, preparation and execution strategies that I will expand 
upon in Part Two of this article in the next issue. 
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Raceway Selection:  
Examples from Specific PV Applications 

I n many cases, the NEC may allow more than one raceway option to hold wires on the 
dc or ac side of a PV system. Here are two scenarios depicting the raceway selection 

process for common PV applications. 
Scenario 1: rooftop PV output circuit. A 500 kW rooftop project in Arizona has 10 

combiner boxes distributed around the roof. The average raceway length of the PV output 
circuit from each combiner box is 200 feet. The raceways are installed in partial- to full-
sun conditions. The installed cost difference between 2,000 feet of 2-inch EMT versus 
RMC—accounting for both labor and materials—is about $18,000, or about 3.5 cents per 
watt. Given the cost premium for RMC, select EMT unless mechanical damage is likely; if 
mechanical damage is likely, select RMC. In either case, protect any raceway installed in 
high-traffic areas with extra supports, clear marking, and ramps or steps.

Scenario 2: carport inverter output circuit. In this scenario, the inverter is located on a 
concrete pad within the PV carport structure. The inverter output circuit is routed under-
ground from the inverter pad to the site’s main electrical service. EMT is not a good option 
for underground use. In many soil types, it will corrode and disintegrate. You can wrap it 
for additional corrosion protection, but this is practical for very short runs only. Galvanized 
steel RMC is a good choice because it is quite strong and does not need to be buried as 
deep as PVC. If soil conditions are very corrosive, you should use PVC-coated RMC or 
wrap it with corrosion protection tape. However, RMC typically costs twice as much as 
PVC. PVC is very corrosion resistant and inexpensive, making it the most common choice 
for long underground runs. Select Schedule 40 PVC for the underground portion and 
Schedule 80 PVC for vertical sweeps—unless vehicle impact is possible, in which case 
you should use RMC sweeps. 

Note that RMC sweeps may need corrosion protection where they come into contact 
with corrosive elements. {

Raceway Selection for PV Systems
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Tile Roof Applications
 Roofing Systems and Array Mounting Approaches

By Jeff Spies and Johan Alfsen
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INSTALLING PV arrays on tile 
roofs is more 
time consum-

ing, complicated and expensive than installing on asphalt 
shingle roofs. Yet, despite the added difficulty, tile-roof solar 
installations are growing dramatically in active solar markets 
like those of Hawaii, California and Arizona. High utility rates, 
robust incentive programs, a plentiful solar resource and rapidly 
dropping module prices have helped make solar on tile roofs  
a reality. Aiding this growing market, new PV array mounting 
systems for tile roofs and improved tech-
niques are making installation faster, easier, 
more reliable and less expensive.

In this article, we examine the most 
common tile roof systems that installers are 
likely to encounter and address three array 
mounting and weatherproofing approaches 
developed specifically for tile roof applica-
tions. But first, a word of caution: Tile roof 
construction varies widely throughout the 
US, and some configurations make install-
ing an array difficult or impossible with-
out reroofing or using advanced mounting 
techniques. Be aware that solar installers 
cannot easily tackle applications like fully 
adhered tiles (hello, Florida and Hawaii), 
elevated underlayments, skip sheathing 
and other atypical tile configurations. In 
these situations, you would be wise to sub-
contract a capable roofing contractor to 
ensure reliable waterproof penetrations 
and the structural integrity of the array and 
affected portions of the roofing system.

Replacing Tile Roof Underlayment 
Tile roofs installed by a skilled roofing contractor can last 
many decades because tile dissipates heat better than asphalt 
shingle roofs. In addition, this heat-dissipating capacity low-
ers air conditioning bills, which is why tile roofs have become 
the norm in the southwestern US over the last three decades.

While the tiles themselves can typically last 50–75 years, 
homeowners are often surprised to learn their roof under-
layment may need replacing in as little as 15 years. This has 
major implications for PV installers. Most underlayments 
used on tile roofs are made from asphalt-impregnated felt 
paper. Unfortunately, felt paper decomposes at an undesir-
able rate when exposed to excessive heat, UV and moisture.

Replacing the tile roof underlayment beneath an installed 
PV array is a major undertaking, as it requires the removal of 
the PV modules, racking, wiring, mounts, roofing tiles and 
battens. The cost of removing and reinstalling a PV array on a 

tile roof typically ranges from $0.75 a watt to $1.25 a watt, plus 
the cost of any necessary roofing repair work. This equates to 
a whopping 20%–40% of the cost of a new PV system. Since 
the average tile roof needs to have the felt underlayment 
replaced every 15–25 years, homeowners should be strongly 
encouraged to replace the underlayment and battens beneath 
the array prior to the installation of a new PV system. The use 
of a high-quality underlayment ensures that the roofing sys-
tem will last the 25-year life of the array. 

Types of Roofing Tiles 
Roofing tiles come in a dizzying array of materials, sizes, shapes 
and colors. Clay tiles are less common than concrete tiles, but 
many high-end homeowners opt for clay tiles to achieve that 
traditional old-world look. While clay tile roofs can be very 
attractive, they are usually more expensive to install. One- 
piece clay tiles are very strong, unlike the classic sand-cast  
Mediterranean-type two-piece tiles. Sand-cast clay tiles are 
brittle and crack when walked on. Array installations on roofs 
that use cast two-piece tiles are best approached with the strip-
and-go method we describe later in this article. Concrete tiles 
are more common in residential roofing. A skilled roofer or 
solar installer can walk on them with minimal breakage. 

Since breaking tiles is a reality, installers address this chal-
lenge by repairing dog-ear breaks with tile adhesive and relo-
cating the repaired tiles in less visible areas under the array or 
elsewhere on the roof. Larger breaks require replacing the tile. 

Underlayment condition  Be sure to inspect the tile roof system’s underlay-
ment prior to installing the array. Curling felt paper is an indication that the 
underlayment requires replacement.
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Finding replacement tiles is not too difficult, but an exact color 
match is unlikely. Installers often remove original tiles from less 
visible areas of the roofing, replace them with off-color tiles, and 
use the original tiles in the visible areas around the array. If the 
color needs to be consistent over the whole roof, painting an 
off-color tile to match the other tiles might be the only option.

Roof tiles can be either flat or curved. Installing a PV array 
on flat, or low-profile, tiles tends to be a bit simpler than instal-
lations on curved tiles since the tile flashing used to seal roof 
penetrations does not need to be molded to the tile. However, 
unless the roof system has a vented eave riser, a flat-tile roof is 
not as well ventilated as a curved-tile roof. There are two types 
of curved tile: high-profile S tiles and medium-profile W tiles, 
also called villa tiles. Curved-tile roofs often require more time 
for array installation, especially if you use conventional stand-
offs and double flashing to secure the array to the roof structure.

Underlayment Options 
Wind-driven rain routinely gets up under the tiles, so the under-
layment is where the waterproofing of a tile roof actually hap-
pens. A roof ’s tiles contribute to the waterproofing system, but 
their more important function is protecting the underlayment 
from damage caused by UV exposure and heat.

Most tile roofs employ a single or double layer of 30-pound 
or 40-pound felt underlayment. Unfortunately, common 

roofing felt materials degrade quickly when exposed to high 
heat or moisture. The good news is that newer developments 
in tile-roofing construction methods, improved underlayment 
materials, drainage-friendly battens and weather-blocking 
products can extend underlayment life to 50 years or more. 
These systems are well matched to the operational life of PV 
arrays and take array removal and reinstallation out of the 
customers’ ROI equation.

Underlayment selection is critical for homeowners to ensure 
that the roof lasts as long as the array. When co-author Jeff 
Spies recently had the underlayment replaced on his 16-year-
old home, the poor condition of the felt material surprised him. 
The roofer advised replacing the 30-pound felt underlayment 
with a 90-pound mineralized rolled roofing material with a 
granulated surface. This is the same material used to make con-
ventional asphalt shingles and is an approved roofing system 
by itself. It is commonly found underneath sand-cast two-piece 
tile roofs in the classic mortar-jointed Mediterranean style.

Many roofers also recommend synthetic or plastic under-
layment. These sophisticated materials can last for 30–50 
years and do not break down when exposed to extended peri-
ods of moisture. Synthetic underlayments offer additional 
benefits over felt, including less weight on the roof, higher fire 
resistance, and the ability to bend and twist around corners 
and crevices without tearing, which commonly occurs with 
felt underlayment.

Battens, Weather Blocking and Eave Risers 
Tile roofs with a high-quality underlayment can maintain their 
weatherproofing integrity over the operational life of a PV 
array. Several additional roofing system components are also 
important to consider prior to a solar installation.

Battens. Allowing water to drain quickly from behind the 
battens is critical to extending underlayment life. Conven-
tionally installed 1x2-inch wood battens act like a water dam. 
When wind-driven rain gets under the tile, it flows down the 
underlayment and hits the uphill side of the wood batten, 
where dirt accumulates. This dirt tends to hold moisture, and 
over time this moisture-capture area degrades the under-
layment and the wood battens. Flow-through or drainage-
friendly battens allow water to drain through or under the 
battens, down the roof and over the edge to promote rapid 
drying. Drainage-friendly designs include elevated battens 
with plastic discs that raise the wood batten off the underlay-
ment and Boral Roofing’s Tru-Flow battens with wide drain-
age channels.

 Weather blocking. Another beneficial upgrade for tile roofs 
is installing weather blocking that prevents rain from enter-
ing spaces between the tiles on a roof ’s hips and ridges. Until 
fairly recently, felt underlayment often fulfilled this func-
tion. Regrettably, felt is a poor weather C
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Underlayment and battens  A 90-pound mineralized rolled 
roof underlayment is a better option than felt paper and will 
maintain its waterproofing for the life of the array. Advanced 
batten designs, like Boral Roofing’s Tru-Flow product, allow 
water to drain rapidly off the underlayment. 
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block: When exposed to UV radiation, it deteriorates after 
10–15 years, allowing rainwater to reach the hip and ridge 
beams and the roof sheathing in the impacted area.

Eave risers. Eave risers support the front edge of the tile at 
the eave to raise it to the same angle as the other tiles. Vented 
“bird-stop” eave risers allow air to circulate under the leading 
edge of the tile to cool the roof as well as prevent birds from 
nesting, both of which can shorten underlayment life. In past 
decades, many tile roofs used eave risers made from a wood 
board nailed to the fascia to prop up the leading edge of the 
first row of tiles. Roofers commonly used a piece of foam as  
a spacer to fill the gap, with the underlayment covering the 
foam spacer. Unfortunately, this approach results in a reduced 
slope angle near the eave, 
which slows water drain-
age and negatively impacts 
underlayment longevity. 
Newer vented bird-stop 
eave risers prop up the 
front edge of the tile and 
allow the underlayment to 
drain at a slope that is con-
tinuous to the eave so that 
rainwater has an unob-
structed path off the roof.

The poor venting of 
many tile roofs causes the 
attic space to retain unde-
sirable levels of heat. Add-
ing vented bird-stop eave 
risers can increase airflow 

and reduce temperatures between the tile and the underlay-
ment. Installing additional attic ventilation, such as powered 
fan vents, ridge vents, O’Hagin vents and so on, can further 
reduce attic temperatures, extending underlayment life and 
lowering electricity bills.

Array Mounting Options 
Once you have determined a tile roof ’s materials, installa-
tion details and remaining lifespan, you have the information 
you need to specify the optimal array attachment and water-
proofing products and installation methods. Three mounting 
options are available for tile roof applications: standoffs and 
double flashing, tile hooks, and the strip-and-go method.

STANDOFFS AND DOUBLE FLASHING 
Standoffs, which typically consist of an aluminum base and 
extruded post, combined with a double-flashing system, are 
the most commonly used code-compliant form of mounting 
and waterproofing array attachments on a tile roof.

Standoff mounts can be installed on almost any style of tile 
roof, including batten or battenless and curved- or flat-tile pro-
files. Standoffs attached to rafters typically stand about 4–6 inches 
from the decking on a flat-tile roof and approximately 6–8 inches 
on higher-profile curved-tile roofs. Standoff mounting allows for 
the use of virtually any racking system. Common L-foot mounted 
systems often provide lateral and vertical adjustability, and the 
L-foot’s slotted mounting holes simplify array installation.

The International Building Code (IBC) recognizes the Tile 
Roofing Institute (TRI) guidelines as the standard code for tile 
roof installations (reference ICC-ESR 2015). TRI guidelines 
require flashing at the top tile level and at the underlayment 
level beneath the tiles. (See “Tile Roofing Systems,” SolarPro 
magazine, December/January 2011.) C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  9 8
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Tile Roof Applications

Weather blocking  A tile roof’s ridges and hips are prone to 
water intrusion. Weather blocking minimizes underlayment 
degradation caused by exposure to UV and moisture.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Standoffs and  
double flashing

Traditional roofing method 

Higher load capacity

Works with all tile heights

More labor intensive, especially on 
curved tile

More expensive than tile hook

Tile hooks

Attractive with no visible flashing

Faster installation time

Lower cost

Fewer parts

Many hooks lack underlayment flashing 

Many hooks have lower load capacity

May not work with all tile heights 

Strip and go

New shingle roof under array lasts life of array

Uses less-expensive and easier-to-install 
mounts

Perimeter tile gives array an aesthetically 
pleasing low-profile appearance

Leftover tiles available for future roof repairs

More labor intensive at time of install

Requires subcontracting to roofer

PV Array Tile Mounting Methods

http://solarprofessional.com/articles/design-installation/tile-roofing-systems-materials-and-methods-for-flashing-penetrations
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Standoffs and double-flashing systems may require more 
installation labor and tile cutting but are often stronger than 
tile-hook mounting systems. Cutting a small hole in the tile can 
be challenging, but with the right tools, you can complete the 
process with little effort. Most tile roofers use diamond blades 
on angle grinders for this task.

While tile hooks have deflection limitations, a standoff 
base-and-post mount provides greater strength because it is 
secured to the rafter and attached directly to the racking sys-
tem. The standoff must pass through the surface of the tile and 
requires flashing at the penetration for proper waterproofing. 
In the past, roofers used malleable lead for the top tile flashing. 
Due to environmental concerns and the high cost of lead, today 
most installers use dead soft aluminum flashing. Though dead 
soft aluminum flashings are not quite as malleable as lead, they 
work on all tile roofs. Aluminum is nontoxic and recyclable, can 
be anodized for resistance to salt air corrosion and holds up to 
the elements for decades.

The installer must seal standoffs at the underlayment level 
using an approved metal flashing bibbed with underlayment or 
sealed using the three-course method described in SolarPro’s 
“Tile Roofing Systems” article (December/January 2011).

TILE HOOKS
The use of tile hooks for array attachment has grown over the 
last few years. One major advantage is the lack of visible flash-
ing, which makes for a more attractive array. Another benefit is 
faster, easier and less expensive installation using fewer parts, 
compared to the more conventional standoffs and double-
flashing method.

When determining whether a roof is suitable for tile hooks, 
you need to know how high the tile is spaced off the underlay-
ment. Tile hooks are often designed for a specific tile height and 
installation configuration, like common S tile or flat tile installed 
on standard 1x2-inch battens. They may not work with batten-
less tile installations or with elevated battens, as the tiles’ height 
off the underlayment might be too short or tall for the hook. 

Some tile hooks offer vertical height adjustment using a 
two-part bolted hook with a vertical adjustment mechanism, 
but be aware that these adjustable-height hooks might not be 
as strong as single-piece hooks. Also, tile hooks tend to have 
lower pullout values compared with standoffs, so you must ver-
ify that the specific hooks have the required pullout and com-
pression strength to secure the array properly for 25-plus years. 
We recommend reviewing third-party engineering test data to 

validate that a tile hook’s load 
capacities meet your local 
permitting requirements for 
pullout and shear loading. 

When installed properly, 
the tile hook passes between 
two tiles and does not pen-
etrate the tile surface. When 
using tile hooks, you have to 
remove part of the weather-
guard lug from the bottom of 
the top tile. You can do this 
with a tuck-pointing diamond 
blade on an electric grinder.

One of the benefits of 
using tile hooks is the elimi-
nation C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  1 0 0
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Standoffs and double flashing  To meet relevant building codes, you should flash array standoffs and bib them at the  
underlayment level, with a second flashing installed at the tile level.

Tile hooks  Manufacturers including Schletter (left) offer a variety of tile hooks that are 
compatible with various tile profiles. Quick Mount PV (right) offers a tile hook product with 
flashing, which in this example is sealed using the three-course method.
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of tile-level flashing. However, many installers fail to 
install the base flashing mandated by the IBC, the IRC, 
tile roofing manufacturers and the TRI. The TRI guide-
lines require installation of flashing at the under-
layment or base level on all tile roof penetrations. 
Flashing at the base level protects the hooks’ fasteners 
from rainwater running down the underlayment.

STRIP AND GO 
In the third array mounting method for tile roof appli-
cations, referred to as strip and go, a roofing contrac-
tor removes tiles from the array installation area 
and replaces them with composition shingles. The 
installer surrounds the array with the original tiles to 
make the installation look as though it is on a tile roof, 
even though it is installed on a composition asphalt 
shingle roof. The strip-and-go method is desirable 
when working on traditional clay tile roofs (cap-and-
barrel or Spanish tile), and is also popular on batten-
less tile roofs. Some types of clay tile break easily when 
you walk on them, and the strip-and-go method circumvents 
this issue.

Once you have removed the tiles in the array field, you 
can install composition shingle mounts. Composition shingle 
roofing acts as an underlayment and provides a lower-profile 
installation that tends to look more like BIPV, yet still pro-
motes airflow under the array. In strip-and-go systems, the 
two mounting options are standoffs with flashing installed 
on the underlayment before shingle installation, or all-in-
one flashed mounts installed after the shingles are in place. 
Typically, roofers install step flashings where the composition 
roofing meets the tile roofing.

A reputable roofing contractor who understands the over-
all scope of the array installation process and the planned PV 
attachment and flashing systems should complete the strip-
and-go method. If you are not a licensed roofing contractor, you 
should establish a close working relationship with a competent 
and trustworthy roofer.

Industry Perspectives and Best Practices 
For input and suggested best practices, we reached out to five 
integrators who have significant experience installing arrays on 
tile roofs. The methods and products they use vary considerably.

What are the biggest challenges to installing PV arrays 
on tile roofs? 

n Tile roofs add labor cost and time. It is a large job to remove 
tile and install deck flashing to preserve the integrity of the 
underlayment. Three-coursing the base flashing with roofing 
cement is messy. Removing tile dust is challenging, and many 

flashing installations require the removal of battens. Care 
must be exercised to seal the batten nail holes properly. Tile-
level flashing often requires tile cutting with a grinder, which 
is messy and time consuming. Often the cutting required 
for each standoff is a custom project, especially for mounts 
located on or near a tile seam, or those near roofing hips or 
valleys. Broken tiles are another problem with tile roof instal-
lations. Some tiles are as weak as cornflakes and break very 
easily, and fixing broken tiles or finding replacements can take 
time and be expensive. We would love to see better tools and 
equipment to help minimize tile breakage when installing a 
solar array. We often find the best way to reduce tile breakage 
is to remove tiles in walkway areas.

—Joe Messner, chief operations officer, Sun Valley Solar  
Solutions, Chandler, Arizona

n Educating clients on their tile roofing system is the biggest 
challenge, because they are typically more interested in the PV 
system purchase than in the roof. The easy part is the investiga-
tion of the roofing system and the determination of the type of 
tile roofing used, along with its remaining serviceable life. We 
find it a challenge to communicate to the clients exactly what 
trimester or quarter of the system’s serviceable life their roof 
is currently in. Once the clients’ expectations on the remain-
ing serviceable life of the roofing system are set, any required 
or recommended repairs or maintenance can be tackled, up to 
and including a full tile removal and reinstallation. 

—Will Herndon, executive VP of construction, American 
Solar Electric, Scottsdale, Arizona

n One of the challenges is getting access to surplus tile prior 
to the PV installation, since it is a given that there will be some 
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Strip and go  On fragile clay tile roofs, it is preferable to use the strip-
and-go installation method, in which a roofer removes tiles from the 
roof surface under the array location and applies new composition 
roofing prior to array installation. 
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roof tile breakage during the installation. The roof tile industry 
has undergone a tremendous amount of consolidation in the 
last 15 years, and most of the roof tile mold designs and colors 
have changed.

—Tony Diaz, roof and solar consultant, Century Roof & Solar, 
Hayward, California

n Working with tile roofing presents a number of challenges to 
the installer. Lightweight or brittle tile can be difficult to walk on 
and work with, and you never truly know the latent condition of 
the roofing felt until you tear into the roof. Proper installation 
practices and material selection are essential to expedite per-
mit processing, to maintain existing roof warranties, to pass AHJ 
inspections and to deliver a product that we can confidently 
stand behind. We must know we have done everything we can 
to avoid any future water intrusion issues for our customer.

—Keith Randhahn, operations manager, Baker Electric Solar, 
San Diego, California

n Everyone who has installed on tile roofs knows that the big-
gest installation challenge is getting around on them without 
breaking more tiles than necessary. Another big challenge is 
waterproofing the mounting penetrations at the underlayment 
level. We use mounting technologies that ensure the flashing of 
the underlayment penetration will last for decades and through 
wide temperature differentials.

—Heath Galloway, installation practices manager,  
Sungevity, Oakland, California

What is the typical cost range to remove and reinstall 
(R&R) an array in your service area? 

n Typically, 50 cents per watt is the lowest starting price for 
simple installations that involve a single-story roof, asphalt 

Tile mounting systems  To maximize a customer’s ROI, the 
service life of a tile roofing system should match that of the 
array. New products and improved installation techniques 
are making tile roof installations faster, more reliable and 
less expensive.

Roof Tech
info@roof-tech.us http://roof-tech.us

ROOF TECH
Smarter PV Mounting Solutions

MOST WORK UNDER THE SUN.

WE PERFORM UNDER WATER.

http://roof-tech.us
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shingles and a rectangular array. However, tile roofs are more 
involved, especially if there is a lot of conduit replacement or 
junction box work. Each system has different considerations, 
but tile roof R&R often costs 75 cents to $1 per watt or more.

—Joe Messner, Sun Valley Solar Solutions

n We are still analyzing these costs, but right now we are 
charging clients about $100 per module for R&R with the 
understanding that we will reuse most of the original parts for 
the reinstallation. We also make it clear that we will bill any 
major rewiring or substantial unforeseen work in addition. It 
is difficult to price replacement of the underlayment in dol-
lars per watt as the process has so many variables, such as the 
power density of the array, the cost per watt of the PV system 
in any particular area, and how much of the perimeter tile one 
chooses to remove and replace. In Phoenix the going rate is 
approximately $2.50 per square foot.

—Will Herndon, American Solar Electric

n It varies depending on the ability to use the original racking. 
Assuming that we would need to replace the mounting and we 
would reuse the racking, we could be up to $2 per watt. On a  
3 kW system, the untimely need to remove and reinstall an 

array due to roof mounting blunders surely wreaks havoc on 
the financial payback promised by the original installer.

—Tony Diaz, Century Roof & Solar

n The R&R cost depends on the system size, the racking used 
and other site conditions, but we can usually remove and rein-
stall an average size system in just under 2 days for about $2,500.

—Keith Randhahn, Baker Electric Solar

n I have received bids ranging from 75 cents to $1.50 per watt, 
depending on the exact scope of work.

—Heath Galloway, Sungevity

Should the typical home have the tile underlayment 
replaced prior to a PV installation? How many years can 
a tile roof underlayment remain in service before it is too 
old for a PV retrofit? 

n That’s a really good question. If it was up to me, we would 
strip every tile roof of the tile in the array field, and we would 
have a roofer install new underlayment and asphalt shingles. 
We would then install asphalt shingle mounts for the racking 
system. While a new shingle roof adds some initial cost, the 

Tile Roof Applications

1292 Logan Circle NW
Atlanta, GA 30318
+1 877 847 8919
www.renusolamerica.com

YES,
THAT’S ALL

Renusol MS

Booth 3310

The Renusol MS system is a simple, compact, cost-effective
PV mounting system for steel trapezoidal sheet metal roofs.

http://www.renusolamerica.com
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mounts are much easier and less expensive to install, and 
the homeowner gets a new roof that will easily last the life 
of the array. After assembling the array on the racking sys-
tem, we install the roofing tiles around the perimeter of the 
array, leaving plenty of replacement tiles for future repairs. 
Unfortunately, most homeowners do not want to pay for this 
upgrade, even if it does provide a better long-term cost of 
ownership. We install most tile roof mounts on the existing 
tile roof. Therefore, the site assessor must have a trained eye 
to inspect the integrity of the existing roof. An inexpensive 
30-pound felt does not last as long as a 90-pound rolled roof 
underlayment. When we look at the underlayment, visible 
cracking and curling is always a red flag that indicates the 
underlayment needs replacing. We have a licensed roofer on 
our staff who helps determine the best course of action for 
the roof preparation prior to solar installations if there are 
complicated roofing issues.

—Joe Messner, Sun Valley Solar Solutions

n This is a great question and one that has taken many years of 
experience to settle into. Rather than basing a solution on how 
many years of service the roofing system has already provided, 
we base the solution on our estimation of the remaining years 

of serviceable life that the roofing system can deliver for the 
client. Our threshold on this has been that if a roofing report 
comes back with a serviceable life of less than 5 years, we don’t 
proceed with a PV installation on top of the roofing system 
without performing a tile R&R under a separate roofing con-
tract. A tile R&R, of course, is a whole new roofing system that 
includes a new underlayment.

—Will Herndon, American Solar Electric

n In new construction situations, the underlayment often sits 
in the sun and weather for 6 months or longer waiting for con-
struction to be completed. A felt underlayment is not designed 
for full sun and weather exposure, and it may lose up to 60% of 
its service life by the time the tile is installed. So a 5-year-old 
tile roof with an underlayment life expectancy of 30 years may 
have considerably fewer years of waterproofing ability in these 
situations. I recommend having a roofing contractor assess the 
condition and life expectancy on any tile roof and the underlay-
ment prior to installing solar.

—Tony Diaz, Century Roof & Solar

n It depends. Our rule of thumb is that the underlayment 
should be replaced if it doesn’t have at least 10 years of useful 

FS Uno™—
Now ETL Classi�ed 

The most reliable choice for steel ground mount systems is now 
ETL Classi�ed, passing complete grounding requirements.

•  100% high-quality galvanized steel
•  South facing and east-west facing con�gurations available
•  100% IBC code compliant with PE stamps available in most states

Schletter US (520) 289-8700      |     Schletter Canada (519) 946-3800 

www.schletter.us  |  www.schletter.ca

http://www.schletter.us
http://www.schletter.ca
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life left. We’ve seen roofs that are only 5–10 years old where 
inferior products or installation practices were used and the 
underlayment already needs replacing. We’ve seen others that 
are over 30 years old and appear to be in great condition. Our 
position is to err on the side of caution and recommend at least 
considering underlayment replacement if there is any doubt or 
concern, or if the roof is nearing the last 10 years of its expected 
useful life. In most cases a qualified roofer is happy to provide a 
professional second opinion at no cost.

—Keith Randhahn, Baker Electric Solar

What tile roof mounting methods do you prefer and why? 

n We follow the TRI guidelines using a primary flashing at the 
tile level and a secondary flashing at the base [underlayment] 
level. We recently started using flashed tile hooks to reduce 
mounting labor costs and improve aesthetics. The integrated 
base flashing helps us remain TRI compliant.

—Joe Messner, Sun Valley Solar Solutions

n Right now we prefer a traditional stanchion mount with a 
two-flashing system that includes a base flashing three-coursed 
at the deck level and a layover flashing at the tile level. This is 
primarily due to the evolution of residential rooftop PV and 
keeping in sync with traditional roofing techniques. We are 
getting excited about some of the new products hitting the 
market and the willingness of the roofing industry to explore 
and accept new arguments regarding differentiation between 
a PV stanchion attachment and, for example, a vent stack roof 
penetration. We are running some jobs through with these new 
products, so we will see where things land over the course of 
the next year or so.

—Will Herndon, American Solar Electric

n I prefer tile hooks for tile attachment because the water-
proofing for the hook and tile is a sleeved system between the 
rows of tile, reducing the possibilities of water getting under the 
tile at the penetration points.

—Tony Diaz, Century Roof & Solar

n We perceive electrical hazards and water intrusion concerns 
to be the two greatest risks associated with any PV installation. 
While most homeowners understand the electrical concerns 
and ask detailed questions about the safety and operation of 
a PV system, many still do not recognize the potential threat 
of water intrusion. We prefer Quick Mount PV’s QBase Univer-
sal Tile Mount. This engineered system is designed, tested and 
proven to provide a solution that is quick, easy and completely 
code compliant with properly flashed roof penetrations. Water 
intrusion is no longer a concern with properly installed and 
flashed roof penetrations.

—Keith Randhahn, Baker Electric Solar

n As a result of the variability of curved- and flat-tile com-
position, styles and quality, you should always use primary 
and secondary  flashing techniques. If a mounting solution 
doesn’t have flashing at the underlayment level, the poten-
tial for AHJ compliance decreases and the probability of 
future leaks increases. Also, minimizing the need to cut tiles 
is preferred to avoid creating a messy and hazardous job 
site, as well as to mitigate as much silica dust disturbance 
as possible. Therefore, using a tile hook  that requires only 
a small notch out of the front horizontal portion of the tile 
works best for us in most cases. Tile roofing products come 
in many different shapes and get installed in many different 
ways. Hence, having either one product that is very versa-
tile or a diverse range of mounting solutions from the same 
vendor, which minimizes installation variability and racking 
incompatibility, is the preferred strategy to approach the 
wide range of tile roofs.

—Heath Galloway, Sungevity

Summary
Since the cost of removing and reinstalling a PV array 

is significant, installers should advise their customers with 
tile roofs on the benefits of reroofing under the array before 
installation. In the past, the majority of tile-roof PV arrays 
were installed on roofs with underlayments that were likely 
to need replacing within 5–15 years. The resulting wave of 
solar roof repairs will create a rapidly growing business 
opportunity for PV installers who are also licensed roofing 
contractors or are closely partnered with a roofing contrac-
tor. Solar and roofing contractors who understand this roof-
ing reality will be well positioned to take advantage of this 
up-and-coming opportunity.

g C O N T A C T

Jeff Spies / Quick Mount PV / Walnut Creek, CA /  

 jeff.spies@quickmountpv.com / quickmountpv.com

Johan Alfsen / Quick Mount PV / Walnut Creek, CA /  

 johan.alfsen@quickmountpv.com / quickmountpv.com

Resources 
DPW Solar / 800.260.3792 / power-fab.com

EcoFasten Solar / 877.859.3947 / ecofastensolar.com

EJOT Fastening Systems / 262.612.3550 / ejot-usa.com

Mounting Systems / 855.731.9996 / mounting-systems.com

Professional Solar Products / 805.486.4700 / prosolar.com

Quick Mount PV / 925.478.8269 / quickmountpv.com

Schletter / 520.289.8700 / schletter.us

Unirac / 505.242.6411 / unirac.com

Zilla / 720.880.6700 / zillarac.com
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Training Continuing Education for the Pro

For additional training opportunities and course details, visit solarprofessional.com/training.
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CALIFORNIA

PV Principles & Applications,  
in Spanish
College of the Desert

Palm Springs
Oct 1 – Nov 21
collegeofthedesert.edu/solar

PV Training Design & Installation 
Intensive
Solar Living Institute

Hopland
Oct 7 – Oct 11
Nov 11 – Nov 15
solarliving.org

NABCEP PV Exam Preparation
Sean White Solar

San Francisco Bay Area 
Oct 12
maximumpowerpointtraining.com

Off-Grid PV Systems for  
Professionals
Solar Living Institute

Hopland
Oct 24 – Oct 25
solarliving.org

Advanced PV Topics & the 2011  
& 2014 NEC 
Sean White Solar

San Francisco Bay Area
Oct 26
Nov 25 
maximumpowerpointtraining.com

Grid-Tie Battery Backup 
AEE Solar

San Diego
Nov 8
aeesolar.com

COLORADO

NABCEP PV Exam Preparation
Thames Solar Electric

Denver
Oct 7 – Oct 8
thamessolar.com

FLORIDA

Installing PV Systems
Florida Solar Energy Center

Cocoa Beach
Oct 7 – Oct 11
fsec.ucf.edu

PV Design & Installation
US Solar Institute

Fort Lauderdale
Nov 4 – Nov 8
ussolarinstitute.com

Advanced PV Installation
US Solar Institute

Fort Lauderdale
Nov 11 – Nov 15
ussolarinstitute.com

PV Field Training
US Solar Institute

Fort Lauderdale
Nov 18 – Nov 22
ussolarinstitute.com

GEORGIA

PV Systems Design & Installation 
Solairgen School of Solar Technology

Dahlonega
Oct 14 – Oct 18
solairgen.com

Fundamentals of Solar Business & 
Technical Sales
MAGE SOLAR Academy

Dublin
Oct 25
magesolaracademy.com

PV Field Inspectors
MAGE SOLAR Academy

Dublin
Nov 8
magesolaracademy.com

PV Systems Design & Installation 
Solairgen School of Solar Technology

Dahlonega
Nov 11 – Nov 15
solairgen.com

ILLINOIS

Solar Thermal Designer Certification 
Training
HeatSpring Learning Instutute

Chicago
Oct 21 – Nov 29
heatspring.com

MASSACHUSETTS

Batteries in PV Systems
HeatSpring Learning Instutute

Cambridge
Oct 7 – Nov 15 
heatspring.com

Understanding Solar Renewable 
Energy Credits (SRECs)
HeatSpring Learning Instutute

Cambridge
Oct 21
Oct 25
heatspring.com

MINNESOTA 

PV Site-Assesor Training
Minnesota Renewable Energy Society

White Bear Lake
Nov 16 – Dec 7
mnrenewables.org

NEW YORK

Solar Sales Training
SUNY Ulster

Kingston
Oct 1 – Oct 24
sunyulster.edu/ce

Solar Hot Water Installation & Design
SUNY Ulster

Stone Ridge
Oct 4 – Oct 6
sunyulster.edu/ce

Domestic Solar Hot Water Heating 
Hands-on Lab
SUNY Ulster

Stone Ridge
Oct 17 – Oct 18
sunyulster.edu/ce

NABCEP Solar Heating Entry Level 
Exam Review
SUNY Ulster

Kingston
Oct 21
sunyulster.edu/ce

NABCEP PV Exam Preparation
SUNY Ulster

Kingston
Oct 28 – Oct 30
sunyulster.edu/ce

Conquering Solar Incentive Forms  
& Regulations
SUNY Ulster

Kingston
Nov 1
sunyulster.edu/ce

Residential PV Site-Assessor Training
SUNY Ulster

Kingston
Nov 5 – Nov 7
sunyulster.edu/ce

Solar Thermal Installation 
ECS Solar Energy Systems

Farmingdale
Nov 11 – Nov 15
farmingdale.edu

Advanced Residential PV Site  
Assessor
SUNY Ulster

Kingston
Nov 12 – Nov 19
sunyulster.edu/ce

Introduction to Off-Grid PV Systems
SUNY Ulster

Stone Ridge
Nov 14 – Nov 15
sunyulster.edu/ce

NORTH CAROLINA

Solar Business Basics 
NC Solar Center at NC State University

Raleigh
Oct 10
ncsc.ncsu.edu/

OREGON

Code-Compliant PV Design
Oregon Solar Energy Industries  
Association

Hillsboro
Oct 4
oseia.org

UTAH

NABCEP PV Exam Preparation
Salt Lake Community College

Salt Lake City
Oct 5 – Oct 12
slcccontinuinged.com/solar

2011 NEC & PV
Salt Lake Community College

Salt Lake City
Nov 2
slcccontinuinged.com/solar

WISCONSIN

Solar Domestic Hot Water
Midwest Renewable Energy Association

Custer
Nov 16
midwestrenew.org

http://www.collegeofthedesert.edu/solar
http://www.solarliving.org
http://www.solarliving.org
http://solarprofessional.com/training
http://www.maximumpowerpointtraining.com
http://www.maximumpowerpointtraining.com
http://www.aeesolar.com
http://www.thamessolar.com
http://www.fsec.ucf.edu
http://www.ussolarinstitute.com
http://www.ussolarinstitute.com
http://www.ussolarinstitute.com
http://www.solairgen.com
http://www.magesolaracademy.com
http://www.magesolaracademy.com
http://www.solairgen.com
http://www.heatspring.com
http://www.heatspring.com
http://www.heatspring.com
http://www.mnrenewables.org
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.sunyulster.edu/ce
http://www.farmingdale.edu
http://www.ncsc.ncsu.edu
http://www.oseia.org
http://www.slcccontinuinged.com/solar
http://www.slcccontinuinged.com/solar
http://www.midwestrenew.org


is a renewable resource
(...but don’t forget to renew it.)

SolarPro represents a growing community 
of over 30,000 solar industry peers 
sharing their professional expertise. 

Renew your subscription and stay connected. 

why?

when?

how?

To keep SolarPro free. While it may seem odd to renew a free subscrip-
tion, your renewal ensures that we’re not wasting money and paper by 
mailing copies to people who’ve moved on. What’s more, a stringently 
qualifi ed and requalifi ed audience provides our advertisers with the good 
value they pay for. Both help us to keep your subscription free.

Every two years. When you’re eligible for your renewal, we begin a series 
of four successive reminder messages to you via email. Your 
SolarPro subscription is on hold until we hear from you. Access to the web-
site is limited and no further issues will be mailed at this point. Check your 
renewal  date and eligibility anytime at solarprofessional.com/renew.

Just update and click. Follow the link in any of the above-mentioned 
reminder messages or visit solarprofessional.com/renew. Review and 
update your subscription application information as needed and 
click “okay.” Most renewals are approved instantly. 

http://solarprofessional.com
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Residential Solar Water Site- 
Assessor Training
Midwest Renewable Energy Association

Custer
Nov 17
midwestrenew.org

Solar Water Decommissioning
Midwest Renewable Energy Association

Custer
Nov 24
midwestrenew.org

ONLINE

Allied American University
allied.edu

Allied Schools
training4green.com

Imagine Solar 
imaginesolar.com

HeatSpring Learning Institute
heatspring.com

Midwest Renewable Enegy  
Association

midwestrenew.org

Minnesota Renewable Energy Society
mnrenewables.org

ONTILITY
ontility.com

Quick Mount PV
quickmountpv.com 

Rich Hessler Solar Sales Training 
pvsolarsalestraining.com

Solar Energy International
solarenergy.org

Solar Living Institute
solarliving.org

Solar Training School
solartrainingschool.com

Step Up Education
stepupeducation.com

Sun Pirate 
sunpirate.com

Zep Solar
training.zepsolar.com

TRAINING
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I n June 2012, Stellar Energy commis-
sioned a 960 kW roof-mounted PV sys-

tem that provides clean energy for James 
Cameron’s Lightstorm Entertainment 
production studio. The Lightstorm team 
wanted to make a significant statement 
by powering 100% of the filming and pro-
duction of the Avatar movie sequels with 
solar energy. Installed at the MBS Media 
Campus in Manhattan Beach, California, 
the system required close cooperation 
between Lightstorm; the property owner, 
the Carlyle Group; and the property man-
ager, Raleigh Studios.

Stellar Energy worked with Light-
storm Entertainment to determine the 
amount of energy the Avatar franchise 
would consume over a 5-year production 

period based on the facility’s historical 
energy consumption, which included 
the energy used to produce the first film. 
Stellar Energy designed the system, which 
utilizes 3,692 Yingli Solar 260 W modules 
and three Solectria SGI central inverters, 
to generate a projected 1,667 MWh annu-
ally. The system will allow the filmmakers 
to achieve their goal of producing 100% 
solar-powered Avatar sequels.

The 212,481-square-foot array is 
distributed over three buildings. The 
barrel roofs presented a design chal-
lenge requiring Stellar Energy to develop 
a unique penetrating racking system 
that fans over the roof surfaces. The 
adjustable racking system conforms 
to the curve of the buildings’ roofs and 
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Projects System Profiles 

Stellar Energy
Lightstorm Entertainment 

Overview
DESIGNER: Chris Pettigrew, senior  

commercial PV designer, Stellar 

Energy, stellarenergy.com

LEAD INSTALLERS: Jim Nash, project 

manager, Stellar Energy; Steve Foster, 

project manager, CSI Electrical Con-

tractors, csielectric.com

DATE COMMISSIONED: June 13, 2012

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME:  

113 days

LOCATION: Manhattan Beach, CA, 

33.9°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.6 kWh/m2/day

ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES: 

78.8°F 2% average high, 39.2°F 

extreme minimum

ARRAY CAPACITY: 960 kWdc

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:  

1,667 MWh

http://www.stellarenergy.com
http://www.csielectric.com
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minimizes the impact of the roof sur-
faces’ varying heights.

The custom-designed racking system 
was economical and easy to install. The 
majority of the system utilizes self- 
tapping Tek screws that do not require 
pilot holes—the tip of the screw drills 
a hole before the threads engage with 
the mating structural member. Stellar 
Energy minimized the number of required 
mounting penetrations by connecting 
two rows of racking using long C-channel 
beams. Instead of the typical two rows  
of penetrations ( front and rear) for each 
row of modules, the system that Stellar 
Energy developed has three rows of pen-
etrations ( front, center and rear) for every 
two rows of modules. This design resulted 
in a 25% reduction in the total number of 
roof penetrations.

Working at a busy studio that was 
in full production during the PV system 
installation required accommodating 
the client’s security, privacy and noise 
restriction policies to minimize disrup-
tion. To eliminate any unwanted noise 
on the roof, installation crews would 

stop and start on different roof sec-
tions as the studio directed. The racking 
system’s design helped meet the client’s 
requirement to avoid noise pollution 
inside the studio.

An additional design complication 
was the limited ground space available 
for the three Solectria central inverters. 
To maintain the studio’s limited park-
ing spaces, Stellar Energy installed one 
inverter on each of the three roofs.  
Make sure to check out Stellar Energy’s 
video of the project, which includes  
an interview with James Cameron, at  
stellarenergy.com/case-studies/ 
commercial-solar/item/lightstorm-
entertainment.html.

“The Lightstorm Entertainment project 

presented us with multiple engineering 

challenges. There was not a racking system 

on the market that could accommodate the 

slopes of the buildings’ barrel roofs. Stellar 

Energy designed and fabricated a custom 

racking system with angular beam connec-

tions that allowed multiple small arrays to 

pivot around the roof surface.”
—Chris Pettigrew, Stellar Energy 

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 3,692 Yingli Solar 

YL260C-30b, 260 W STC, +5/-0 W, 

8.46 Imp, 30.8 Vmp, 8.91 Isc, 38.6 

Voc

INVERTERS: 3-phase 277/480 Vac 

service, two Solectria SGI 266  

(266 kW, 625 Vdc maximum input, 

300–500 Vdc MPPT range), one 

Solectria SGI 300 (300 kW, 625 Vdc 

maximum input, 300–500 Vdc MPPT 

range), one roof-mounted inverter  

per each of three buildings 

ARRAY: 13 modules per source  

circuit (3,380 W, 8.46 Imp, 400.4 Vmp, 

8.91 Isc, 501.8 Voc), 9–12 source 

circuits per combiner; eight combin-

ers each for SGI 266 inverters, nine 

combiners for SGI 300 inverter; 960 

kWdc array total

ARRAY INSTALLATION: Penetrating 

roof mount, 3-ply Class A built-up 

roof, custom racking system, 180° 

azimuth, 15° tilt

ARRAY COMBINERS: 25 Bentek Solar 

Basic 200 A, 15 A fuses

SYSTEM MONITORING: DECK  

Monitoring with weather station 

(environmental data shared between 

three arrays)

http://www.stellarenergy.com/case-studies/commercial-solar/item/lightstorm-entertainment.html
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The germ of the idea for the Solar Bat-
tle of the Bands first came to Johan 

“Respect the Roof ” Alfsen in 2010. After 
booking a San Francisco gig for his band, 
Wave Array, that coincided with Inter-
solar, Alfsen discovered that he was not 
the only solar professional with a passion 
for music. He subsequently reached out 
to industry colleagues to explore options 
for organizing a networking event featur-
ing live music.

Together with Christie “Rise & 
Shine” McCarthy, Alfsen founded and 
produced the first-ever Solar Battle 
of the Bands (SBOB) in 2011, which is 
now held annually on the Wednesday 
of Intersolar NA. Decidedly under the 
radar in its first year, the SBOB was nev-
ertheless a huge success, blowing the 
doors off a 500-person–capacity venue. 
In 2012, the event moved to the capa-
cious (1,200-person capacity) and styl-
ish Mezzanine, a San Francisco venue 

housed in a historic two-story ware-
house, featuring a full bar, a large stage 
and—most importantly—a professional 
sound reinforcement system.

The first band to take the stage at 
the 2013 SBOB was a veteran act, The 
Voltaics, representing SMA America. 
Alternately fronted by blues pianist 
Warren Davis and vocalist Andrea Stapp 
Holland, The Voltaics leaned heavily 
on the classic rock genre: “Ain’t Messin’ 
Round” (Gary Clark Jr.), “Run To You” 
(Bryan Adams), “Rumor Has It” (Adele), 
“Gimme All Your Lovin’” (ZZ Top) and 
“Photograph” (Def Leppard).

The second set featured newcom-
ers Reverend Ray & the Everlasting 
Incentives representing South Bend, 
Indiana–based Inovateus Solar. Dressed 
for success, the rookie act profession-
ally executed a diverse set list: “Taking 
Care of Business” (Bachman Turner 
Overdrive), “Fire” (Jimi Hendrix), “Bust 

Overview
LEAD DESIGNER: Johan Alfsen,  

director of training, Quick Mount  

PV, quickmountpv.com; see also  

christiemccarthy.com

CO-PRODUCER: Christie McCarthy,  

director of marketing, Creotecc,  

creotecc.us; also christiemccarthy.com

TERRAWATT SPONSOR:  

Motech Industries

MEGAWATT SPONSORS: AEE Solar, 

Burndy, Inovateus Solar, SMA America, 

SunEarth

DATE COMMISSIONED: July 10, 2013

LOCATION: Mezzanine, San Francisco, 

CA, 37.8°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: Five bands with 

special amps that go up to 11

Quick Mount PV & Creotecc
Solar Battle of the Bands: Round 3!
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http://www.quickmountpv.com
http://www.christiemccarthy.com
http://www.creotecc.us
http://www.christiemccarthy.com
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The Champions
THE KILLA WATTS (SUNGEVITY): 

Andrew Adelman – drums 

Chris Connolly – vocals 

Colleen George – vocals 

Fernando Felix – congas, percussion 

Jeff Cleland – bass 

Joss Jaffe – guitar 

Kelcey Gavar – vocals  

Krystian Muroya – trumpet 

Misha Balmer – baritone sax 

Noah Ginsburg – keyboards 

Samuel Hernandez – trombone 

Stephanie Smith – flute 

Travis Richardson – alto sax 

Wyatt Roy – tenor sax

The Contenders
THE VOLTAICS (SMA AMERICA): 

Andrea Stapp Holland – vocals 

Brandi Leathers – vocals 

Jurgen Krehnke – guitar 

Roy Dynger – bass 

Warren Davis – keyboard, vocals 

Will Weisbecker – drums 

Zhimmithee Banks – vocals

REV. RAY & THE EVERLASTING 

INCENTIVES (INOVATEUS SOLAR): 

Connor O’Sullivan – bass 

Elliott Peck – acoustic guitar, vocals 

Miki Mihailovic – guitar, vocals 

Nathan Vogel – cowbell 

Nick Kovach – harmonica, vocals 

T.J. Kanczuzewski – keyboards, vocals 

Tyler Kanczuzewski – drums

THE SOULMETRICS (SOLARCITY): 

Brian Cilenti – guitar, vocals 

Cameron Brigham – bass 

Carl Moren – keyboard, trombone 

Katherine Van Zalen – vocals, guitar 

Lizzie Caldwell – tenor sax 

Nate Walker – vocals, guitar 

Nick Duffy – drums 

Rodrigo Calvo-Leni – trumpet

ZEP THE BAND (ZEP SOLAR)

Christina Manansala – vocals 

Daniel East – vocals 

Daniel Flanigan – guitar, ukulele, vocals 

David Therien – drums 

Jack West – custom guitar, vocals 

Liz Mead – vocals 

Mike Miskovsky – guitar, bass, vocals 

River Broussard – guitar, vocals 

Sarah Hill – vocals

a Move” (Young MC) and 
“Jumpin’ Jack Flash” (The 
Rolling Stones).

The third act was The 
Soulmetrics, representing 
SolarCity. Winners of the 
inaugural SBOB com-
petition and hungry to 
reclaim the title, The Soul-
metrics presented a popular 
and up-to-date set list: “Lonely 
Boy” (The Black Keys), “Little Talks” (Of 
Monsters and Men), “The Edge of Glory” 
(Lady Gaga), “(If You’re Wondering If I 
Want You To) I Want You To” (Weezer) 
and “Little Lion Man” (Mumford & Sons).

The winners of SBOB Round 3 by 
audience vote, The Killa Watts, repre-
senting Sungevity, took the stage fourth. 
Showcasing the talents of Colleen 
“Amazing Pipes” George and Jeff “Slappa 
da Bass” Cleland—not to mention a 
five-piece horn section—The Killa Watts 
aced a funky, butt-bouncing set that was 
part Motown, part Memphis, part Super 
Freak and two parts San Francisco Soul: 
“Dance to the Music” (Sly and the Family 

Stone), “I Want You Back” (The 
Jackson 5), “Rock Steady” 

(Aretha Franklin), “Give It 
To Me Baby” (Rick James) 
and “Thank You” (Sly and 
the Family Stone).

Defending champions 
Zep the Band closed the 

show with their patented 
Zep Groove. Featuring the 

competition’s only eight-string 
fan-fret guitar, Zep Solar’s house band 
put its signature touch on an eclectic 
set: “Fire” ( Jimi Hendrix), “Walking on 
the Moon” (The Police), “Chameleon” 
(Herbie Hancock) > “Good Foot” ( James 
Brown)  and “Subterranean Homesick 
Blues” (a funk arrangement including 
pieces from Bob Dylan and Red Hot 
Chili Peppers).

“A lot of bands like to fight; it’s in their nature. 

And when we fight nature, we’re fighting 

ourselves. That’s why nature demands the 

Solar Battle of the Bands, man.”

—Governor Jerry Brown* 

*yeah, this is an intentional misappropriation
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October 21–24 
McCormick Place 
Chicago, Illinois USA

THE INDUSTRY EVENT FOR SOLAR INSTALLERS 
AND CONTRACTORS

Solar Power International 2013, held October 21–24 in Chicago, IL, 
delivers hands-on training and exclusive access to information, innovations 
and industry leaders. 

Exclusively at SPI for solar installers and contractors: 

• PV Technical Training

• Targeted education tracks, including Operations, Performance 
and Maintenance

• In-depth technical workshops 

• New QuickTalk sessions that tackle timely industry topics

• Plus, nearly 700 of the industry’s leading manufacturers and suppliers 

Expect a fresh experience in Chicago, with new features and new solutions. 
Only SPI delivers. Register today! 

GO WHERE SOLAR GOES.
 solarpowerinternational.com

Powered by:

http://www.solarpowerinternational.com
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homepower. com
CONTRACTORS DIRECTORY

The

Highly Qualifi ed, Highly Educated 
Customer Prospects

Over 1,000 Installation 
Businesses Are Already Listed

Adding Your Listing Is Fast, 
Effective and FREE 

.

.

.

From the publisher’s of SolarPro, Home Power magazine has been educating the residential renewable 
energy market since 1987. Homeowners everywhere look to us when it comes time to choose a 

contractor for their project. Will they fi nd your business listed in our FREE online directory?  

Add your business today! Login or register at

homepower.com/contractors

http://www.homepower.com
http://www.homepower.com/contractors
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The Village of Oak Park, Illinois, in 
partnership with Solar Service, com-

missioned one of the largest municipally 
owned PV systems in the state in April 
2012. The 99.5 kW array is installed on the 
sixth floor of the Avenue Parking Garage 
and will offset approximately 20% of the 
garage’s energy consumption, which 
includes electric vehicle charging stations.

Due to the 
array’s location, 
Solar Service gave 
heightened design 
consideration to 
public safety and 
protecting the array 
from damage. The 
designers considered 
pole mounts and 
cantilevered carport 
type racking systems, 
but the moment reactions of these rack 
designs would have required structural 
reinforcement of the garage. Ultimately, 
the team chose a canopy racking system 
using a custom galvanized steel frame.

The 50-ton steel rack is anchored to 
the elevated structural support columns, 
which keeps the racking system’s posts 
away from vehicles and snowplows. The 
aesthetics of the array played a large role 

in the final design, which blends nicely 
with the existing structure. Solar Service 
designed two gaps into the array to allow 
for expansion and contraction, and to 
provide access points for maintenance.

The system has a distributed design 
with 12 string inverters located in a 
conditioned space within the garage. 
This approach streamlines the system 

installation, 
facilitates future 
maintenance, 
and provides the 
desired inverter-
direct monitor-
ing granularity. 
Due to the size 
constraints of the 
main fused switch 
and bus, the sys-
tem is intercon-

nected to the supply side of the switch, 
which allows for up to 400 A, well below 
the combined inverter ac output.

“For commercial system designs, we prefer 

at least two inverters so that performance 

can be compared and production issues 

easily assessed via remote or on-site moni-

toring. The SMA America Sunny Boy invert-

ers were a great fit for this application.”

—Garrison Riegel, Solar Service  

Overview
DESIGNER: Garrison Riegel, senior 

system designer, Solar Service, 

solarserviceinc.com

LEAD INSTALLER: Matt Bart, foreman, 

Solar Service

DATE COMMISSIONED: April 27, 2012

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 50 days

LOCATION: Oak Park, IL, 41.8°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.1 kWh/m2/day

ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES: 

91°F 2% average high, -11°F extreme 

minimum

ARRAY CAPACITY: 99.5 kWdc

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 110 MWh 

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 390 SolarWorld Sunmodule 

SW 255 mono, 255 W STC, +5/-0 W, 

8.15 Imp, 31.4 Vmp, 8.66 Isc, 37.8 Voc

INVERTERS: 3-phase 277/480 Vac 

service, six SMA America SB 8000-

US (8 kW, 600 Vdc maximum input, 

300–480 Vdc MPPT range), six SMA 

America SB 6000-US (6 kW, 600 Vdc 

maximum input, 250–480 Vdc MPPT 

range), single-phase inverter output 

balanced across 3-phase service

ARRAY: 13 modules per source circuit 

(3,315 W, 8.15 Imp, 408.2 Vmp, 8.66 

Isc, 491.4 Voc), three source circuits 

per SB 8000-US inverter (9,945 W, 

24.45 Imp, 408.2 Vmp, 25.98 Isc, 

491.4 Voc), two source circuits per  

SB 6000-US inverter (6,630 W, 16.3 

Imp, 408.2 Vmp, 17.32 Isc, 491.4 Voc)

ARRAY INSTALLATION: Custom steel 

canopy, IronRidge XRS rails, 180° 

azimuth, 5° tilt

ARRAY COMBINERS: 12 SolarBOS 

Compact Combiners, 15 A fuses

SYSTEM MONITORING: DECK Moni-

toring with weather station and cell 

temperature sensors, inverter-direct 

monitoring via SMA Sunny Portal

Solar Service
Avenue Parking Garage
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http://www.solarserviceinc.com
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SHIFT YOUR PERSPECTIVE. WE’LL CHANGE HOW YOU LOOK AT SOLAR.
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the solarworld standard 
proven quality for maximum perfomance

we’re solarworld – america’s authority on solar™

A 3 ton truck? Hail at over 250MPH? Bring it on! 

The SolarWorld Sunmodules can withstand all of it. In fact, 
the SolarWorld Standard of quality requires our modules go 
through rigorous testing of at least 3 times IEC standards. 
And to prove it, we put our modules through some tests 
of our own. See the proof for yourself on youtube.com, 
keywords: SolarWorld Extreme or scan the QR code on  
this ad with your smartphone.  

To learn more about SolarWorld’s proven quality  
and technology, contact us at (800 ) 94-SOLAR  
or visit SolarWorld.com
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